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SurvrrvrARY
'l'hi.r Annuul Rcytrt by the Commissionon researt'lt uctivitics reprcsants u nat dcpartura. It uppaur,\
ut u moncnt vhan tha new research Framawrk Pntgratwttc, ttlticlt will run to tlrc e nd of thc (cilun'.
htts hcen luunchetl in an enlarged European Union und u nLlr Comnission hus takcn oJfica.
Thc requ::cment tbr:rn annual report wits introduced at Articlc 130 P ot'thc Treaty.'lhc iniriative
6wed much to the interests of the European Parliament. Howcver, the Crlntmission itself ha.s been
ilcreasingly active in seeking to ensure greater openness with regard to its activities and the provision
of information. It is very much in this spirit that this tlrst report has been produced. It is the
Commissirtn's hope that it will contribute further to that atmosphere tlf constructivc collabrlration
between the Community institutions which lead to the timely adoption of the Fourth Frarnework
Programmeon26April l994andof thecorrespondingspecificprogrammcsbet'orethecndof 1994'
With this annual report a window is opened on the whole widc spectrum of Community research
activities now grouped under the common umbrella of the Framework Programme. lt also ofl'ers a
"snapshot" of the situation at the end of 1994 :us well u; an overview of the work prtlgrantme and
milestones tbr 1995. The 1995 Report covers the resulLs obtained in 1994 fronl research activities
undertaken mainly under theThird Framework Programme (1990-1994). The description of thc 1995
work programme deals with the start of the Fourth Framework Programme (1994-1998).
For Community research policy, 1994 was a most active as well as challenging ycar. No f'ervcr than
25 legal texLs were needed to implement the Fourth Framervork Programme:
Tlrc Franta+,ork Programme itself (both European Contmanity and Euratonr texts) and tltc ciglttccn
specific programmes; two programmes covering the activitics of the Joint Research Ccntrc oJ' tha
tom-nwniry URC) and the competitive scientiftc and technical activilies in support rtJ' Comnrunitt'
poticies; nvo decisions covering the rules for participation in CommuniQ rcscarch prcgrumnrcs; and
Jinally the rules for the dissemination of results-
In July, during an intbrmal meeting of the Council of Rescarch Ministers, the flrst debatc on the
cgurdination of Member States' science and technology p<llicies ttltlk place. Subsequently' in Octobcr
1994, the Commission presented its Communication "Achieving c<tordination tltrough coopcration".
Furtherrnure , lgg4also saw the creation by the Cornmission of the European Scicncer and 
'Iccltntlltlgy
Assembly rvhich brings together distinguished representatives of industrial research and the scicntillc
rvorltl sq as to imprgve the links between the Contmission and tlte rcsearch conrmunity.
Members of the European Econgmic Area participated lblly in tlte ntln-nuclcar rcscarch pr()granlnlcs
'l't6e Community. The European Union 
was also active in the arena of intcrnational scientilrc and
technical coopcration and conilusion of bilateral agrecnrctrt.s: signature with Australia; ctlnclusion tll'
ncgotiations with Canada; and start of ncgotiatitlns with Srvitzcrland and rvith lsrael.
In addition, thc Conrmission has c0ntinucd activitics to promote discussion tlrl scicnce and tccltnologt'
in their gcncral cultural contcxt in Europe in tlrc l'ranrcwork 0t'thc "liurtlpcan Scicncc and 
-l'ecltntllogv
Frrrurp". lt also organized the Europcan rvcck lirr scicntillc culturc in Ntlvettrber 1994.
a dJ / ',,',"
,1A
Research activitics in t994 - arul tltc intportancc oJ'tltc Conununirl,'s rcscarth (fttrr.t in licncrul - c'ttn
ltc summed up in 
.just a fat, figures relating n T-hird liranrcvrtrk Prcgrunmc uctivitic.r, t'ovcring
Menther States and tountrias of the European Economic Arca untt of EItTA, untl int'lutling ulso tltc
ntttst important a(contpanying mcasurcs:6 l0l ncw pntjccts involv'ing t8 26t put,tit'ipant.t wcre
launched in 1994; a total of I0 976 projacts warc running ut tha cnd of I99a; in 1994, Convnunity
suPport amounted to I 936 MECUs in total paynrcnts (JRC exc'\.). Tltcy rcprcscntcd m fuvcr than
I6 407 transnational c'ollahorativc links in'nwlti-purtncr utst-shurad ut'tion.r bchycan rcscarch tearn.r
spread throughout'tltc Communiry or the Europcan Eutrutntic Area.
***
I
In 1995' the Commission will ensure the efticient implementation of the specilic programmes of the
Fourth Framework'Programme, taking increasing account of the neecls of the citizen and of the
market. This has involved, inter alia, a very active and user-fbcused campaign of publicity and
infbrmation days on the programmes' first tbrmal calls fbr proposals on l5 December 1994.
The funds allocated to the Framework Programme should be adapted following the accession of the
three new Member States, Austria, Finland, and Sweden. Furthermorc, the discussion on
supplementary funding of the Framework Programme, to be decidetl by June 1996, rvill be initiated;
the Commission expects to make proposals later this year.
The Commission will furthermore pave the way fbr new initiatives, new approaches. The European
Union faces problems such as unemployment, widespread changes in soiiety and a rapid paie of
technical innovation. The achievements of Community research in helping to develop new options and
responses to these challenges should therefore be more visible to its citizens. Concrete steps should
be rapidly taken further to increase the. coherence and effectiveness of research activities in thc
Community, based on a consensus among all concerned about the approach to be followed.
The Commissioners concerned therefore agreed to set up a number of "Task Forces" which should
help to bring together Community, national and other efforts in common projects of industrial intcrest,
thereby increasing their impact. The instruments already laid down in the Treaty but under-used in
the past may prove to be useful tools: Articles 130 K, L and N - rvhich provide for supplementary
programmes, Community participation in programmes undertaken by several Member States and joint
undertakings. The Commission will put f'orward lurther ideas to help fbcus the debate. The vital
relationship between research and industry is a theme which merits particular atrention.
Other major topics which the Commission plans to address this year include the rvhole innovation
process - where the Framework Programme's special support for small and medium-siz-ed enterpriscs
is particularly important; an overall strategy fbr international research cooperation, research in the
intbrmation society: and further simplification ol' management proceclures together .wirlr lurther
progress on improving prograntme evaluations.
It is the Commission's hope tltat readers v,itlfrnd this annual rcport t'onvaniant antl inJormutivc, botlt
for those already involved in Community resaarch undfor thosa v,lto discovar it through ihis rcporr.
It is the aim that it sltould be saen as a uscful raJ'crcncc docunrcnt, a common knov'ledg,c baic fttr
researchers, enterprises, research organisations, rasearch politl' plunners, politicians and indecd all
tlnse wln have thc comltetitivenass of the Europeun IJnion and tlrc wclfare rf its citize ns close to the ir
Ircarts.
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This rcpon is thc lirst ol rrs kind. Articlc 130 P of tlrc EC ',t'rcaty was intrtxlttccd by thc Trcaty on EuroPcan union ancl
statcsl:
,,At the begittning of e:ich year llte Cotnmission !ha!! scnl a rcpod to lhc liuropcan Padiancn! and lhe Council' The
rcport shall include ittfonnation on rescarch and technological dcvelopmet activilbs and lhe disscmiualion oJ rcsults
diring the,orevious ycar, atd thc work progranme for the currenl year"'
T1c Commission sccs rhis rcport as an unponanr opportunity to prcsent an ovcralt picture of thc rcscarch activitics of thc
European Union rn an open and accessible way, thus helping wider understanding of their imporrance and contribution 
to
thc prosperity and social "rvell-bcing" of the Europcan Union'
The Founh Framcwork programme intro<tuced new obligations on continuous monitoring and evaluation of the Community
RTD programmes. Ar rhc ri"eting of the Council of Ministcrs (Rcscarch) in December 1994, the Commission outlined a
ncw strategy for thc cvaluation oftommuniry research progiramrncs in the tight of thesc new obligations' ln tlte future' 
tltis
annual repon could form a constilucnt part of the ovcrall asscssmcnt Proccss''
For evident reasons, this 1995 repon carulot rakc full account of the new evaluation skategy, which has yet to be finalized'
nor of all the obligations under the Founh Framcwork Programrne and irs spccific pro8rarnmcs, which are 
just now being
implemented.
In pracrice, rhe roporr on 1994 refcrs priocipally to activitics under the Third Framework Programme (and thosc
accompanying measures (Actions de Pr6paiation. d'Accompag'ement et de Suivi. APAS) which are being conrinued undcr
the Fourth Framcwork PrograrDme). The report on the work progr:unme fpr 1995 concenE essentially thc Founh
Framework Programmc.
The Treaty foresees tlre rcpon as being prcsented "at thc bcginning of each year "'"' Howcvcr' Uking into 
account dtat
the report musr, ro a l"rgc extent, be based on.rcliable sutistlcal and budgeury dau, the availability of these data 
will bc
a determining factor for the timing of publication'
Thc report falls into four parts. Thc first and main part of the report, "European union research' technological
dcvelopment and dcmonsrration: summary of activitics in 1994 and of work proS,ranmes for 1995", provides a synthesis
of rhe resulrs of 1994 and the plans for jsgs. rh. second part, "Activities in 1994'. Preseirts some of the imponant
research resulls from cach of the specitic progralnmes in inorc detail. Part thrce, "Work Prograrnmes for 1995"'
summarizes the acrivirics foreseen inisss for cach of thc spccific prog,rammcs. Finally. the last part, "Annexes", 
gives
graphs, tables, and list-s of factual data, such as key sutistics nn proj""s, funding. padcipants' rcsearch links' etc" rnajor
dates and documenrs in the adoption of thc Third and Founli Framcwork Programmes, and lists of publications 
and
acronyms. to8ether wirh an overall calcndar for calls for proposals and selcction of rescarch projects'
ThisiextisquotcdirtArliclc4(l)scc(xldPrrrsrrplrint.lrctrvo<|*isirrrrr(liCrudliuraiou)cnstiu6'tbcFourthf}rucrorkProgrruruc'
.llus thc obligrtron r rcccprcd for tlle totality of frucwork Itrogrilrunc rclividcs. Futthcmorc, in thc dcisiors 
(both Fjc rnd Eutrtout)
ddcruiniuF thc rul6 for PriiciPrtiotr lu couuunity .o*.'liptusttturcl rud thc ruls fur discnrilrtiou of rcsulls' rniclc 
r0 (l) rrd
ani;lc 4 (li respectively, rcfeler is trEde 
'o 
tlrc erutul rcPort in the followitg uy:
nrhc outual rcpotr ilur hc commixiott submits to thc Europcan Pulinen! ud thc couttci!, bt cccoducc wih artdc 1(l) oI Dccinon
N. [rcfcrcucc ,r ,1. .a*.olfi.o,"*rJ i;a*..c dcish'ul, shall cqtl,oin ttlomation on thc implaa1,albu 
ol thb D'cis'q''"
Finlly,itshdldbcbominnrindtlurthcFqrrthl:rmcwortlt.rgrrmcwrsrdopGdrccordirgtothcprciriorointroduedbythcTraty
on Europan urrion, whcrqs rhc Third Frmcwork lrrogrmrc, ro wtrich lhc rctroslxctivc prrt of thiJ rcaort cr*ntirlly 
rcferr' wrs rdoptcd
rccording to tlrc Sitgle Act.
2 I, ,h*ld bc m{cd tlut 11.e Scicntific ud Tcchnisl Rcsorch C:'uunittcc' cRDsT' which rdviss lhc Cmision rnd 6rc 
Coril' ludy in
thc contert of its evdution rcpolt otr (he Sccond Frrmework l'r<4ruune rccqrulcuded tlut: '?ta tutisdcol 
rcsuru prcscated in Anncr I'
on rhc buis o! an onnuol anol!,ris, sluld c<rcrirurc thc basis ,f tie annul rcpon from tlt conmissin prtttkled lt in 
dnidc 130 t' 
"f thc
I,loastriclrt 7icon,.. Thc abtistics prescntcd in tllc prescnt rcporl corrcspond closcly to ttrosc 
of drc cRllsT rcporr'
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EUnoPBAN UNION RNSTARCH, TBCTTT.qOLOGICAL
DBvBLopMENT AND DnIToNSTRATIoN (RTD)
Surnmary of activities in L994 and of work programmes for 1995
POLICY DEVELOPMENTS: Fourth Framework Programme and Coordination
Achievements 1994: Launch of the Fourth Framework Programme and renewed
commitment to coordination. concentration and stimulation.
During 1994, overall Comtrutniry RTD policy for the period 1994-1998'was discussed and finalized
in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty on European Union , whichuns ruified in November
1993, andwith the WhiU Paper on "Growth, Competiliveness and Employment", which analyzed
and confirmed the kq role of research and developmeru for the Ewopean Union. Specifically, the
Fourth Framework Programrhe (1994-1998) and, following ihe Commissions proposals in March
1994, the corresponding 20 speciftc prograrnrnes were adopted- The overall tttlcs for participation
in the bmmanity programmes andfor disseminatian of results were agreed ttpon; the Commission
had tabled its proposals in February. Finally, the specific programmes were implemewed with the
adoption by the Commission of the work lrogranmes and the publicuion of calls for proposak.
Subsequent to debue in the European Parliamew and between research ministers, the Commission
pres ented the Communication " Achieving coordination through cooperalion'.
In its analysis in the White Paper of the contribution of research and technological development to
growth, competitiveness and employment, the Commission concluded that in particular there is need
for: an increased level of RTD funding, greater coordination of national and Community RTD policies
and improvements in the capacity to convert scientific breakthroughs and technological achievements
into industrial and commercial successes. Specific recommendations included
* Improved coordination of national and Community policies
* Establishment of operational mechanisms for technology transfer
* Concentration of efforts on areas pinpointed as responding to new needs and markets
* Definition of new large-scale projects with national bodies and companies.
Fourth Framework Programme (1994-1998)
The Framework Programme is established as the essential instrument for implementing the European
Union's policy on research, technological development and demonstration. Furthermore, in accordance
with the Treaty on European Union, all Community research is now assembled under the common
umbrella of The Fourth Framework Programme (1994-1998). Links with other Community policies
have also been strengthened and the overall structure of the programme has become clearer,
3reflecting directly the different types of actions mentioned in rhe Treaty (Article 130 G). This has
helped to emphasize the importance of eertain activities of a more "horizontal" nature, namely
international scientitic cooperation, dissemination and optimization of results and training and mobility
of researchers.
The Fourth F'rameyork Programme was adopted on 26 April 1994 and the corresponding 20 specific
programmes were aj;reed upon in the course of 1994, (cf. Part Four, Annex IV, for milestones in the
decision process and references of decisions in the Off,rcial Journat). This means that they were
proposed., negotiated and adopted within about two years - or quicker tlian proved possible for the
Third Framework Programme. Bearing in mind the constraints imposed by thi combination of the co-
decision procedure (Article 189 b of the Treaty) between the Euiopean Parliament and the Council
of Ministers and the unanimity rule, this represents a genuine tour de force. It could not have been
done without the determination of the Institutions to reach a successful conclusion before the end of
1994, closing date of the Third Framework Programme, and thereby to ensure the continuity of
Community research activities.
The major characteristics of the Fourth Framework Programme as compared to the Third Framework
Programme may be summarized as follows:
* The funding of ECU 12 300 millionr was sufficient to ensure the continuity of Community
research. supplementary funding may be added by 30 June 1996.
* Better coordination of research efforts.
* A higher priority is attributed to fields of industriat interest, as well as to those related to
. the environment and to life sciences and technologies.
* A number of new priority areas appear in the Framework Programme, in particular
transport and targeted socio-economic research which are the subject of two distinit specific
programmes.
* Greater importance is attributed to the dissemination and exploitation of research results.
* New means of implementation are introduced to allow for improved efficiency and impact;
for example thematic networks and focused clusters group reiearch partners from different
disciplines around a common objective, with a partieular-emphasis bn the participation of
users. In addition, demonstration projects :re - as set out in the Treaty - .*iti"itty covered
by the Framework Programme.
* The participation of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) is encouraged in most
programmes by simplified procedures and specific measures, including feasibility awards and
funding tbr cooperative research (inspired by the CRAF| pilot initiative under the Industrial
and Materials Technologies Programme of the Third Framework programme).
* Administrative bu.rdens on proposers are reduced and transparency increased throughfixed dates tbr calls for proposals; simpler and harmonized information packages, and
I 
excludirg the fundirg for the participation in thc Fmervork Prograrrune of the ountries of the Europm Eomic Au, which in 1994
anruted to EcU 166 nillion- In April 1995, ttre Cmission rmde a proposal for the adaptatiou of furding undcr the Four{r FrancworkProgremme by ? * followirg the accession of Austria. Finland and Sweden to 1rc Europan Union.
4application and contract negotiation tbrms; synchronized or joint selection procedures across
programmes etc.
x The specitic character of the Community's own research centre, the Joint Research Centre
(JRC), i$ contirmed. However, the future tinancing of is activities will be based increasingly
on a compgtitive approach.
* There is the first opportunity for the gradual "phasing-in" of research activities of interest to
the coal and steel industries which were hitherto conducted under the aegis of the ECSC
Treaty.
On 21 November 1994, the Council adopted oommon rules governing participation in Community
RTD activities and dissemination of results. The rules governing participation were previously
included under each of the specific programmes, whereas the rules for dissemination were set out for
the Third Framework Programme by Council Decision 92l272lCEE implemented by Commission
Regulation 94 I 1990 | CE.
Improving the coordination of national and European Union RTD policies
Concrete initiatives were taken with the aim of improving the coordination of national and
Community RTD policief. Following a resolution of the European Parliament in May 1994, the
European Union's Research and Blucation Ministers held an informal meeting in Schwerin in July
1994 at the invitation of the German Presidency. Subsequently, in October 1994, the Commission
adopted the Communication "Achieving coordination through cooperation" (COM(94)438).
This Communication addressed a major challenge for European RTD, highlighted also in the White
Paper, namely to counteract the effects of the fragmentation in Europe of RTD policies. At
present, only an amount equivalent to 13 % of public RTD resources are mobilised by European
cooperative RTD framework. The communication presented arguments and general lines of action
for increased coordination of the remainder; subject to common intents and interests, and in
accordance with the principle of subsidiarity. It focused on action at three levels: defining policies;
their implementation; and international cooperation. More specifically, it pointed to the effective
implementation of "supplementary programmes" (Art. 130 K) and "participations in Member
States' initiatives" (Art. 130 L) as opportunities which deserve due consideration. This could, for
example, provide an appropriate response to the need for increased European coordination in relation
to industrial RTD. A precondition of coordination is a systematic exchange of relevant and
comparable information on national RTD policies. Such efforts should help identifu and focus on
concrete topics of general interest and areas where greater cooperation and coordination could be
fruitful.
The perceived need tbr increased European coordination in RTD has been a major issue during the
latesi discussions on the future role of the Committee for Scientific and Technical Research (CREST).
It has been realized that the mandate of CREST should be reconsidered in the light of the central role
a
- Article l3O H of Oe TreltY statcs:
. I. Thc Commnity ond the Mcnbcr Stat6 slull coordinle rheir reseorch and teclnoligical daclopmcnt actiitics so 6 lo crcure ilaI rctiilal
policies and @nmnity policy arc mutully codsktilr.
2. In close cupcrodon with thc Member Smtcs, the Conmission nvy mk ary usefu! initiativc to promotc the coordinatiu rctencd to in
parograph l.'
5uisigned to European RTD - as a key Community instrument. Discussions have led to the conclusion
that CREST should play an important role in the medium and long term development of RTD policy,
in particular as regards coordination between national activities and with Community activities and
in the preparation of future Framework Programmes. In this eontext, the reinforcement of CRESTs
role in the evaluation of RTD programmes is also considered to be beneficial.
Coordination imphes a need to develop further a common "corpus of knowledge" regarding
developments in science and technology in the wider context of industrial competitiveness and societal
needs.
The inclusion in the Framework Programme of a specific programme of targeted socio-economic
research (TSER) and the creation of the Seville Institute for Prospective Technological Studies of
the JRC are major steps forward in this respect. The programme covers evaluation of science and
technology policy options, research on education and training, and research into social integration and
exclusion in Europe. The TSER programme foresees the creation of the European Technology
Assessment Network (ETAI$ which will link experts in the field of science and technology policy
studies and decision-makers at European level.
The publication of the fust European Report on Science and Technology Indicators in October
1994 was another major achievement aiming at the pooling Europe-wide of quantitative information
on science and technology. This important new tool will be published by the Commission every rwo
years as a result of the joint efforts of the specialized institutions of the Member States, the national
bodies and the international institutions with expertise in the field together with Commission staff. The
report addresses six major issues: the place of Europe's science and technology in a world context;
industrial RTD and competitiveness; European RTD diversity, convergence ard cohesion; RTD
cooperation in Europe; the European Union as a world partner; and, finally, European attitudes
towards science and technology.
When considering these new initiatives, the existing activities promoting coordination should not be
forgotten. Concerted actions, which by definition imply support for the coordination of national
activities through such means as workshops and conferences, short-term scientific missions,
publications and travel expenses for EU delegates etc., are well-known measures in the Framework
Programme, notably.in the programmes on measurement and testing and biomedicine and health. In
total 365 new concerted actions were started in 1994 and 3205 were underway by end 1994.
In order to strengthen the coherence of RTD activities undertaken in Europe, closer coordination has
also been sought between Community RTD activities and other European and international
governmental and non-governmental scientific organizations and the many netwrrks of researchers
they have set up.
COST (Cooperation in Science and Technology) contributes to the coordination through concertation
of nationally funded research in the 25 European COST member countries. In 1994,36 new COST
actions were started, bringing the total number to 115. Furthermore, coordination has progressed
pragmatically on a case-by-case basis between the Community and the pan-European initiative,
Eureka. Outstanding examples of effective coordination are the close relationJttips 
"rt.blirh.d betweenthe Community programmes for marine science and technology (MAST; anO tror road transport(DRM) and the Eureka activities Euromar and Prometheus, respectively. Finally, links have been
reinforced between the Community and European research organizations such as CERN (Centre
Europ6en pour la Recherche Nucl6aire), EMBL (European Molecular Biology Laboratory) and ESA(European Space Agency). More specitically, the Commission has concluded administrative
arrangements with CERN on l0 October 1994, and with EMBL on [8 Januarv 1995.
6Advice and studies in the preparation of future RTb policy
The European Science and 'Iechnology Assembly (ESTA), announced in the White Paper' was
tbunded by the commission on 16 March 1994 and ac$ as a high-level research advisory body for
the Commission. It is composed of one hundred distinguished scientists and industrial researchers
aooointed bv the Qommission in their personal capacity, drawn tiom national and European research
ilil;#-'r"il1""r"s, universities, and indusrrial enterprises and organisations' At the
Commission's request, the Assembly will deliver opinions on the implementation.of the European
Union's BTD policy and more speciircally the Framework programme and the specific 
programmes'
in particular on the scientific and technical content of the programmes and certain aspects of their
management. on its own initiative, the Assembly will deliver leports and draft opinions on various
aspects of the Unions's RTD policy or world wiie science and technology trends and implications'
The Industrial Research and Development Advisory Committee (IRDAC) will continue to offer
its particular advice and expertise to the Commission'
The European Science and Technology Forum has been created in order to stimulate ideas and
discussion on socio+onomic, ethical, legal, historical and cultural aspects of science and technology
in Europe. The Forum brings iogether academic and industrial researchers, political decision-makers'
representativ"r of gou"rntnlntbiAi"t 
-a specialists in selected fields in conferences 
which have been
prepared in depth through studies and preparatory seminars. In 1994, five very well received projects
*"re org"nis"o. e european week of scientific culture was also held.
ln addition, a number of studies have been launched or completed in order to prepare coming
framework programmes. some illustrative examples are the raunctr of a study on tlle definition of
pubtic research buOgets in the Member,states' on industry's diversification in relation to military
research, on the assessment of critical technologies in 
-Europe, 
on European and international
cooperation in technology foresight, and on the deiign of European collaborative pro-grammes' 
The
,,Eurobarometer,, studies conducted at regular intervals have shown the improvement of the perception
of science and technology by the public'
society
Concentrating resources on major challenges
In line with the commission,s communication 
,'Achieving coordination through cooperation", all the
available options under the Treaty should be used in orderlo exploit to the fult the community's 
RTD
potential and to generate ton"..t" results. The priorities identified in the Commission's
Communication on "An industrial competitiveness poii"y for the European Union" include the
promotion of intangibte investment, such as research and training, and the need to take fuller 
account
of the market.
A number of Task Forceshave been set up in order to launch conrnron proiects of industrial 
interest'
The Task Forces cover themes such as:
"the car of tomorrow",
"educational software multimedia",
7- "new generation aircralti,,
"vaccines and viral diseases,',
- "the railways of the future,',
- "intermodality of transport,,;
This approach will.be continued covering other possible areas of public and inriustrial interest such
:rs the envlronmentbr the maritime industries. Task Forces should mobilise all available expertise,
closely associating industry, including SMEs, and especially user groups, so as to have their views
on the teq.[nical priorities, as well as consulting relevant interest groups and national bodies. Task
Forces will conduct a detailed economic, scientific and technicat anitysis of the prospects. They wi1propose clustering of projects by identiffing relevant areas of the *o.k progr".mes and by screeningprojects, including on-going ones, decided under the specific progriunmes. Task Forces wi,llfurthermore make proposals for the possible updating and adaptation of work progriunmes and for nervinitiatives, in particular for the possible apptication of Articles 130 K, i *a N of the Treaty.,
goncelins the implementation of supplementary programmes, Community participation in MemberStates' initiatives and the creation ofjoint undertikings.
The preliminary resuls of the work of these Task Forces will be taken into account and their worlkfurther discussed'in a number of communications announced in the gener.l Wo;k ir"gtamme of theCommission for 1995. They include Communications or Green Papers on the links between research
and industry; on the role of research in the Infbrmation society; on the promotion of innovationpolicies; on the prenormative dimension of Community research programmes; on new means of
cooperation provided for in Articles 130 K and L of the Tieaty; and on the instruments of cooperationin accordance with Article 130 N of the Treaty.
In addition' the Commission will present proposals for Supplementary funding of the Framewor,lrProgramme, as foreseen in the Framework programme deciiions, with a view to-the possible launclr
of the first supplementary programmes.
The Commission has proposed the adaptation of the financial provisions of the two Frameworl:Programmes as a consequence of the enlargement of the Union. An increase of 7 To o},n" n rroinpl
of the Framework Programmes, or supplementary funding of ECU 861 million, is proposed in orderto maintain the existing level of research effort in the enlarged European Union. This figure:
corresponds to the increase decided at the budget trialogue last November to be apalied to the budget:for the Community's internal policies; it also corresponds approximately to the perientage contribution.to the Fourth EC Framework Programme from the threi new Member States, had they still been.
members of the European Economic Area in 1995 (7,01 7o) and to the percentage contribution to the
non-nuclear programmes of the Third Framework Programme fiom theie countries in 1994 (6,g7 %).
Further practical steps to improve coordination
The Communication "Achieving coordination through cooperation" has bedn extensively discussed in
various fora, within and outside the institutional fiamework of the community. These discussions willbe continued in 1995 with a view to the adoption of a council Resolution and the identification ofpriority areas for concrete actions.
Further steps in detining the future role of CREST will be taken in parallel with discussions on
coordination. One question to be examined is the interaction between 
-CResr 
and other Europeanbodies with an interest in RTD.
8Foltowing a Call tbr expressions of interest published in March 1995 in the fiamework of the new
programme on targercd iocio-economic reseaich, the European Technology Assessment Network'
ETAN, is being set up in order to facilitate analysis and comparison of research and innovation in
Europe. Such a n.t*oik can, in the long term, heip reconcile the points of view of those reiponsible
tbr research, Members of Parliament, experts on social and economic questions etc' on the common
oroblems which are f'acing us and on the iines of action to be pursued at national and European 
level'
il";;il;, 
"""."rrri"g 
eichangas of information and research experience should be demanddriven'
gUided by the users, namely national governments, Members of Parliament' the Commission'
inOustriaiisg and all the relwant players on the socio+conomic scene. In this context, ideas on the
coordination between the activitiis of national centres and of the seville Institute for Prospective
Technotogicalstudieswitlbeputforwardinaworkingdocument.
Activities in 1994
The level of C-ommunity RTD activiry can be easily illustrged by some key figures relating to Third
Framawrk Programme activities, covering Member states and countries of the European'Economic
Area and of EFTA, and inclading ako the mt)st important accompanying measures: 6 l0l nry proiec:s
involving lB 261 pantcrpints iere larnchea n iggl; a total i7 tO eZO proiects were running at the
end of 1994; in 1994, C.omnunity support amounted to I 936 MECIIs in total paymeus (excl' the
Joirx Ruearch Cewre). fnq ,efnsiied no fryer than 16 407 transnaional collaboraivb linlcs in
multi-panner cost-shared aAions between reiealch teams spread tlvoughout the C'ommunity or 
the
European Economic Area- More details are given in the tahles in Part Four, Annex l ' The 
activities
of each RTD programme and the results obiined in 1994 are set out in more detail in Part 7fuo of
ini, ,rpon. Ii th-e foltowing, some representative poirxs are highlighted-
According to the Treaty (Article 130F), the community RTD activities have a nvo-fold objective:
,,...strengthening the iA*Af* md technological bcaes of Co*yr*ity industry and encouraging it
to beconte nrcre com.petitive at intemationat ievel, white p=romoting all the reseatch activities 
deemed
necessary by virtue of oiu Chapters of tttis ninty.". The specific programmes of the Framework
programme contribuie generally to both objectives; the examples of results presented below are
intended to illustrate this rather than give a cimprehensive desciiption of the objectives and scope of
each of the programmes.
The fo[owing cites some specitic examples of research activities related to the comoetitiveness of
European industrv:
In the information technologies programme (ESPRIT), 109 actions were launched in the context of
the European software systems Initiative (ESSb which aims at disseminating softrvare best practices'
It also provided seed funds for the European Software Institute (ESI), founded by 15 major software
players who started it, eo.op"-wiae softw.r" pro"r* training action' ESSI actions have found
particularly high acceptance with SMEs where interest is strong for best practice related to new
software technologies with a view to improving their industrial competitiveness'
Another example tiom this programme includes the initiatives related to computer Integrated
Manufacturing and engineering ICfVfD. Advanced information technologies systems have been
deVeloped for Codesign and concurrent engineering of integrated systems for industrial
communications and automation; moreover, riajor contributions have been made to various
standardisation activities, tor example in the area of mechanical design' A number of test 
cases were
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completed under the tbasibitity phase of the lntclligent Manutacturing Systems initiative (lMli)involving participants not only fiom Europe but also fiom Japan, the US ani qther regions.
In the tield of advanced communications technologies, prototypes of integrated commdnications
systems have been developed within projects carriecl out inclosscollaboration with users in sever'l
sectors, such as Eansport, manutacturing, culture, publishing, construction, trade and bankin15.Techno-economic siudies and developmeni'ot network interconnections' standards were included inthese proj()cts.
i.:,
Miniaturised technology is booming. In the frame of the industrial and materials technologiesprogramme' recent progress in micro+lectronics has given rise to prototypes of "micro-motors,': tiny
motors whose size is of the order of I millimetre oi even smallir. They can be applied to a wide
range of uses, for example, in the medical field, with micro-surgery, implanted purnpr, and more:.Their manufacture, however, raises enormous technical problJ'ms. These moto., 
"r" 
extremely
vulnerable to all physical forces (a grain of dust or a particie of grease is enough to stop them) ancthey are also difficult to assemble. This is why tbur oiganisations"have joined hands in rtooying nudesign of micro-machines with the help of 3dimensional mathematicai models and examining th,e
mechanical and defbrmation related properties of components, attempting to solve friction problemsthrough the use of electrostatic forces. tn order to ieep the weight of the micro-motor as low aspossible, the partners are working on glue-based assembly techniiues.
Under the biotechnology programme, 7 Industrial Platforms have been created at the initiative ofinterested companies and are active in particular technology sectors. tndustrial platforms providt:
contractors and commission services with expert advice on industrially relevant topics, tt us p.orotin6;
a dynamic interaction benefrcial to all partiei. As regards scientific results, signiircant advances havebeen made in the field of industrial microorganiims; new ones which can live under extreme:conditions have been isolated and characterized.
Some'concrete results
and thus to the second general objective of Co**
Research on the natural environment has generated information usable in implementing or refiningthe European union'.s_environmental policies and management. Successful examples drawn from thetwo programmes in the area of environrnent are: the development of a new functional approach towetland assessment and protection; the understanding of the compl"* poriuri*;;;; the wesrernMediterranean sea; the development of a hydrodynamical and ecological modeiof the reaction of highmountains lakes to pollution, as a contribution to the Alpine Convention; and the understanding of themechanisms of the physical processes that shape the coastline.
The programme on measurement and testing contributed significantly to the operation of the
llernal ntarket by providing the scientific and technical basis foirnor. than 30 European standards.of particular interest to industry are the projects on the testing of materials (metals, ceramics, coatingsetc') and construction' A European-wide prgject to develof improved methods for determining the
resistance and reaction to fire of upholsterCd drrniture not onty lays the basis for future standards andpossible legislation, but also provided training for Member siates wtro have yet to develop their testtacilities in this field.
contributions to lrcalth and consumer protectionpolicies come from both the Biomedicine and healthprogramme and tiom the agriculture and agro-industry programme. Three major projecs
concentrated on developing effective vaccines to prevent intbction by the HIV virus arid designingdrugs which suppress the progress of AIDS. A inet'hodology has been developed to evaluate the sat'etv
l0
of a transgenic tomato; this methotlology will prove very useful tilr the preparation of guidelines fbr
the evaluation of novel tbods.
The Telematics systems of General lnterest programme also contribu ted to health poticies and to
other policies such as transport, the internit ntarket, culture, and educMion and training' A
,,multimedia teleschool" which allows a tutor to have tace-to tace contact with many learners at
diff";;;;j;;;;r-t;; been developed in the tiamework of this programme. Twentv interactive
courses on such subjecs as tbreign language learning, telecommunications, and environmental
awarenescl. have been held by the Teleschool fot more than 1600 executive learners form major
companies in 12 countries.
In terms of the contnton Agriculture Policy and rural development, new projecs in the programme
on agriculture and agro-industry, including fisheries, 
-will 
produce much needed data and
indications of how quaniitative models will be ui"o in agriculture in the future. In addition, support
to the common Fisturizs Polity has been provided through the increased knowledge of the major
slocfs for European fisheries inthe Atlantii ocean and in the Mediterranean Sea'
lnthe energy field, new tools for strategic analysis and modelling have been developed within the
energy programme" to 
"n"ty"" 
the complex energy-environment-economic system and its future
trends with the objective of defining a global 
"o"tgy 
nTo strategy for the European union' A new
generation of mathematical models was Aevetopii to characterise this complex system both at
European and world scale. An accounting framewlrk was developed to evaluate costs in different 
fuel
cycles (nuclear, coal, gas and renewablis) within a joint community-US collaboration' within the
thermonuclear fusionJ.og."-*", the design of the first experimental fusion reactor' ITER' has
progressed in the ftame of ihe quadripartite igt".n1"nt ITER-EDA (Engineering Design Activities)
between Euratom, l.p*, nr.tia a"a'n" usA. An industrial grouping was selected to contribute to
the Euratom participation to the overall design of ITER'
Last but not least, a number of activities have been carried out to strengthen the links with the
community's regional and structural policins, taking into account the communication of the
commission of 12 May 1993 ,,cohesion ind RTd poricyi' (coM(93) 203). The ress favoured regions
i"u" profited from the RTD Framework Programme at different levels, in particular by:
. the choice of research themes (such as desertification, renewable
manufacturing, rural areas, marine sciences etc')
- measures in t*our of SMEs (like the cRAFT-initiative launched
technologies programme and extended to other programmes)
- nerworking measures
- the importance anributed to dissemination of research results and technology transfer 
in
particuiar in the context of the VALUE II and the SPRINT programmes
-,p".ificactionssuchastheHumanCapitalandMobilityProgramme.
In addition, a series of activities (including studies, seminars and pilot actions) were launched in
coordination with the activities undertaken in the context of the StruCtural Funds. Examples 
of such
activities are the ,,Awareness seminars'i in Objective I regions (in Lisbon and Dublin) and the
folowing studies: a vademecum of RTD acti;ns eligible for structural funding; RTD networks
berween objective r ,.giont and industrialised regions; nr! qrglile of objective 1 regions' and on
RTD in rural areas anJ islands; a directory of piojects (1989-93) under the STRIDE Programme
(Science and Technology for Regionat lnnovation'ani Development in Europe)' Furthermore' a pilot
project tinanced uy tnJ-structuril Funds made it possible to test a mechanism tbr the ecploitation of
results of Community research in Objective 1 regions. The experience gained in this context will be
energy, traditional
under the industrial
ll
used when deciding on the activities to be carried out under the third action of the Fourth FrameworkProgramme.
All these eftbrts seem to have had a positive eftbct on the overall research capacity of the lqsstavoured regions' The number of participations fiom the objective I region has incriased significantlyfrom the second tq_rhe Third Framewoik programme by around 13 %.
A number of other glamples of projects within diftbrent tields which have proved successful fcrrindustry nr have satisfied societal needs are included in Part Two on Achieviments in tggt (RTD
results).
Maior initiatives in 1995
For all programmes the kq obiective for 1995 is the efficient implementaion of the neut specificprogrammes in most cases through calls for proqo.sals, selection of proposals and tie stan of projects.More dctailed descriptions are in Part Thrie oithis report. Hoiever, with the implemeaaion of theFounh Framnwrk Pr3sr.anyg a rwmber o7 nouYeaies are iwroduced in the specific programmes;they are highlighted in the foltowing
In the field of 
, the three specific programmes willcontribute to the emergenceof a ,'Knowledg"_Uasea gu-;;l;'the creation of the Information society .(based on the recommendations of the European council and the G7 meeting on the subject); and tothe development of a "European Digital lndustry". user needs will be takeninto account to a greaterextent than before, in particular in the areas of multimedia technologies, software and telematiqsapplications which are expected to be carriers of new markets and neri jobs.
one of the main tasks d ft:.*9 programme-s in the field of in4ustrial technoloeies is to prepare forthe "Factory of the Future" in the context of sustainabte aevFpment, including research aiming ar:an improved working environment, and new production tecturologies, materiils and organisatiornmodels' Research into standards and measurement, and transport technologies, will contribute to therimplementation of other community policies, such as the i;il;;i market"and't;il;l
The two programmes in the area of the environment will focus on: the fundamental mechanisms ol,climate and natural systems - terrestrial, atmospheric and marine (global change); environmentaltechnologies, including marine technologies and the use orrp""r i".nni!u., ror gajtr ouservation; andthe social dimensions of environmental change: In order to ensure coordination of efforts atinternational level, activities 
1il!_be_{gveloped in close collaboration with rhe European Nerwork forResearch on Globar change (ENRICH) and other inrernarional bodies.
Three specific programmes on life sciences and technoloeies will serve a twin objective; they willcontribute to strengtheningEur-o-pe's strategic poriiion in tr,is promising tield, anrl aim at improvingthe quality of life by addirig 'lifb to years' and not just "years to lifi',. This will be achieved byresearch into biotechnologies, food products, drug eialuation, major diseases (such as cancer andAIDS), the human genome and the brain. In addition, provision has been made tbr research on legal,ethical and social aspects of life sciences and technologies. Negotiations, by Member states of theEuropean union, are under way in the council of Eirope roi ttre finalisation of the text of theframework Bioethical convention. The conclusion of this ionvention bt;lr;e;,rrrittriiruinirt"r,of the council of Europe is foreseen for 1995. A proposal ro, itre participation by the EuropeanCommunity in this convention as a contracting party is likely to be submitted to the Council in duecourse.
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The three programmes on enersy will be implemented with the aim of: incrasing the efticiency of
energy us. 1fuet cells, batteries etc.); improving present technologies (nuclear saf'ety, reduction of
COr-emissions etc.); promoting the development of future energy sources (renewable enetgy, fusion,
etc.) and encouraging socio-eConomic factors to be taken into account. Demonstration piojects on
etticient energy technologies will be continued. ln the tield of nuclear fusion the main tbcus of the
activities will be rhe engineering design of ITER; an lnterim Report will be issued in 1995. Supporting
plmma physics and'plasma engineering R&D will be pursued on JET (Joint European Torus) and on
ite speciaii"eO devices in the Associations. The activities on fusion technology, satbty and social
acceptabitity of fusion Power will be expanded.
The new transport programme will contribute to the det'inition of a genuine European transport policy
which will be impleminted through the development of high-pertbrmance trans-European networks.
The research will cover all forms of transport (rail, air, urban, road, maritime and river) with a view
to making them efficient, compatible, coordinated, cost-effective and environmentally acceptable.
For the first time, a programme in the field of targeted socio-economic research will be implemgnted.
It covers the evaluation ofscience and technology policy options, research on education and training,
and research into social inlegration and exclusion in Europe. The European Technology Assessment
Network (ETAN) is an important component of this programme.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Activities in 1994
During the past year, international scieruific cooperation has become an even more significant aspect
of the-European (Jnion's research activities. This is ittustrated both by the opening up to internuional
iooperaion of most of the specific programmes of the Fourth Framannrk programme and by the
adoptionof aipecific programme (the "secondActivity") providing acoheremframefor irxernaiorul
cooperafi;n. ti adaftion,-mnrrrtu initiaives were undertaken to establish relaions or etpand existing
cooperaive arrangements with a rwmber of countries, and to reinforce links with the European
o r ganizations sp ecialized in s cientific coop eratio n
Several factors lay behind these initiatives, such as:
- the Union's responsibilities towards the part of Europe which was separated from the West
for 50 years
- the wish to help the regions on the Union's Eastern and Mediterranean flanks and developing
countries protit from science in solving the serious problems facing them
- the technology "boost" induced by the Union's participation in joint ventures of mutual
interest with the major technological powers
- the need for improved coordination and rationalization of the activities undertaken within the
various European cooperation frameworks -
Countries of Central and Eastern Europe and New Independent States
The European Union has undertaken a number of initiatives in order to suengthen scientific and
technical cooperation with these countries, based on the criterion of mutual interest. The aim is to
promote reseirch and technological development in these countries as an essential factor in their social
and economic development and in the consolidation of their democratic outlook.
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A particular eftbrt was made under the PECO initiative to facilitate the partkripation of scientists
from Central and Eastern European countries and from the NIS in five specific programmes of
the Third Framework Programme: environment, biomedicine and health, n.on:nuclear energies,
nuclear tission safbty and human capital and mobility. Within a budget of ECU 29.5 million, 23;8
priority projects were selected together with 160 projets on a reserve list. Continuing the activities
undertaken in 1992 and 1993, the COPERNICUS 1994 scheme was launched urith a budget of ECU
67 million. 220 jo'lnt research projects and networks were selected with more than one thousarLd
partners. Special emphasis was given to strengthening the relations between universities, research
instinrtiols. and industry from Eastern and Western Europe.
The International Association for the Promotion of Cooperation with Scientists from the Ne.w
Independent States of the Former Soviet Union (INTAS) was set up in June 1993. Present members
are the European Community, is fifteen Member States, Norway and Switzerlurd. 459 projects with
a budget of ECU 2l million were selected. The pilot phase of INTAS was prolonged till the end of
1995. Furthermore, in 1994 the Community continued its support for the International Science and
Technology Centre (ISTC) created in November 1992 by the European Union, the United States,
Japan and Russia in order to encourage military scientists and engineers from the former Soviet Union
to retrain fbr civilian occupations and speed up the disarmament process. The first round of projecrs
supported more than 8200 scientists and engineers.
Industrialized Countries and International programmes
Scientific and technical cooperation with industrialized countries contributes to a concerted
development of science and technology on a worldwide level and facilitates ther access of European
scientists ind engineers to the RTD results of the world's technological "heavlr-weights,,.
In the area of bilateral relations, the Council authorized the Commission to negotiate an agreement
with Switzerkmd, allowing for its participation in the entire Framework Programme (1994-1998), and
an agreement wlth Isracl, which will enable it to participate in all the non-nur:lear programmes of
the Fourth Framework'Programme. An agreement w:rs signed with Australia nd entered into force
on 25 July 1994, and negotiations concluded on a similar agreement with Canada. These two
agreemenls will allow reciprocal participation in certain research programmes, on a project-by-proje<r
basis. In addition, the United States of America and South Africa approached the Commission with
requests for framework agreements on cooperation in science and technology. Enhanced cooperation
with Japm was reflected by the setting up in 1994 of the Euro-Japanese Science and Technology
Forum, by two joint seminars in the field of energy and environment, and by an increased number
of fellowships allowing European scientists and engineers to study in Japan.
ln the context of the European EconomicArea, Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden were
fully associated with the specific programmes of the Third Framework Programme, and, during 1994.,
an extension of the EEA Agreement to cover also the Fourth Framework Programme was agreed.
Multilateral cooperation arrangements have also undergone significant developments. The IlFS,p(Human Frontier Science Programme) has been continued, and progress was iachieved in the pilot
phase of the IMS (Intelligent Manufacturing Systems) initiative. The Community has also become
an essential partner in both the Megascience Foruru of the OECD and in the Carnegie Groqo
involving the G7 countries and Russia.
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Mediterranean and developing countries
In addition to tlrc specific progranmte on Life sciences and technologies in developing countries
under the Third Framework Programme, two schemes of a geographical nature outside ihe Framework
Programme, AVICENNE (concerning the Mediterranean countries), and lSC (lnternationat Scientific
Cooperation - related to the Asia, Latin America and Mediterranean countries) have been carried out.
These three schemes accounted in all fbr the launch of around 400 research projects and bursaries in
t994.
A seminar on "Europe of Research and the Mediterranean" on 2l and 22 Much 1995 in Sophia-
Antipolis was organised at the initiative of the French Ministry of Higher &lucation and Research in
liaison with the Commission.
Major initiatives in 1995:
In the Fourth Framework Programme, a single programme (the second activity) will be the vehicle
for cooperation on RTD with third 'countries and with international organizations. This programme
will in the future include activities previously conducted under headings such as those mentioned
above: PECO, COPERNICUS, tSC, and AVICENNE, and also under the former programme for
cooperation with developing countries. In this way, the Community's contribution will be more
apparent to its partners outside the European Union.
The multitude and the diversity of the above adtivities.emphasizes the growing need for a coherent
overall strategy for scientific and technical.cooperation with third countries and with international
organizations, which takes properly into account the opportunities, the responsibilities and the interests
of the Community. The Commission will stimulate discussion through communications on an overall
strategy and on the perspectives ofcooperation in science and technology withthe New Independent
States (NIS), including through proposals for continuing activities presently covered by INTAS once
its pilot phase has concluded at rhe end of 1995.
More specifically, it is foreseen that agreements associating Israel and Switzerland with the Fourth
Framework Programme will be concluded. The scientific and technical cooperation agreement with
Canada was signed in June 1995. In addition, a memorandum of understanding with Canada in the
area of nuclear fusion is expected to be signed. A negotiating mandate for a continuation of the IMS
initiative was agreed by the Council of Ministers (Research) on l0 March 1995.
DISSEMINATION AND OPTMIZATION OF RESTJLTS
Activities in 1994
The Wite Paper stressed the need for improved translation of RTD results into mnrketable
innovations. This challenge has been acknowledged by the Community for some years and indeed in
1990 a programme was adopted alongside the Third Framework Programme, specificalty dedicated
to the dissemination and exploitation of results. It had a budget corresponding to I % of the amount
of the whole Framework Programme and has contributed considerably to making indastry, and in
particular SMEs, aware of C-ommunity research programmes and results which might meet their
technological needs.
The activities of the centralized action (VAlUE-programme) include the establishment of an
infiastructure for disseminition and exploitation of resulLs, notably the Community RTD infbrmation
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service, coRDIs, a network of pilot Value Relay centres in every Member state, and support tbr
exploitation projects related to Community RTD projecls'
Furthermore, an initiative outside the Framework Programme, sPRINT, has promoted technology
transfer and absorption of new technologies - whether or not the fruit of Community RTD - by
industrv. with particular attention to SMEs. SPRINT activities included networks of technology
UroGtr,'Oi*r.*inrhon of innovation management methods, a science park consulting scheme, and a
" European Innovation Observatory ".
U1 
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Experience with these programmes, and also tbr example with the programme on industrial and
maierials technologies (BNTB-BURAM), has shown that the exploitation of results is most successful
if there is a clear statement of company strategy and proposed exploitation routes agreed amongst the
partners fiom the outset. This is the reason why, in the Brite-Euram programme' projects started in
i994 were sub;ect to rigorous selection procedures where such forward planning was specifically taken
into account and will be subject also to sfiict management and progress control'
The foltowing examples, drawn both from the diftbrent programmes and from the centralized action,
ilustrate the varietyof measures used to enhance exploitation and show the attention given to it:
- development of European or international standards (for example almost 500 in the
programme for communications technologies)
- establishment of patents (around 50 in each of the biotechnology, the agricultural and ther
communications technologies programmes)
- conclusion of technology transfer licences (about 350 in the communications technologies
programme)
- mid-term review seminars arranged for consortia to prepare the conclusion and tht:
exploitation Phase of Projects
- the production of easy-to-read I'success stories" for wide dissemination
- circulation of information on the main characteristics of results and potential application,s
through VALUE RelaY Centres
- dissemination through the CORDIS database or through project catalogues of all results
obtained through the Programmes
onward transfer of projects requiring exploitation assistance via the V,{'LUE programme.
- organisation of scientific meetings (contbrences, symposia, seminars and workshops) and
publication of their proceedings or other scientific reports'
- promotion of mobility of researchers (transt'er of know-how and experience often being the
most effective way of transtbrring technology)
- sales of certified reference materials (measurements and testing programme)
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- creation of data banks of biological materials, such irs malaria antigens and genomes
(programmes fbr biosciences and technologies in developing countries and for biomedicine and
health)
- exhibitions (Fusion)
Major initiativei' in 1995:
A Green,?,,eper on the promotion of innovation policies in the European Union will be presented with
the aim both of stimulating the transfer of RTD results into innovations of commercial interest to
industry and examining other factors (both obstacles and incentives) which affect successful
innovation.
The role of SMEs is important for economic growth and competitiveness bearing in mind their
potential in terms of flexibility and capacity to adapt rapidly to the changing market situation. The
specific measures to promote SME participation which have been introduced in practically all
programmes should help to exploit this potential. Nevertheless, SMEs may play an even more
important role as users of results from Community RTD projects.
The effort in the field of dissemination and optimization of results will be further rationalised and
emphasized under the Fourth Framework Programme, notably by the implementation of a specific
programme for the dissemination and optimization of the results of activities in the field of RTD,
including demonstration, covering i.a. activities formerly developed under VALUE and SPRINT, and
by the coordination of activities of this prograrnme with those of the specific programmes in this field.
The new programme for dissemination and optimization of RTD results will implement in a horizontal
way one of the four main lines of the Fourth Framework Programme (the "Third Activity") by
integrating in a coherent manner initiatives formerly carried out at various levels in this field.
lts main tools of action are:
- the improved CORDIS integrated information system on RTD results, accessible online and
off-line;
- the technology validation and technology transfer projects;
- an enlarged ngtwork of redefined relay centres for dissemination of RTD results;
- the innovation observatory and other schemes for assisting in the promotion of innovation in
areas such as science parks, quality assessment design, etc.
The programme will help.the regions of the Community least favoured by the RTD programmes and
will contribute to economic and social cohesion. It is closely linked to various initiatives in these
domains and takes account of the Communication tiom the Commission on cohesion and RTD policy
(COM (93)203 final). The major initiative is the call for proposals launched jointly by different
Commission Services, that i3 to be pubtished in mid September 1995, for the selection of a number
of pilot regions in which to carry out Regional Technology Plans and Technology Transfer projects.
A second example of a new measure in this area is the technical and management assistance,
particularly in the less-favoured regions of the Community which is foreseen for public and private
financial intermediaries in Member States. The aim is to offer SMEs the opportunity of obtaining
participative co-funding, with particular reference to facilitating the evaluation of technological
projects to be submitted by SMEs and allowing optimum exploitation of the research results.
The implementation arrangements of the rules for dissemination set out by the Council for the Fourth
Framework Programme are to be adopted by the Commission.
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The Commission has established an interservice coordination group for dissemination and
exploitation composed of representatives fiom atl the RTD programmes. Its main purpose is
interprogramme coordination and the drawing up of a Common Action Plan in this field.
TRAINING AND MOBILTTY OF RESEARCTM,RS
Activities in 1994
The rationale behind the Community's activities in the field of training and mobiliry of researchers is
to increase and develop the human resources devoted to scieaific research. Although Europe possesses
a human capital in the feld of researchwltich rar*s high in the world, its utilizaion is ofien hunpered
by the lack of ffictive tr(nsnfiional cooperaion and mobiliry. Indeed, in the past, European
researchers often formed stronger linlcs with laboratories across the Atlantic rather than with tlnse
in a neigltbouring country. For these rutsons, raising the qua@ of advanced training and increasing
thc number of, researcheri in Europe has been a clear policy aim of the Communiry's RTD framevwrk
programrnes. In 1994 alone, around 1500 nan bursaries and networks contracts were signed under
the Communi,ty pro gramme.
The Commission's White Paper on Competitiveness, Growth and Employment underlines the need to
invest in the European Union's human capital, at all levels. It states that the qualifications of
researchers, their ability to meet the needs of developing industries and the extent to which the capital
they represent is utilized, are essential factors in renewing growth, strengthening competitiveness and
boosting employment in the Community. In particular, bold policy initiatives in the areas of training
and scientific, research are called for.
The central features of the Human Capital and Mobility (HCM) Programme under the Third
Framework Programme have been to support the human infrastructure of research at the European
level - networking, access to large-scale facilities (that is, scientific installations which are rare or
unique in Europe and needed to perform excellent research), training of young researchers (doctoral
or postdoctoral fellowships), and high-level scientitic meetings ("Euroconferences").
Projects could be proposed in all fields of the exact, natural and economic sciences. In the areas of
social and human sciences, the programme covered activities likely to improve European
competitiveness and bring about sustainable economic development. The research is non-targeted in
that it is selected by the researchers themselves to pursue their own lines of enquiry. Given the nature
of a free-research programme, the Commission's experience has been that proposals have tended to
come in the basic sciences, with a correspondingly low participation rate from industry. However, in
those disciplines which are of more obvious relevance to industry, such as engineering, the
participation rate ttom companies has been significantly higher. Concerning basic research, it should
be underlined that over the long-term, advances in research often feed through to commercial
application, and in the meantime provide a tbcus fbr the continual development of high-level
researchers, on which the prosperity of western Europe ultimately depends.
Maior initiatives 1995
The links between the two Community policies which are related to immaterial inrrestment' research
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and education and training, will be strengthened in the context of the Fourth RTD Framework
Programme:
- The new programme "Targeted socio-economic research" (within the First Activity of Fourth
Framework Programme) includes work in the field of research on education.
- The suppoh for the advanced training of researchers is a permanent f-eature throughout the
' Community's RTD programmes, and a specific programme ("Training and Mobility of
\esearchers", which constitutes the Fourth Activity of the Framework Programme) is devoted
to the stimulation of training and mobility of researchers within Europe. This programme is
a continuation of the HCM programme; however, a number of significant developments,
which are summarized below, have been initiated.
A more flexible 'research training grant' scheme, common to all research programmes offering
research training grants, will be established. For 1995, an interim scheme will be set up taking into
account the legal, financial and social conditions of the host countries.
The network activity will show a substantial increase, in terms of funding level per partner, as
compared with the previous programme. [n this way the Commission is seeking to support real
advanced training, and not only researcher mobility.
Considerable efforts are being made to stimulate greater industrial involvement in the programme
through the more systematic and targeted dissemination of information about the programme to
industry and through an increased participation of assessors and reviewers from industrial laboratories
at the time of evaluating proposals.
ln parallell, cohesion aspects associated to the diffrent activities of the programme have been improved
as compared with the previous HCM progranrme. Those aspects are also under study by an "ad hoc"
working group.
Last but not least, serious consideration should be given to the t'act that participation in a research
project funded by the European Union is in itself valuable training and experience in how to
collaborate in and extract the maximum benefit tiom transnational research aptivities.
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Activities in 1994
The loint Research Centre (JRC) plays a unique and valuable role in the European Union's research
policy. As a repository of specialised skills, it represents a uniquely independent source of objective
and neutral knowledge in particularfieW, especially those lir*ed to the implementation of the (Jnion's
maior policies. The negotiaion of the Fourth Framework Programme was the occasion for a further
in-depth reviqt of the siruation of the JRC and its role within the frama,vork of Community research,
to which the Council, Parliament and hmmission made very active contribwions. The institutional
role of the JRC and its contribution not only to research policy but also to other Community policies
were emphasized. But the Fourth Framevwrk Programmc also iwroduced a mnjor innovalion; it opens
up the JRC to a greater utent to the owside world, encouraging it to pursue its activiries on a
competitive basis in the same way as the other public and private research bodies uisting in Europe.
In this manner, the JRC will be able to participate, through networks or consortia, in the
implementation of the specific programmes by replying to Calls for Proposak.
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In 1994, major developments also took place in areas which tall within the remit of the JRC:
- preparations were made, jointly with ESA and the national space agencies, to set up an Earth
observation data centre,
- the Europe\an Centre for the validation of alternative methods aimed at reducing or
eliminating laboratory experimentation on animals was inaugurated at the JRC Institute in
Isnra
technological advances were achieved in such varied fields as the development of new
materials intended for clean energy technologies and the campaign to eliminate fraud in
the implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy,
- in the nuclear field, the JRC made a very notable contribution to the campaign to stamp out
illegal trading in radioactive materials, by putting its expertise at the disposal of the
Community and national authorities.
On the administrative side, it was decided that the JRCs Board of Governors would have a more
prominent role. An advisory ScientiFrc and Industrial Group was also set up to provide the Director
General of the JRC and the Board of Governors with recommendations on the JRC's scientific and
technical activities.
Major initiatives in 1995
The JRC is actively tightening its links with the fabric of European research. For example, the Seville
Institute for Prospective Technological Studies will participate in the ETAN network for technology
assessment to be established in the context of the targeted socio-economic research programme. The
work accomplished by the Institute's European Science and Technology Observatory will help supply
the responsible politicians and Europe's industrialists with the information they need on scientific
developments and technological innovations.
Some 30 work schedules define the single projects and make up the JRC Work programme for 1995,
as approved by the JRC Board of Governors. Amongst the new features in these programmes are the
emphasis on environmental technologies throughout the programmes on environment and climate,
industrial technologies and materials technologies and non-nuclear energy as well as the new strategic
studies under socio+conomic research.
In 1995, activities intended for scientific and technical support to Community Policies will for the
first time be conducted in the tiamework of a competitive approach. The implementation of this
research witt be assigned to research bodies, including universities, undertakings and the JRC.
MANAGEMENT
Activities in 1994
Evaluation and impact studies
The evaluation of programmes is essential both to assess the cost4fftciency of the implementation of
programmes and to prepare tbr new programmes ur actions. For this reason, the future strategy tbr
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evaluation was one of the major topics during the discussions between the lnstirutions on the Fourth
Framework Programme. In December 1994, Commission services presented a note to CREST on
a method for coherent monitoring and evaluation of the Framework programme and of the
specific programmes. The approach complies with the rather complex obligations as regards
evaluation and permanent monitoiing set out in the decisions on the Fourth Framework Programme
and the corresponding specifrc programmes, while avoiding bureaucracy and evaluation for its own
sake. CREST set u) an ad hoc group with the mandate to provide it with advice on this subject.
Complerqentary to the evaluation of programmes are the so-called national impact studies. These are
carried out with two aims: to assess the effects of Community RTD policy on the national research
landscape in each Member State, and to examine the interactions between Community and national
policies. The main findings resulting from the studies conducted in each of the Member States, on the
basis of interviews and questionnaires, is currently being summar'aed in a synthesis report. Some of
the salient points are given below.
Most respondents regarded their EU projecs as being in their core technology area, thus forming an
integral part of their RTD portfolios. There was some evidence that SMEs were more likely to be
involved in a core area, probably because they have less scope for diversification in their RTD
activities. As a percentage of the total RTD budget of participating RTD units, Community
funding varies greatly depending on the country (and on the size of participating firms). Nevertheless,
it is generally significant for all types of organization and is widely perceived to be increasing. Most
of the participants surveyed indicated that it would have been impossible to launch the research
projects without Community funding and/ or there would have been considerable timedelays.
In many cases the oppornrnity of applying for Community support provided the catalyst for consortia
to form, whether or not they were successful in obtaining Community funding. The findings further
suggest that transnational collaboration is mostly built upon and expands on existing netrrorks of
scientific cooperation with fragments of previous groupings also combining to form new teams.
Part Four, Annex V, provides a list of programme evaluations and impact studies from 1994.
Management: Simplification and harmonization
With the objective of bringing greater visibility, transparency and efficiency to all stages of the
implementation process, a new approach has been introduced into the management of Community
RTD programmes. A number of initiatives have been adopted to simplify and harmonize management
procedures, including
- publication of calls for proposals on four fixed dates a year (15 March, 15 June, 15
September and 15 December)
- regular rotation of the experts employed by the Commission for project evaluation. The
experts are now replaced after three evaluation sessions, or after three years
- publication of a "management manual", a valuable tool for researchers oftbring an insight
into the handling of project proposals and an introduction to contract negotiation.
- establishment of simpler and more user-friendly application forms: the administrative section
has been harmonized for the majority of programmes, and the scientifici technical section,
although specific to each programme, has now a common structure.
adoption of a harmonized model for the programme information packages.
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- simplification of the contract negotiation forms: a simplified standard contract tbrm has
been the subject of a very extensive consultation of the scientitic society and of industry.
- improvements to the measures specifically designed for SMEs, based on experience gained
under the existing schemes (CRAFI, t'easibility awards, VALUE and SPRINT).
- increased a\nd transparent inter-programme coordination: joint or synchronized calls fbr
proposals and project evaluations in specitic cross-programme areas, guidance to proposers
on cross-programme projects, creation of inter-service groups on specific issues (for example,
task forces, interservice group on dissemination and exploitation of results).
All these initiatives have left the fundamental principles unchanged. Community support for RTD is
based on equality of access to the programmes for all, and equality of opportunity for all participants.
The administrative procedures are designed to guarantee that the projects supported are selected on
the basis of their quality and their contribution to the Community policies.
As regards numbers of Commission personnel, it has been kept largely constant despite the steady
growth in annual levels of Community RTD funding. At December 31, 1994, the total number of
officials, temporary agents or auxiliaries on the research budget (direct and indirect actions) was 3497
persons. The number foreseen for 1995 rs 3623 persons.
Major initiativep.in l9J5:
The simplification and aeceleration of procedures for the evaluation, the selection and the
funding of RTD projecfs is of permanent concern to the Commission. It is essential that researchers
and industry should not be unduly hampered by delays, which to a certain extent are nonetheless
inevitable in the management of large sums of public money. The simplified contract forms, which
will be finalized shortly, and the more generalized use of special measures for SMEs are examples
of initiatives pointing in that direction.
Regarding Community RTD programme monitoring and evaluation, a Communication based on
the approach outlined earlier by the Commission and on the comments from CREST inparticular, will
set out the Commission's intentions. The Commission services will also launch the first monitoring
exercise.
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Panr Two
.. RTI) AcnrBvEMENrs rrv 1994
INFORMATION AND COMMTJNICATION TECIINOLOGM,S
rNT'ORMATION TECHNOLOGTES (rT)
Objectives
The main objectives of the IT Programme (ESPRIT III) are :
-to strengthen the scientific and technological basis of Eurbpean tT industry through cooperative R&D
activities,
-to encourage European industry to become more competitive at international level while paving the
way to standardisation,
-to contribute, interalia, to the strengthening of the economic and social cohesion of the European
Union through high quality research. 
r
The programme was formally divided in the following areas :
Micro-electronics
Information Processing Syuems and Software
Advanced Business and Home SJstems ; Peripherals
Computer-integraed Manufacruring and Engineering (CIME)
Basic Research.
This ldst area is an upstream activity whose results feed into several of the more industrially oriented
(downstream) sectors of the programme.
S/T Progress
The last ESPRIT III call for proposals took place in spring1993. A total of 2l2projects were selected
for funding from 1277 proposals received. By shortening administrative delays, 24 contracts were
signed before the end of 1993 and the remaining 178 contracts by the beginning of 1994.
Taking into account industrial priorities, two activities were emphasised in the course of the work
programme implementation of Area2, namely : High Performance Computing and Neworking; the
European Software Systems lnitiative (ESSD which aims at disseminating software best practices. In
addition, the Open Microprocessor Systems lnitiative (OMI), a horizontal activity across various
programme areas, aims at providing Europe with capability in micro-processor systems and to promote
their use in application systems; it has pioneered the new concept of a "focused cluster" - a set of
projects and accompanying measures contributing in a complementary fashion to a well defined
industrial objective.
The fbllowing examples may illustrate a tbw of the programme's results and dissemination activities
among several hundred significant achievements that the 1995 programme's evaluation will further
I
2
3
4
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analyze :
- Seven European semi-conductor companies announced the availability of a common 0.5p CMOS
production process technology. The technology resulted from a collaborative ESPRIT founded RTD
project undertaken in the context of the EUREKA project "Joint European submicron Silicon
project" (JESSI)* The results can be exploited throughout the Union in the development of highly
complex application specific components for systems applications'
- tn the goftrxrare area, ESSI launched 109 actions and provided seed funds for the European Softu'are
Instihrte (ESI), founded by 15 major softrvare players who started the Europe-wide sofhvare process
training action. ESSI actions have found particularly high acceptance with SMEs where interest is
strong for best practice related to new software technologies with the view of improving their
indushial. competitiveness.
- The successful GOLDRUSH paratiel processing system based on ESPRIT results was launched.
The METKIT project provides practical material for systematic measurement of software process
performances; it has been used to instruct more than 5000 European software professionals and is
used in over 60 major organisations in Europe and now also in the USA.
- Shortening design cycles, lowering development costs and improving quality are major goals'of
parallel computer simulation pursued by some hundred European organisations. 34 codes are being
developed from a wide range of application areas including the automotive, aerospace, ship-
building, energy suppty and chemical industries. The SYNAPSE-I neural computer won the
German Award for best innovation recently brought to market-
- MULTIDOC, a multimedia elecfronic folder management system developed by SMEs, is now
installed in public administrations and the banking sector. The Personal Communication Computer,
combining multimedia and video communications, was successfully launched in 1994.
- For OMI, 1994 has been a turning point both in softrvare and hardware. For example, the PIBru,
an interconnect bus for on-chip systems, is fundamental as the basic building block that will pave
the way towards inter-operability of cells at hardware level ; its design tool-kit is now freely
distributed.
- In the CIME area, the main results are advanced IT developments for codesign and concurrent
engineering integrated systems for industrial communications and automation ; moreover, major
contributions have been made to various standardisation activities, for example in the area of
mechanical design 0SO STEP). A number of test cases were completed under the feasibility phase
of the tntetligent Manufacturing Systems initiative (IMS) involving participants not only from
Europe but also Japan, the US and other regions. The main phase of IMS is now under discussion.
- ln Long Term Research, 95 projects, 45 working groups and 13 networks of excellence were
running in 1994. Besides major achievements in basic research, many projects gave rise to
technology breakthroughs with a direct industrial impact. For example, the Maintainable Real Time
System (MARS) is a time-triggered architecture fbr distributed fault tolerant svstems ; it has been
acquired by several companies, in particular in the automotive industry.
Among many other accompanying measures, an lntbrmation Technology European Awards Scheme,
the ITEA, was announced in 1994 under the auspices of Euro-CASE, the European Council ol
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Applied Sciences and Engineering. The prices will be distributed in November 1995. Three Grand
Prizes of 200,000 Ecu each and twenty Finalist Prizes of 5,000 Ecu each will be awarded. They are
oPen to any European organisations and will reward novel products with a high IT content and evident
market potential. ITEA could in particular be an etticient instrument of promotion tbr innovative
SMEs.
\
The European IT Conference, EITC '94, took place in June 1994 as the successor to the ESPRIT
Contbrence Week. The conference had technical days which concentrated on trends in the specific
research ereas and a forum which examined societal and economic issues related to IT. At the same
time, the exhibition focused on themes of [I use (workplace, mobility, leisure) in the context of which
the results of about 60 ESPRIT projects were embedded. About 1600 people attended the conference
and some 3000 people visited the exhibition.
1994 has also been devoted to the preparation of the new [T programme. On the one hand, about 50
thematic lndustrial Working Groups were consulted on various programmes' subareas. On the other
hand, and because of the new programme's orientations, a special effort had been made to consult
users. For this purpose, 6 lndustrial Advisory Panels had been set up which convened about 90
experts and as many organisations' representatives in areas such as Capital Goods, consumer Goods,
Producer and Consumer services. Furthermore, more than 25 information days were organised during
the second part of 1994, not only in Brussels but also in the main cities of the different EU and EFIA
countries.
R&D IN ADVANCED COMMT'NICATIONS IN EUROPE (RACE)
Objectives
The main objective of the programme is "the introduction of integrated broadband communication,
taking into account the evolving integrated services digital networks and national introduction
strategies, progressing to Community-wide services by 1995".
S/T progress
A call for proposals for research projects was made in May 1993, leading to the launching of 25 new
projects in 194. The research projects of Phase II of the RACE programme cover eight priority
areas:
I. Research and development into integraed broadband communicaion (lBC):
Work in this area has led to a clear definition of the principal concepts of broadband communication.
Optical network models have been developed, as have enhanced components and systems. The work
has resulted in a Community and European approach to the specification of broadband network
intiastructures.
2. Intelligence in netv,nrl<s and fluible manegement of means of communicuion:
An architecture has been produced for defining interconnectable networks and a service system
management has been developed. The work has paved the way for common functional specitications
tbr standardization bodies such a.s ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) and ITU
(International Telecommunication Union).
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3. Mobile and personal communication:
The research piojects in this area have contributed to the detinition of the standards necessary tbr the
third generation of mobile communication (UMTS-Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems).
They have also studied the problems of using micrbwave tiequencies tbr mobile broadband systerhs
(MBs).
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4. Image and d-ata communication:
Projeciwork in this area has led to the development of interconnection technologies for transmitting
imiges by*able, optical fibre, radio and satetlite and via ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode). It has
alsocontributed to the development of multimedia services and to the preparation of codingdecoding
systems and audiovisual standards (MPEG-2 - Moving Picture Expert Group-2).
5. Integrated service tecfunbgies:
This area deals with all the needs of a market in advanced, high-performance telecommunications
services, taking account of new user requirements in an environment of interoperability and
profitabitity. The projects have therefore worked on the development of interfacrs to exploit the new
iechnologies. They have helped develop and test a harmonized architecture for the definition of
services and have paved the way for common functional specifications with a view to forthcoming
standardization (IN/TMN - Intelligent Network i Telecommunications Management Network).
6. Technologies for informaion securiry:
This area covers the quatrty and reliability of intbrmation transmitted or used in advanced
communications applications and services. The projects have contributed to the development of
technologies for information security and to the preparation of standards for use in open, distributed
and heterogeneous advanced communications systems.
7. Experiments in advanced communications:
The iim here is to verify the feasibility of integrated communication systems. The projects looking
at user requirements have led to the development of prototype integrated communication systems in
several appllcation s@tors, including transport, production, manufacture, culture, publishing,
construction, commeroe and banking. Techno+conomic studies have been carried out with a view
to the forthcoming use and implementation of integrated systems on the market. Projects have also
contributed trc the dev,elopment of network interconnection standards.
8. Interoperabiliry and testing infrastructure :
This horizontal area underpins all the other areas retbrred to above, its objective being to ensure that
the components of a network are consistent with interoperability at all levels. The projects have
therefore contributed to tests on the interconnection of broadband network components at test sites,
on the interconnection of test sites and on applications across interconnected sites. They have also
helped, through testing, to pave the way for standards (UNI - User Network Interface).
Virrually all the main manufacturers and suppliers of telecommunications equipment are taking part
in the RACE programme projects, as are the operators in the communications sector. In addition, the
EU Member States and the EFIA Sates are equally well represented in the programme. SME
representation stands at 40%.
Over 60%of projects include participants from the less favoured regions of the European Union and
almost 20% of participants come tiom undertaking.s located in countries eligible for support from the
cohesion funds. Through this high level of participation these undertakings are helping to transfer
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technology and to disseminate resulls towards their regions.
Many technical and scientific cooperation links have been set up with ETSI, CEN/Cenelec (European
Committee for Electro-technical Standardization), EBU (European Broadcasting Union) and other
standardization bodies. Links have also been established with ETNO (European Telecommunications
Network OperatorlGroup) and Eurescom (European Institute fbr Research and Strategic Studies in
Telecommunications). Scientific collaboration also exists with COST and EUREKA.
Regular il ter-project concertation is an essential feature of the RACE programme: all the projects take
part in technical meetings held every two months or so. The results are integrated and consolidated
by a central project, particularly as regards common functional and practical specifications.
DIGITAL IMAGE TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY
ln June 1993 the Council adopted a resolution on advanced TV systems and asked the Commission
to present a communication on digital television with a view to reaching an agreement on the
Community prospects for development and standardization. The European Parliament subsequently
approved a budget of ECU 12 million for preparatory work in the field of digital image transmission
and display. The objectives were:
- to pave the way for and accelerate European consensus on the technical specifications for the
transmission of digitized images and on a joint strategic approach to systerns implementation;
- to finalize demonstrations of digitized image transmission systems;
- to assess the economic consequences of a transition to digitized image transmission systems.
A call for proposals was made in 1993. The Commission received 22 proposals, 7 of which were
selected as preparatory actions. Another 4 proposals were selected in 1994.
TELEMATIC SYSTEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
Objectives
The Telematics Systems of General Interest programme seeks to :
- improve the overall performance of large public services throughout the Union by overcoming the
technological, social and economic challenges that confront them ;
- strengthen the scientific and technological base of European industry, particularly in strategic
sectors of applications of advanced technology, with a view to assisting European industry to
become more competitive at the international level ;
- reinforce the economic and social cohesion of the Union and promote is overall harmonious
development ;
- contribute to the successful completion of the internal market.
S/T progress
The programme was launched in 1992 ; the majority of projects tinished before the end of 1994. The
Telematics Systems of General lnterest programme has produced a large number of successful results
in the tbrm of specitications for new systems, tools and applications, architectures, hardware and
software standards, common procedures, models, and impact or cost-benefit analyses. One example
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is given below for each area of the programme'
I. Administrations :
The European Water Traftic lntbrmation System, under the auspices of the EWTIS project, set up an
intbrmation network between European ports. The central databa.se supplies details of each vessel and
its route and indicates whether the ship is carrying dangerous goods. This intbrmation is made rapidly
available to the seaich and rescue organisations in the event of an emergency at sea.
2. Transp,;rt ;
The SOCRATES and ACCEPT projects have developed traftic information and route guidance
systems for drivers that can be used across Europe in their native language, based on cellular radio
and broadcasting. Tests using cars equipped with the resultant RDS-TMC receivers (radio data system-
traffrc message channel) or with a cellular radio system have been carried out in motorway corridors
and in cities, and pre-standards have been produced tbr location refirencing and for an enhanced data
foimat for digital road maps.
3. Health care :
A pilot project, DIABCARD, has developed a chipcard-based medical information system designed
toittre care of patients with chronic diseases. The project has focused on diabetes mellihrs, one of the
most prevalent chronic diseases, afflicting about 20 million people in the European Union, most of
them ilderly. It examined ways of improving the treatment of the disease by enhancing communication
between genertl practitioners, hospitals and the patients themselves at home.
4. Edacaion and Training :
One project has set up a 'multimedia teleschool", which allows a tutor to have face-to-face contact
with many learners at different locations. The teleschool has held 20 interactive courses on such
subjects as foreign tanguage learning, telecommunications, and environmental awareness for more than
1600 executive learners from major companies in 12 countries.
5. Libraries :.
New projects and accompanying measures were selected and negotiated in 1994, completing the
coverage of the Libraries workprogramme. Signiticant results are already emerging from projects
launched in the previous years, for instance in library networking based on open standards (document
delivery and search and retrieval in remote library catalogues); in imaging systems for access to
photographic, map and slides collections; in optical character recognition in conjunction with hypertext
and other technologies e.g. for the creation of structured machine readable catalogue records. Many
projects focus on new innovative library services, fbr instance : equipping mobile libraries to provide
modern electronic tibrary services in rural areas; or access to a sound archive in conjunction with
the corresponding bibtiographic references. Attention has been paid to copyright and a platform was
created to sensitize libraries across the EU to these issues.
6. Linguistic Research and Engineering :
Pilot applications incorporating more advanced language technologies in various fields such as
medicine, law, software and aeronautics, have been identified as a highly effective way of transferring
technology from research laboratories to industry.
7. Rural Areas :
The RUTOTEL project has developed a multimedia terminal which will make it easier for tourists to
plan holidays off the beaten track. People planning a journey could start with a map of a selected
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region displayed on a computer terminal. They could then zoom in on a more precise area where
leisure amenities and areas of scenic beauty could be highlighted. Moving pictures accompanied by
sound would show what particular sites really look like. The computer would then provide lists of
available accommodation, lists of local guides and other practical infbrmation. Ultimately, the
customer should be able to book the holiday directly on the computer terminal.
\ln order to prepaie the future activities in Telematics Applications a Call tbr Preparatory and
Accompanying Measures was launched in March 1994 resulting in projecs and feasibility studies in
telematics,engineering (6 projecs), language engineering (13 projects), information engineering (22
projects and 7 studies), air traftic management (14 projects), and telematics for urban areas (9
projects). In addition, different Commission Services launched a joint Call for accompanying
measures in education and training.
The programme brings together the users and providers of telematic services and products, allowing
the users to become more aware of the potential benefis brought by the technology and the providers
to become more aware of the needs of the users, be they intermediate- or end-users.
This contact builds confidence on both sides and encourages increased investment and the development
of a wider range of new systems and services, thus stimulating job creation. The Telematics Systems
of General Interest programme promotes market development, which should result in stronger and
steady demand for telematics based services. The use of telematics helps European industry to produce
better products at lower costs, hencr increasing industrial competitiveness. Training of employees
becomes cheaper, easier and more effective. Health care, education, transport, libraries and other
public services are encouraged to switch resources ftom overheads to services to the public, ensuring
a better quality of life for Europe's citizens.
The Telematics Systems of General lnterest programme had an excellent record in terms of SME
participation, with SMEs representing some 50% of the companies involved (though this is an average
figure spanning a wide range - 29 to 63 % - depending on the sector).
In May 1994, the Commission submitted to the European Parliament and the Council a report on the
mid-term review of the Telematics Systems of General Interest programme, its implementation and
its results. The review found that the programme was succeeding in developing practical applications
for the new technologies, and was clearly driven by users, involving people likely to operate, benefit
fiom and ultimately buy the telematic applications being developed.
The review board - an independent team of industrialists and academics - recommended that the
Commission integrate the different areas of the programme to give a wider perspective to the research
and allow the development of a long-term strategic plan, stressing that the programme should be seen
as a long-term venture. The board welcomed the Commission's plan to bring the seven research areas
together under a common management. It also praised the regular meetings held between project
representatives to exchange information, noting that this had demonstrably helped build cohesion
between users and suppliers. Finally it noted that the lack of a common, cheap, readily available
infrastructure was holding back the take-up of the results of telematics projecs. It said that concerted
public investment is the only realistic way to build up this infrastructure, and that the programme was
central to this task.
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TIDE (Telematics tbr the lntegration of Disabled and Elderly people)
Intbrmation and communication technologies can make a strong contribution to improving the quality
of life of disabled and elderly people. These technologies can tacilitate their social and economic
integration in the community and enable them to live as independently as possible. The approach is
to take existing technology and match it to the capabilities of disabled and elderly users. This covers
a wide range of debices and services, from Braille screens. to enable blind people to access the new
graphical interfaces to today's computers, through robot arms tbr wheelchairs, to adapted interfaces
to smartnhouse technology. Stimulating coherence in this market through technical standards, new
relationships benreen sector actors etc. so as to improve the competitiveness of European industry and
the quality of litb for these citizens, are the major results to be obtained from this Community
initiative.
A pilot phase (192-1994) with 18 MECU tunded 2l projects and a study. A second phase called the
Bridge Phase (1993-1997) with 42 MECU is funding 55 projects and horizontal actions. [n the Fourth
Framework Programme the TIDE activities will be followed up as a sub-programme of the
Telematics Applications programme.
The Pilot Phase has recently been evaluated in 1994 by a technical committee including disabled users
and senior researchers who were supervised by a high level review board. The overall result of this
evaluation is very positive. The review board characterised the TIDE Pilot Phase as :
- Remarkably successful in mobilising the sector - enabling large companies, SMEs and users to
work together
- Investment in TIDE has been extremely worthwhile, especially considering the short time frame
and modest resources
- TIDE focuses on users and has demonstrated the benefits delivered to them.
The recommendations of the Review Board following the evaluation highlight some major emphases
for the follow on of TIDE Bridge and Telernatics Phases. These are that :
- Users mu$t continue to be involved. They must be involved at all the stages of the project
- Manufacturers right across Europe should include the requirements of disabled and elderly people
at the design stage of their products ("design for all").
MULTIMEDIA PUBLTCATIONS
In order to prepare the ground fbr activities in the new area of Information Engineering in the
Telematics Applications programme under the Fourth Framework Programme, a budget of 4 MECU
was made available for exploratory actions in multimedia publishing. A call for proposals for
exploratory actions in multimedia publishing, published on l5th March 1994 (ref. O.J. C78l51), led
to the submission of 412 proposals.
22 projects were selected for funding within five areas, namely electronic newspapers and magazines,
multimediacatalogues, multimedia assettrading (including advertising), STM publishing and technical
services/documentation. Partners in the successful consortia include major European publishers,
research organisations, specialist SME's and user groups.
Resutts due in mid-1995 will provide focus to RTD activities in the Information Engineering sector
of the Telematics Applications Programme (1994-1998).
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To prepare the Intormation Engineering contribution to the Telematics Applications workprogramme,
more than 600 experfs representing academia, industry and user groups, cooperated with the
Commission's services in an intensive consultation phase.
., TNDUSTRIAL TECIINOLOGIES
INDUSTRIAL & MATERIATS TECHNOLOGIES (''BRTTE-EURAM II'')
Objectives
The basis of the programme on Industrial and Materials Technologies continues to be the revitalization
of the European manufacturing industry by reinforcing its scientific and technological base through
research and development work. Its main objectives are :
- to increase the competitiveness ofEuropean industry in the face ofstrong international challenges,
particularly in strategic sectors of advanced technology;
- to strengthen European economic and social cohesion consistent with the pursuit of scientific and
technical excellence.
A number of other strategic aims complement the overall objectives of the programme :
- to increase implementation of advanced technologies by small and medium sized enterprises(SMEs); I
- to increase involvement of manufacturing SMEs in European RTD thereby developing links with
other enterprises and to better manage their resources;
- to encourage and diversify the training of research workers and engineers for modern European
industry;
- to give full consideration to the social, human and environmental impact of new technologies;
- to concentrate the effort necessary for the appropriate dissemination and exploitation of results.
The programme is tbrmally subdivided into the tbllowing three areas :
I .1. Raw materials and recycling
1.2. Maeriak
2. Design and manufacnring
3. Aeronautics research
S/T Progress
The means to achieving the objectives of the programme included the promotion of multisectoral and
multidisciplinary coltaboration in basic technical research and the implementation of new technologies
by end users. The acquisition of scientific and technical knowledge both at a fundamental level and
at a level necessary tbr establishing standards and codes of good practice remain important. Al[ these
elements facilitate the effective transfer of technologies.
During 1994 the main activity was the initiation of the remaining research contracts selected under
the second call for proposals for Brite-EuRam il (deadline February 26, 1993).654 new research
contracts were thesubject of financial commitments, of which 568 (accompanying measures excluded)
were signed and started, corresponding to 158 collaborative research contracts, involving industry-
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research centre-university partnerships, 267 cooperative research contracts (CRAF|), 42 training
grants, 77 feasibility/expansion awards and24 targeted research actions;
142 collaborative projects finished during the year. These will be evaluated in npril il9S. The
results of the evaluation of projects completed in 1993 have shown the continuous trend of successful
achievements of Brite-EuRam projects : 75 % achieved their objectives and, on average, I ECU
invested in research generates 6 ECU of potential economic impact within the 5 years following the
completion of the project. This is the tirst time direct financial evidence of the benefits of
Commiss.ion sponsored RTD has been demonstrated from within a single programme.
During.1994, as in each year, the programme arranged for the evaluation of finished projects with the
assistance of independent consultants. tt included interviews and analyses of indicators such as
management, collaboration, research performance, economic benefits, SME involvement, environment
and societal impacs and exploitation strategy. In general, the following data were obtained:
48 % of the results obtained would lead to at least 5 applications; 58 % of the results could
be applied to at least 3 different industrial sectors;
- 38 7o of the projects analyzed were expected to lead to tinancial gains of at least 5 MECU
within the next 5 years;
- 74 % of the results were estimated to be likely to be "on market" within l3 years;
- 67 % of the SMEs participating stated that they had achieved a significant boost to their
capacity to innovate and had improved their competitiveness.
From a qualitative viewpoint, the growing experience within Brite-EuRam shows that the exploitation
of results becomes really effective if there is a clear statement of company strategy and proposed
exploitation routes amongst the partners from the start. For this reason, the projecs which began in
1994, as a result ofthe second call for proposals, were subject to rigorous selection procedures and
will be subject also to strict management and progress control. During 1994, the stringency of mid-
term and final assessments on projects was brought into line with the indicators employed in the
annual evaluation report and analysis referred to above.
The programme was characterized by a range of "success stories".
The textile industry uses enormous amounts of water and energy: it takes around one kilogram of
water and assorted chemicals to process every kilogram of textile. Treating the resulting waste water
is diffltcult and expensive, and so, despite recent environmental concerns, most of it is still dumped
into Europe's rivers and seas. In today's diffrcult economic climate, an environmental friendlier
solution must also pay for itself economically if it is to be enthusiastically taken up by industry. Just
such a solution has resulted from a BRITE-EURAM project, involving 5 partners. The secret of the
new system is a special polymer. Designed to be semi-permeable and resistant to heat, acidity and the
chemical attacks of the waste water, the polymer is produced in large sheets. These are rolled into
long cylinders and the waste water passed through them. The salts and other impurities are removed
through reverse osmose. In addition to drastically reducing the quantity of chemicals dumped in
Europoe's waterways, the system allows 90% of the water to be recycled. This means it pays for itself
in two years, and as a result has already been adopted by some textile factories. In addition, it is
equally applicable to other industries, multiplying both environmental and economic benefits
throughout Europe.
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Another project of an industrial nature shows the capacity of Europe to resist successfully to the
international technological competition, in particular Japan and America, in the field of integrated
components liabilities. The constant miniaturization of the components in the electronig industry
requires the development of new technologies tbr the integration of the liability components: a
multi-layer ceramic technology was optimized to obtain a miniaturized monolithe, multipurpose
component; its applications are multiple in the fleld of tilters tbr the motor industry, the electric
household appliancis, etc ...
Mechanics, one of the strong points in Europe, is also one of the important fields of the programme.
A project brings a solution to the problem of the ball bearings and smooth bearings in the precision
engineering, being subjected to important constraints and to a high temperature. Within the framework
of cooperation between various institutes and companies, a thermoplastic slip system was developed,
as well as the lubrication system for nvo applications in micromechanics.
Various conferences and workshops were held throughout the year with partial support from the
Programme, which culminated in the "Fifth EC Conference on RTD on Industrial Technologies" held
in Brussels over December 8-12,1994. This event was attended by 1500 people and was an excellent
opportunity to review the achievements of Brite-EuRam I and to present the next programme on
"Industrial and Materials Technologies 1994-98" - Brite-EuRam III.
MEASI,JREMENTS & TESTING
Objectives t
The aim of the programme is to improve measurements, testing techniques and chemical analyses
where they are not sufficiently accurate to enable laboratories to agree on their results, to satisfy the
new challenges facing industry or for the purposes of monitoring the environment, food quality or
health. The programme is subdivided into four areas, namely:
l. Sttpport to regulaions and directives
2. Sectorial testing problems
3. C.ommon means of calibration for the Community
4. The developmerx of n*v mcasurement methods.
S/T Progress
During 1994, as well as funding the remaining projects from a call for proposals on area four, the
programme concentrated its efforts on are:r two and three. Particular emphasis was placed upon
research in support of the development of written standards required for the operation of the Internal
Market and of certitied reference materials necessary for the use of such written standards.
By the development and improvemeht of analytical and test methods, retbrence materials and transfer
standards, the programme has contributed significantly to a number of Community policies.
Notable activities in support of the Common Aericultural policy seek to improve the detection of
growth hormones and veterinary drugs in farm animals, to characterize animal feedstuffs chemically,
biologically and medicinally and to detect fraud resulting from the adulteration of agricultural products
(e.g. butter, olive.oil, durum wheat pasta) by lower grade ingredients. Consumer protection will also
be enhanced by the development of better methods to detect fbod contamination by potential packaging
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materials and fbr the more accurate labelling of products tbr vitamins and dietary libre in tbods.
In the environmental field, the programme has continued to act as a source of high grade retbrence
materials and coordination necessary to ensure accurate and comparable results in the monitoring of
chemical potlution. The quality assurance scheme, originally developed for the monitoring of the
North Sea, is being extended to the Mediterranean. It now involves more than 200 laboratories and
has promoted mutublly beneticial cooperation with countries outside the European Union. A similar
scheme for the monitoring of microbiological activity in the seas surrounding the Union is under
developm.ent. Of relevance to both industry and health and safety are the improvements in the
detection and determination of hazardous substances.
In the biomedigal tield, as well supporting the development of a number of novel real time biosensors
for use in both clinical and industrial applications, the programme has assisted in the development,
coordination and harmonization of European External Quatity Assurance Schemes (EQAS) in the fields
of clinical chemistry and microbiology.
The specific call fbr proposals on novel instrumentation gave industry, and in particular the SME's
which dominate the field, the chance to both solve measurement problems and develop the basis of
future products. Applications ranged from the on-line monitoring of robots, indusftial discharges and
the quality of food to miniaturized systems for patient monitoring during surgical interventions.
By supporting improvement of the scientific and technical basis of more than 30 European Standards
being developed by CEN, CENELEC and ETSI, many of which are covered by Commission
mandates, the programme also contributed significantly to the operation of the lnternal Market. Of
particular interest to industry are the projects on the testing of materials (metals, ceramics, coatings
etc) and construction and other products. A European wide project to develop improved methods for
determining the resisance and reaction to fire of upholstered furniture not only lays the basis for
future standards and possible legislation, but also provided training for Member states who have yet
to develop their test facilities in this field.
The sales of BCR (Bureau Communautaire de R6f6rence) certified reference materials continued to
grow and to be an effective way of disseminating results and promoting improved quality control of
measurement$ within-the Union.
In addition, the organisation of more than 30 workshops and training courses centred around the
results of clusters of projects enabled those not directly involved to benefit, as well as allowing the
identification of future needs, particularly those of industry.
ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT
Objectives
The programme directs research activities towards an understanding of the fundamental mechanisms
of the environment and towards devising and implementing integrated prevention strategies in all areas
of human activity. It provides a response to the scientific challenges which arise from global change
and continuity in scientific support for the environmental policy of the Union.
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In addition, the programme supports multidisciplinary research to study alt the elements which make
up the biosphere and tbllow its historical development. Such research tends to examine both the
relationship between man and his natural environment and his relationship with his economic, social
and cultural environment etc., since these fbrm an indivisibte whole.
S/T Progress \
I. Global Change and Nanral Environment
li"
I.l. Research on Climate :
A substantial contribution was provided through many research projects to areas such as
(a) the reconstruction and modelling of the evolution of the climate system in the past, in particular
during the quaternary period, in order to understand better how the climate may evolve under the
influence of human factors
(b) the understanding, the description and the forecasting of climatic Change resulting from the
enhanced greenhouse effect due to human activities, in order to provide the scientific basis for
preventive and adaptative measures.
Community action also covered climate change impacc on natural resources, forest agriculture and
ground water, on land degradation and desertification in the Mediterranean area and on forqst fires.
Scientific information generated within these projects is necessary for the progressive setting up of
sustainable management strategies, and protection measures.
Example of this can be found in the frame of the MEDALUS project (aiming at investigating the
desertification processes in Mediterranean areas) : a CD-ROM was produced which contains
information about the extensive field programme, the complete set of field and weather data and the
MEDALUS model which forecasts hillslope vegetation, hydrology and soil changes.
1.2. Research on atmosphere:
The preliminary analysis of the measurements made at the occasion of the Second European
Stratospheric Arctic and Middle L,atitude Experiment (SESAME) launched in 1994 to study the
stratospheric chemistry and the ozone depletion indicated that the total ozone over European middle
latitude has been a t'ew percent below the long term average. This ozone decline is broadly consistent
with the long term trends in total ozone that have been observed over the last 10 years. A correlation
between ozone concentration in the stratosphere and the UVB radiation has also been shown.
SESAME is a European contribution to the on-going World Meteorological Organisation/United
Nations Environment Programme assessment of the ozone layer, required by the Montreal Protocol
on substances that deplete the ozone layer. SESAME is supported by the EU and many national
funding agencies (55 research groups from 21 countries are involved), and is a good example of the
significant results that can be achieved through coordinated national and EC RTD activities.
L3. Research on Ecosystems :
Research on the natural environment has also generated scientific information usable to implement or
refine EU and Member States environmental policy and management. Successful examples of such
a contribution are
(a) the development of a new functional approach to wetland assessment intended to improve the EU
policy on wetland habitat protection
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(b) the understanding of the complex pollution process in the Western Mediterranean sea and the
related coastal areas
(c) the development of an hydrodynamical - ecological model of the reaction of high mountains lakes
to pollution, u; a scientitic contribution to the Alpine Convention.
2. Technologies and engineering for the environment :
lnnovation produc'ts in the field of environmental technologies were presented tc) new users and
technology transfer between companies in different regions of Europe was promoted at the occasion
of the Eqropean lnnovation Convention (Stuttgart, I I and 12 of October 1994).
In the field of waste recycling, a workshop was organised to explore requirements for further research
investigations that could alleviate environmental pollution, addressing a wide range of waste producing
sectors. ,ln the perspective of the EU Environmental policy, needs for technical assistance in
characterising and quantifying hazardous wastes and needs in identifying barriers to recycling and
measures to reduce disposal problems have been identified.
Progress achieved in the area of environmental technology by RTD projects funded under the
environment programme have bern reviewed in a number of sectoral oriented workshops : pulp and
paper industry, metal finishing processes, bleaching of textiles, sugar crystallisation, substinrte for
halons, brick-making, cement indusfry. Simitar reviews have also been organised for plastics
recycling, biological and chemical and physical wastewater treatment, integrated wastewat€r treatment
and emission abatement (including photocatalysis).
New techniques for environmental monitoring have been developed in particular in the field of
biosensors techniques.
3. Research on economic and social aspects of environrnental issues :
Under this research area several projects have provided substantial support to other community
policies, providing in particular the scientific basis which could be used into the funrre elaboration of
environmental policies, i.e. research projects on implementation of EU policies related to climate
change, acidification, waste management and others. The integration of environmental factors into
bther policy areas, such as agriculture, transport and urban planning, has also been addressed.
Other themes of Community interest which are treated in this area are: green accounting, the relations
between environment and employment and environmental awareness and behaviour.
Concerning the evolution of S&T cooperation through Community, it should be pointed out that the
research on economic and societal aspects of the environment has contributed to the development of
a network of experts from different disciplines (sociology, economy, law, natural sciences) throughout
the EU and Central and Eastern European countries.
4. Technological and naural nsks :
In the field of technological risks, a suite of new methods has been developed for the risk assessment
of chemical compounds, in order to improve the coverage and reliability of EU risk assessment
schemes.
The activities in the tield of natural risks bontributed to fulfil the general objective of understanding
the courses, mechanisms and consequences of hazardous environmental phenomena (telluric,
meteorological and hydrogeological hazards, including research on forest tires and tloods).
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'SPACE" and 'SPOT IV"
- The objective of the "SPACE" action is to tacilitate the development and exploitation of earth
observation applications and, in particular, to contribute to the setting up of a European operation
system in the field of environmental observation and research.
This action takbs into consideration (a) the need to develop synergies and complementarities with
other EU RTD programmes and national and ESA Space Programmes (b) the need expressed by
other,pU sectoral policies, (c) the benefit that could emerge from the development of a competitive
European space industry (d) the advantage that could come tiom the development of an
international cooperation in the area ofspace, (e) the need to set up appropriate legal instruments
to frame the development of new market opportunities and satellite communication services.
- The objective of the "SPOT IV" action is to support the development of the space instrument
"v6g6tation". This space instrument wilt be designed for the observation of continental ecosystems.
It will provide data usable for the implementation of several community policies such as
agriculture, research and development and international cooperation.
These actions (a) prepared the ground for integrating information from remote sensing into the
Community statistical systems @) contributed to the design of an operational airborne remote sensing
system (c) contributed to research and observation projects on tropical forests (IREES project) and
to the better understanding of global processes associated with tropical vegetation burning (FIRE
project).
Concrete actions in the field of space research were implemented mainly by the JRC.
MARINE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY MAST.IT)
Objectives
The aims of the programme are to
- contribute to establishing a scientific and technological basis for the exploration, exploitation,
management and protection of European coastal waters and of the seas surrounding the
Community Member States.
- introduce the necessary Community dimension to various on-going research activities, and to
aim to achieve a balance in the marine scientitic potential between the various areas of the
European Community.
S/T Progress
The launch of25 new shared-cost actions brings the total to 93 involving 660 partnerships.
These new projects cover most major topics in each of the main research areas of the programme:
I-5. Marine Science (including l-arge-Scale Targeted projects),
2. Coastal hne Science and Engineering,
3. Marine Technology.
5 of them are aimed at the assessment of any possitrle risk likely to affect the marine environment
in association with research, monitoring and surveying in marine sciences and technologies.
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More specitically, the main results can be summarized as tbllows :
- Consolidation of the tr,vo large-scale targeted projecus initiated in 1993:
. the Mediterranean Targeted Project (MTP), involving 180 scientists ftom 70 scientitic
institutions in 14 EEA Countries.
. the North Atlantic Targeted Project (NATP), involving I l0 scientists fiom 32 institutions in 10
EEA countries.
These 2 projects seek to promote trans-European cooperation on a hitherto unparalleled scale.
The MTP is in this respect even more innovative than the NATP, due to a weaker tradition of
international collaboration in the Mediterranean.
- Continuation of the G8-Coastal Morphodynamics project, which is contributing in a unique
way to the formation of a large network of European institutes with both academic and
commercial interests in 12 EEA countries. It is acknowledged, notably in Japan and the USA,
that the synergy and collaborations achieved through MAST-II has put Europe in the world
lead on research on coastal physical processes.
- launching of a concerted action on the application of high performance computing techniques
in marine sciences and in model intercomparison.
- Launching ofseveral Supporting tnitiatives (area IV ofthe programme) on oceanographic data
nunagement: Assistance in data management fbr the MTP; electronic data publishing and
delivery of reference data bases.
- Co-organization ofthe 2nd European Conference on underwater acoustics, Copenhagen, 4-8
July 1994. Underwater Acoustics is a major research topic in MAST-II Marine Technology.
The conference, attended from such diverse countries (apart from EU-EFTA)" as PECO, USA,
Canada, South Africa, China, India, has demonstrated the strong status of Eunopean research
in this field.
" LIFE SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGIES
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Objectives
The objectives of this programme are to
- extend the objectives of the BRIDGE programme;
- carry out prenormative research with emphasis on the safety assessment of new techniques and
novel products;
- monitor the ethical, social and economic implication of biotechnology;
- use throughout the programme information technology for collecting, pooling,
analyzing,distributing or simulating data;
- carry out research at the level of molecules, cells, organisms and populations,
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Four research areas are supported by the Community :
I : Molecular approaches
2: Cellular and Organism approaches
3: Ecology and population biology
4: Horizontal activities comman to all areas
S/T Progress \
Several innovative approaches to research and training support such as the B (Basic), G (Generic)r,
and PTP (Projects of Technological Priority)2projects, Industrial Platforms and decentralised
management and training are serving to enhance the cohesion and efficiency of Community and
Member States' research programmes.
Industrial platforms have been created at the initiative of interested companies in a particular industrial
sector and the amount and type of information going to the Industrial Platforms is regulated by the
contractors as they hold the intellectual property over the results generated in the frame of the
Community programme. Industrial Platforms provide contractors and Commission services with expert
advice on industrially relevant topics related to the project, thus promoting a dynamic interaction
which is beneficial to all parties. At present 7 Industrial Platforms have been established and are
active, each under a different technology focus. As many as 128 companies participate in the different
platforms of which 52 are small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), representing about 41% of the
total. Two additional platforms are in the process of being established.
The following could be considered as the major RTD results:
- lmprovement of the understanding of catalytic mechanisms of enzymes associated with biological
membranes, interaction of antibodies with antigens and the relationship between structure and
function of receptors.
- The DNA sequencing activities, carried out by many closely coordinated networks of European
laboratories, has lead to the sequencing of an important part of the yeast genome (14 Mb), the
Bacillus stthtilis genome (4 Mb) and the much larger (100 Mb) Arabidopsk genome.
- Studies in animal reproduction, mapping of the bovine and pig genomes were carried out seeking
to improve animal husbandry.
- In the alternatives to animal experiments in pharmaco-toxicology field, G-projects have already
developed several new in virro assays facilitating the prediction, in a rather sensitive way, of
some major immunotoxic reactions.
- In the plant biotechnology area, it has been possible to organize five networks with mechanisms
of internal and external coordination. The whole activity is included into a Project of
Technological Priority (PTP) for making steps in directions pointing at desirable future
applications, namely: plant development, reactions to abiotic stress, storage processes e.g. in the
grain or in the tuber, nitrogen utilization efticiency and transposition of results into the applied
research of peripheral countries.
- Significant advances have been made in the different research topics dealing with industrial
microorganisms. A G-project on the biotechnology of extremophile microorganisms found new
I Twenty-0rre G-prcjets hrve ban supponed wering rsP€ts of Arss l' 2 lud 3
2 Nine PTP projccrs nrc suppgrted for rcsearch work on getl(tlncs and on plant biology.
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exciting results in the field of extremophily. New exotic rnicro-organisms that can live under
extreme conditions have been isolated and characterized.
The information centre known a^s BIODOC has continued to monitor biotechnology developments
worldwide and to provide an intbrmation resource tbr Commission services, Member State
Administrations an$ interested members of the public.\
The European Biotechnology Infbrmation Service (EBIS) with an Inter-service Editorial Board has
continued to provide information to the wider community and a meaili of access to relevant
documents. It has become closely linked to the activities of the Commission's Biotechnology
Coordination Committee (BCC) in the Secretariat General.
BIOMEDTCTNE AND ImALTH (BTOMED I)
Objectives
The objective of the programme is to confribute to an improvement in the efficacy of medical and
health reseatch, pooling European resources and applying the results throughout the Community.
Priority has been given to four areas :
I. Darclopment of coordinated research on prevention, care and health systems.
2. Maior health problems and diseases of grea socioeconomic impact including AIDS, cancer,
cardiovascular disease, mental illness and age-relaed problems.
3. Hwun genome analysis.
4. Research on biomedical ahics.
S/T Progress
Following calls for proposals, the programme was implemented mainly through concerted
actions, which bring together accumulated expertise in research networks.
ln 1994, from a list 0f 303 proposals declared eligible in 1993 for Community funding, 140
projects for concerted actions and I project for a cost-shared action have been selected for a total
commitment of 38,092,650 ECU. Among accompanying measures, 45 contracts for research
fellowships have been concluded, for a total commitment of 3.035 MECU.
An example of specitic results achieved in 1994 which should be mentioned is an important meeting
on Pharmaceutical Research which wx held in Brussels in December 1994, on the prospects for
European clinical trials. The meeting gathered together eminent scientists, representatives of the
pharmaceutical industry and regulatory authorities. Among the activities was an important round table
discussion on the ethics, necessary controls and rationale for conducting clinical trials during
pregnancy. The proceedings of the meeting will be published by mid-1995.
A meeting focusing on Cancer Research at the European l,evel was organized in Brussels in December
1994. The 57 project leaders of the Cancer Research Area of BIOMED I were invited to attend
discussions about their work. The projecs are grouped as follows: basic research (30), clinical
research (16), screening studies and research (3), chemoprevention studies and research (3),
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epidemiological studies and research (5). The aim of this discussion was to summarize the various
activities and to discuss the progress of these projecLs (results to be published end 1995).
Specitic EU projects that concentrated on developing effective vaccines to prevent infection by the
HIV virus and devising drugs which suppress progression of AIDS in 1994 are:
- 'The Monkey\Modets fbr AIDS Research", which has developed a vaccine fbr Simian
lmmunodeficiency Virus, or SlV, in macaques.
- "EurgDean Vaccine against AIDS" (EVA), which is also developing vaccines against SIV.
- "Design, Synthesis and Evaluation of New Antiviral Compounds against AIDS', which is
screening more than 10,000 compounds for future treatrnent of AIDS patients.
In the framework of the international Human Genome Project, close links have been strengthened with
the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) representing genome scientists with offtces for Europe
(london), the Americas (Bethesda), and Pacific (Osaka). The Commission was again represented at
its Human Genome conferences (Inndon - UK 1991, Nice - France 1992, Kobe - Japan 1993,
Washington - USA 1994, Heidelberg - Germany 1996) and provided a substantial contribution to the
HUGO programme on Single Chromosome Workshops with regard to participation of European
genome researchers. The Commission is also involved in the recent HUGO initiative, started at the
1994 conference in Washington with a first follow-up meeting in London in January 1995, on
patentability and free access to cDNA sequence data balancing researchers' and commercial interests.
AGRICULTT RE AND AGRO-INDIISTRY, INCLUDING FISITERIES (AIR)
Objectives
The specific objectives of the AIR programme are to
- increase the viabitity and competitiveness ofthe agricultural and agro-industrial sector, especially
in the le.ss developed regions and in those regions where agriculture suffers from chronic structural
problems,
- provide a better match between production of biological resources and their use by consumers and
industry, in particular to encourage the potential non-food uses for agricultural production
- encourage the participation of SMEs in this programme,
- provide healthy foods for consumers,
- protect the environment,
- support the Common Agriculture and Fisheries Policies.
S/T Progress
17 % ofthe proposals submitted to the third call tbr proposals of the AIR programme were selected
for funding and received contracts in 1994. 85 projects submitted to the second call and evaluated
in 1993 were selected and received contracts in 1994.
Competitiveness of the agricultural and agro-industrial sector: Primary producers, industry and
the European science base have collaborated with a view to establishing a competitive advantage for
the Community. The development of a significant number of high technology SMEs have been
supported. Research tbr and technology transfer to the lower technology SMEs has usually been
provided by research associations and cooperatives acting as participants on their behalf.
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Prtrcesses have been developed to enhance quality while maintaining safety of tbod products, e.g.
novel shaped tubular heat exchangers, continuous microwave tubular heater, on-line sensors for the
detection of tbuling/ microbial contamination in tbod processing equipment. A method fbr
establishing Eucalyptus plantations in drier areas has been developed. A new dehuller has been
developed for small seeds as have processes tbr the transformation of rapeseed oil into 'green
chemicals'. ()ral vaccines have been develooed fbr salmonids and maricultured fish.\
Coordination of national research activities: The cooperation between researchers achieved through
concertd*actions has been very effective in establishing networks, coordinating their research
activities and establishing new collaborative research projects.
A particularly successful concerted action has produced a simple and practical guide for the
implementation of HACCP, a system for the quality and safety control of foodstuffs in the food
industries. Concerted actions on resistant starch and sensorial analysis have greatly improved the
scientific basrs in these fields and have generated interesting collaborative projects.
Support to the Common Fisheries Policy: The projects funded have improved the knowledge of the
major stocks of the European fisheries in the Atlantic ocean and in the Mediterranean sea. The
behaviour of fishing gear and their interaction with the marine environment have been further
understood.
The control of diseases in aquaculture has improved, its interaction with the environment have been
studied and the way has been paved for the genetic improvement of reared species. Methods to ensure
the quality and hygiene of fish species with limited consumption have been developed.
Support to the Common Agriculture Policy: The projects funded are responding to the needs of
the reformed CAP and rural development. Emphasis has been placed on non-food and its primary
production. Interesting new researeh has been launched on extensification, low input and organic
farming, on the use of set-aside land and the special needs of regions lagging behind in development.
Certain problems of plant health and animal health which are vital for the Community as a whole have
received special attention. In terms of the CAP and rural development new projecs will produce much
needed data and indications of how quantitative models will be used in agriculture in future. There
has been more research supported at the interface between agriculture and the environment on aspects
of soils, waste, water and fertiliser use.
Methodology has been developed to evaluate the satbty of a transgenic tomato. This rnethodology will
be very useful for the preparation of guidelines tbr the evaluation of novel foods by the scientific
committee for food.
Lactic bacteria based starter cultures for malolactic fbrmentation for direct inoculation have been
developed and are now being commercialized.
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ENERGY
NON- NUCLEAR ENERGY (JOULE II)
Objectives
\.
The objective of the programme is to contribute to the development of new non-nuclear energy options
by paying increasing attention to those emerging energy technologies which, despite their large
potential and environmental soundness, have not yet had a substantial market penetration.
The emphasis in the programme was on energy technologies having the potential to reduce the
environmental impact of energy supply and in particular CO, emissions, without pre+mpting other
important objectives such as improving security of energy supply, strengthening the competitiveness
of the European energy industry or contributing to rural development and internal cohesion.
S/T Progress
The bulk of the JOULE-II programme has been implemented following two general calls for
proposals, the first in September 1991 and the second in April 1993. Globally JOULE II over its life
span supported some 400 projects for a Community budget of about 260 MECU, this not including
the budget for the participation in the projects of organisations from EFIA countries and from Central
and Eastern European countries. The participation of industry in the projects has increased from the
previous years and particularly that of SMEs for highly-innovative technologies.
Significant progress has been obtained in all four areas of the programme as is shown in the
following examples.
In the area analysis of straegies and modelling new tools have been developed to analyze the
complex energy-environmentrconomic system and its future trends with the objective to define a
global "energy RTD" strategy for the Union. A new generation of mathematical models was
developed to characterise this complex systems both at European and world scale. An accounting
framework was developed to evaluate external costs in different fuel cycles (nuclear, coal, gas and
renewables) within a joint EC-US collaboration.
In the area/ossil fuek, the programme covered trvo distinct themes: reduction of harmful
emissions, including greenhouse gases, during combustion, and better understanding of
hydrocarbon reservoirs to improve supply and enhance the competitiveness of European industry.
The "clean coal" area addressed combustion of solid fuels, residues and wastes, paying particular
attention to the emission reduction that can be achieved by controlled co-combustion of coal with
biomass or with sewage sludge. In the "hydrocarbons" area, significant advances have been made
in understanding the influence of fuel composition (especially diesel fuel) on pollutant formation,
while the emphasis in the exploration and production sector has been on understanding the
mechanisms that control fluid occurrence and mobility within reservoir structures. The importance
of this work has been emphasised by the fact that, while most of the projects were originated by
universities or research institutes, in many cases the larger oil companies have joined
subsequently, invariably at their own expense.
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In the area renqvable energies progress w:s achieved in all sectors. In "wind energy", highly
innovative MW-sized wind turbines, which are expected to become the next commercial
generation, were developed together with European manutacturers with a view to consolidate
Europe's leading position on the world market. Signiticant results have been achieved in
"photovoltaics" and particularly in thin-film solar cells (tbr CulnSq cells the highest efticiency at
world scale was rqorded). "Building" projects of excellence using renewable energies were
developed together with leading European architects, including the new Reichstag in Berlin . The
turo first European pilot projects in the freld of "wave energy" started in the Azores and Scotland
which wtil be rated at 0.5 and 2 MW. In "biomass", a breakthrough was achieved in the
liquefaction of ligno+ellulosic material via pyrolysis. Upgrading of bio-crude oil was obtained
though a new electrochemical method.
In the area raional use of energy, work addressed different end-use sectors. In "industry",
advanced unit operations and generic system engineering models were developed along with
innovative methodologies and design procedures. In the "building* sector, emphasis was on the
integration of low+nergy components with renewable energies. More corrosion resistant electrodes
for molten+arbonate 'fuel cells" were identified and the scale-up of solid-oxide fuel cells to 7 kW
was achieved. New lithium+arbon liquid and solid polymer batteries have been developed with
specific energy exceeding 95 kWh/kg suitable for electric vehicles. A study on flywheels energy
storage for vehicles indicated favourable economics compared to advanced batteries. A better
knowledge and control of "combustion processes" was achieved by simplifying chemical kinetics,
simulating turbulent combustion and developing new diagnostic tools.
JOULE II has promoted innovation in a sector of strategic importance for Europe as a whole
through the support of multi-national consortia mergirtg research establishments, industry,
universities and energy suppliers on projects of European-wide significance.
THERMIE
The THERMIE Programme, with a budget of 700 MECU for the period 1990-1994, has allowed the
EC to support the demonstration and dissemination of new clean and effrcient energy technologies
through 3 main areas of activity. The first area, to which 85% of the budget was allocated, has
covered financial support for energy technology projects in the field of rational use of ener.gy,
renewable energy sources, solid fuels and hydrocarbons.Up to 15% of the THERMIE budget was
allocated to the second area of activity which covers. the associated measures designed to help
technologies achieve more widespread application.
Three types ol'projects were eligible for financial support under the THERMIE regulation : innovative
projects for the first commercial application of new energy technologies ; dissemination projects which
aim to promote the use of existing energy technologies under different economic and geographical
conditions ; and targeted projecs set up to develop technologies of a strategic nature which could not
be developed otherwise- Thus, during the five-year-implementation of THERMIE, the Community has
supported 713 sectoral projects amounting to some 573 MECU.
The associated measures includes market studies and evaluation of market potential, monitoring and
evaluation of projects, dissemination of information on energy technologies (through the organisation
of exhibitions, seminars and workshops, participation at energy-related fairs, press-rciated activities
and the production of a wide range of publications). Most of the associated measures have been
carried out by the OPET Network (Organisations tbr the Promotion of Energy Technology), set up
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in l99l by the Commission. In Decemb er l994this was composed of nearly 50 such organisations
throughout the European Union, complemented by l5 EC Energy Centres established in Central and
Eastern Europe and the CIS. By December 1994, l2A0 specit'ic actions had been implemented fbr
approximately 47 MECU. Specitic actions have also been undertaken in third countries where a
potential market tbr the deployment of EU energy technologies exists (Latin America, Mediterranean
region, South East Asia, EFTA countries, US, Japan).
ln order to avoid duplications and to achieve the best use of available funds, the third area of the
programrre- implementation has been devoted to the coordination of THERMIE's activities with those
of similar programmes executed in the Member States and with other Community support instruments
such as ALTENER, SAVE, IOULE, TACIS, PHARE, etc.
From 1995, the bulk of THERMIE will be carried out within the Fourth Framework Programme
RTD. Those THERMIE activities which are out of scope are the subject of a separate Commission
proposal, THERMIE II.
RENEWABLE ENERGTES
The main purpose of this action was to provide a bridge between the renewable-energy activities in
the Third Framework Programme and a new line of action in the Fourth Framework Programme for
the large scale integration of renewable energies. Five areas for the application of renewable energies
have been identified:
l. Integration of renewable energies in regions;
2. Water desalination plans powered by renewable energies for Mediterranean area;
3. The development of "bio-electricity";
4. Urban planning ma4imizing the use of renewable energies;
5. Photovoltaic electricity generation in cooperation between Europe and developing countries.
The choice of these particular application fields is justified by the assumption that renewable energies
are expected to make a large impact in the short to medium term. Particular care was exerted on the
need to consider both technological problems and related socio-economic issues.
Within the 1994 budgetary procedure, a special budget of 25 MECU was allocated to activities in
the field of renewable energies. This action has been implemented through a call for proposals which
met a very large response. Out of the 340 proposals received, the Commission retained 80 projects
for priority funding. Out of the 25MECU engaged in 1994, contracts were signed for 19 MECU prior
end December, while the remaining ones are expected to be signed beginning 1995.
The activities will continue in the Non-Nuclear Energy programme in the Fourth Framework
Programme. Building on the preliminary results of these preparatory action, important initiatives will
be set up for large-scale introduction of renewable energies in the tive sectors which foresee the start
of pilot projects.
NUCLEAR FISSION SAFETY
Objectives
The research related to the nuclear fission safety under the third fiamework programme up to 1994
were implemented through actions in the fbllowing areas: radioactive waste management and storage,
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reactor safety" decommissioning of nuclear installations, TELEMAN (remote handting) and radiation
protection research.
S/T Progress
The radioactive wqte nanagement and storage programme is subdivided into: "waste management
and associated R&D projects" (management systems; waste treatment; safety of the multi-barrier
system of geological disposal) and "construction and/or operation of irnderground research facilities ".
In 1994 *ree research contracts have been launched: in situ research on gas release in saliferous
backFrll, modelling of thermo-mechanical behaviour of clay, and natural analogue in a cryptokarsts
area. Several work programmes have been extended to adapt them to newly identified research needs.
The research activities, specially in situ and underground laboratory investigations have permitted
essential progress to be made in a "confidence building" process and provide a scientific and technical
basis for a better safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal.
The reinforced concerted action in 1994 on reactor sapry continued to investigate the confinement of
radioactivity under severe accident conditions in PWRs and BWRs. The action comprises eight
projects. Good progress was made in developing a consensus in this safety area at the level of the
European Union was achieved with regard to the existing know-how, its application to outstanding
problems and their solution. A few preliminary results merit mentioning, such as: (i) the consensus
obtained in understanding the chemistry involved in the interactions of molten materials in comparison
with the more traditional thermo-mechanical approach, (ii) the feasibility of ex-vessel molten core
cooling systems and an assessment of reactor passive safety features.
The main areas of the programme on decommissioning of nuclear installuions are: research and
development projects, identification of guiding principles, testing of new techniques in practice,
including four pilot projects. Most of the research projects were concluded and the results were
reviewed at the conference on "Decommissioning of Nuclear lnstallations". Contracts on pilot
decommissioning projects and some on the testing of dismantling techniques under real conditions
were extended. Two decommissioning data bases (EC DB TOOL and EC DB COST) are being
developed to take advantage ofall the results and experience gained since 1979.
TfueTELEMAN activities in 1994 iniluded projects on: photogrammetry and telemetry, a master-slave
manipulator, a radiation-tolerant gripper, and a legged robot. Two projects directly included SMEs
directed at exploiting the results. Two handbooks on environmental tolerance were published and an
EC/ESA database has been developed. The mid-term evaluation of the programme made particular
mention of its exploitation potential, the large number of patents, publications and research degrees,
the network of industrialists, researchers and academics and its active management.
Radiuion protection research contributes to the continuing development of racliation protection
philosophy and practices. The programme contained three elements: human exposure to radiation and
radioactivity, consequences of radiation exposure to man, and risks and management of radiation
exposure. The programme has continued to mark significant progress as is indicated in the following
examples.
- The products of some DNA repair genes form part of the transcription complex which reads the
DNA genetic code. Two contractors have been awarded the prestigious Jeantet Prize for their part
in this work.
. An important new agent, code named LIHOPO, has been synthesised and developed which is the
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best compound investigated up to now tbr the removal of plutonium fiom the body'
- European collaboration in dosimetry research has been a main contributor to the development of
coherent and universatly applicable dosimetric concepts and procedures made by the international
committees ICRp and ICRU which are imporrant tbr the revision of the Basic Safety Standards.
- Optimisation of dose reduction methods and quality criteria-tbr. adult and paediatric radiology are
improving the safety of patienS during the day-to-day medical use of ionizing radiation'
- A better undersfand-ing of th" intlu"nce of living conditions and other physico+hemical variables
on indoor air quality f,as improved the estimate of lung dose tiom indoor Radon'
- The qeasurement oi radioaciive contamination among dift'erent organs and animal products 
have
reached a stage such that appropriate animal husbandry can reduce the transfer of radioactivity 
into
the human food chain.
- A comprehensive decision support system, RODOS, for the oft site management of nuclear
emergencies in Europe is being developed 
'by 
18 European institutes to provide the basis for a
European wide emergency response network'
cooPERATIoNWITHTHEsoVIETUNIoNINTHEFIELDoF
NUCLEAR FISSION SAFETY (COSU)
Since 1992, the Commission has been supporting a EC{C]-S collaborative programme on the
consequences of the Chernobyl accident noiably ln the fields of health effects, environmental
consequences and emergency management. A toial EC funding of 22 MECU is allocated to this
programme, inwhich t6-cottiboratG proiects are being implemented involving about200laboratories
(80 from the EU, and 120 from the CiS). So faf,, this programme has produced important results' lts
most notable results ue briefly summarised below:
Health fiects
- cooperation with TACIS and ECHO programmes has enabled crucial medical equipment and
training to be provided to improve thi treatment of the thyroid cancer victims'
- The possible treatments for iadiation injuries to the skin of fire fighters and clean-up workers
invoived in the accident are being optimised'
- The protocol detining how bone marrow transplantation can be successfutty applied for the
treatment of victims of nign dose accidental irradiation is being set up'
E nv ir onment aI co ns equenc es
-ThedosetotheruralpopulationisconsiderablyhigherthaneKpected.
-Naturalproductionsystemslikeforestsandmeadowsrecycletheradionuclidessothatthe
contamination is not etiminatea as rapidly as had been anticipated.
- The insight in the behaviour of Caesium has gained an enormous momentum so that for
example an optimal planning of soil based restoration techniques will be possible'
EmergencY mnnagement issues
-Anon-linedecisionsupportsystemtoaidmanagementofpossiblefuturenuclearaccidentsis
currently being installed in Russia, Ukraine and Belarus'
- The adoption of overly restrictive intervention levels after the accident has resulted 
in increased
anxiety among the affected population and placed a major burden on the national economies'
synopses of each collaborative projlt can be made-available for the First lnternational conference
of the European Union, the Rusiian Federation, the Ukraine, and Belarus on the 
consequences of the
Chernobyl iccident to be held in Minsk on 18-22 March 1996'
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CONTROLLED TTM,RMONUCLEAR FUSION
Objectives
The long-term objective is "the jointcreation of safb, environmentally sound prototype reactors,,basecl
on fusion by magnetic confinement.
The {!st priority objective of the programme is "to provide the scientific and technological base, tcr
establishr:rnvironmental and safety criteria and to prepare industry for the construction o1a Next Stepdevice", the first experimental fusion reactor. fther oLjectives are: to proceed along the demonstration
of the safety and environmental fbasibility of fusion po*er; to enlarge the involviment of European.industry; to determine the reactor potential of toroidal magnetic configurations akin to the Tokamak.
S/T Progress
All magnetic fusion research is integrated into one Community programme which presents itself as
a single body in its relations with other fusion progr"r-o ln *re world. The Commission is
responsible for the implementation of the programme which is executed mainly through contracts ofAssociation with Member States (plus Switzerland) or organisations within Member Strt"r, the JETJoint Undertaking, the NET Agreement which takes accouit of the Euratom participation in the ITER-EDA, the JRC, contracts of limited duration (in particular with organisations in Member States
w-ithout Association) and industrial contracts. Community financial partlcip.tion 
"ontinuJ ,o be about25% of the running expendihrre of the Associations, +sn of 
".iit"t.ort oipioi."Jhaving beenawarded priority status, 80% of JET expenditure.
!n l2+' the advisory committee, ccFP, concluded an assessment of the medium-term devices andfacilities planning which has been instrumental in the preparation of the 1994-199g programmedecision. Through the multipartite Agreement for "Promotion of Stan rvrobility",-ni mouitity of
scientists and engineers was developed. In coordination with the "Human caiitar and Mobility,,programme" fellowships were awarded. Industry has been encouraged to participite more fu1y in t[eprogramme, in particular through the setting up of fusion-industry wortstrops. An itinerant exhibition
was further developed and attracted a large public.
I. Nut Step design :
- The Next Step design has progressed in the frame of the quadripartite Agreement on cboperation
(-Euratom, Japan, Russia and the USA) in the Engineering Disign Activities (EDA) for ITER(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactoi, the l.iext step at world leiel); ih" outlin"Design report was issued in January 1994; protocol I was completed and protocol ?(covering theperiod up to the scheduled completion of the EDA in July l9i8) signed on zt tvtarctr t99+.
- An industrial grouping was selected to contribute to the ovlrall design activities for the Next Step:lists of qualified firms have been established tbr R&D and the supply of prototypes for the Next
Step.
2. Innger+erm technical developments :
- The Safety and Environmental Assessment of Fusion Power (SEAFP) was performed as a
collaborative effort by the NET Team, the Euratom-UKAEA Association ,nd , t"*po.".ygrouping of industries, and with the participation of other Associations and the JRC (report to be
issued in 1995);
- The conceptual design of a powerful source of high-energy neutrons for fusion-relevant materials
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has started in the multilateral ttamework (presently Euratom, Japan, USA) of an Implementing
Agreement of the International Energy Agency.
3. JET:
A major upgrading of the device, including the installation of a pumped diverter in order to establish
reliable methods of plasma purity control and essential for supporting the Next Step design, was
completed and pta.itna operation successfully resumed showing improvements in the power handling
capability of the device.
i.
4. Suppon programme
- Scientific support to the Nut Step and to JET: progress in the understanding and control of
confinement, plasma-wall interaction, fuelling and exhaust, as well as heating and current drive
was achieved on the specialised devices and in the accompanying programmes; divertor plasmas
have been obtained with enhanced radiation and reduced power load; a new tokamak started
operation for studying elongated plasmas+ross section; new diagnostics were developed.
- Sudies on alternative lines in toroidal mognetic confinement; high densities have been obtained
without disruption in a stellarator; the operational range of a reversed-fietd pinch was extended
to higher currents ; further diagnostics were developed (e.g., polarimetry).
TRANSPORT
A number of studies were started in continuation of some of the EURET activities under the second
Framework Programme. The aim was to bridgethe period between the end of the Euret Programme
and the start of the Transport Specific Programme of the Fourth Framework Programme, as well as
to prepare the ground for the new transport RTD activities. These activities are mainly designed in
support of the Common Transport Policy, and in particular are aimed at helping to establish
sustainable mobility.
The studies had two major objectives:
- To continue to work further in the field of traffic management for aviation, maritime transport and
rail transport in establishing functional and operational specifications. The established cooperation
between users and industry was thus continued.
- To prepare new activities of the transport programme under the Framework Programme, notably
in the field of strategy, road and urban transport. These studies aim at a qualitative assessment of
the state-of-art in these fields within the EU Member States. They will provide the necessary
instruments to guide and steer further activities at a European level and help coordinate national
activities.
A call for tender wzs launched resulting in29 selected proposals financed atl00 % ofthe actual costs
(Study contracts). Another call fbr proposals in the air sector was also launched in close coordination
between different Commission Services which resulted in two cost shared actions. Most of the studies
and cost shared actions took oft during the summer of 1994. The first interim results have been
detivered according to schedule. The concrete results will be available only between April and
September of 1995.
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INTERNATIONA L COOPERATION
LIFE SCTENCES AND TECHNOLOGM,S FOR DEVELOPING COTJNTRIES (STD)
Objectives
\
The objectives of the programme are the following :
- contiiruing the strengthening of research capacities both in the developing countries (DC's) and
in the Member States in the subject areas identified as priority for third world development
(agriculture, health, nutrition and environment in tropics and subtropics) through joint research
actions.
- improving coordination at the European level, the development of cooperation between DC's, the
consolidation, intensification and expansion of links created in the first phases of the programme
between Community partners and those from DC's.
- r€alisation of significant progress on mobilising themes linked to development needs, including
environmental protection and the rational management of natural resources in order to contribute
to the improvement of standards of living and health status of DC populations, particularly the
poorest.
- valorisation of the work of certain European teams involved in other Community S&T
programmes by offering them the possibility to broaden their field of investigation and to diversify
their methodological approaches to tropical environments.
- attainment of added value for the different national initiatives in these areas due to the Communitv
dimension of the programme.
S/T Progress
The last call for proposals of this programme, from which projects were selected in 1994, had a
deliberately reduced scope in order to favour sectors which had been insufficiently covered in previous
calls for proposals. Thus, the. balance between the different thematic components of the programme
given in the technical annex was attained. Of the contracts signed in 1994,25% concern problems
linked to environmental protection by means of better management of natural resources, 14% cover
health systems research and 12% relate to local processing of food products - all three themes being
of major interest for the future of DC populations.
The 79 contracts signed in 1994 enabled the mobilisation of 348 teams (included the participants who
received no Community funding) - 205 of which are in Europe and 143 in DC's according to the
following split : 9 in Mediterranean, 48 in [:tin America, 34 in Asia and 52 in ACP countries. This
shows the level of mobilisation in the South and the common interest of the themes covered (the low
participation of the Mediterranean qountries is explained by the existence of Avicenne which is
exclusively targeted to that region).
The objective of strengthening "South-South" cooperation was also achieved since it should be noted
that two thirds of the contracts have at least two southern partners and 3l% have more than trvo. In
addition, although the minimum number of European partners is two, 45% of contracts have a greater
number. The activities of networks such as the European Tropical Forest Research Network or the
European lnternational Pest Management Working Group created under this programme have also had
a significant effect in strengthening Europeancooperation. This programme h:rs also contributed to the
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Sasis lirr a luturc liuropean stratcgy in thc arca of intcrnational agricultural rescarch tor dcvel<tpment'
Rcsults havc been summarized in various publicatirrns, including a tirst vtllumc rrl'rcsult's ohtained in
thc sub-programmc agriculture of STD2 (tlAz-tWOt, thc cataloguc of ctlntracts resulring'tionr the
lst call tirr prttposals, in both agriculture and hcalth, a dtrcumcnt on thc "Needs and pcrspcctives ol'
rcledcrecri.n in aev"t,,jin!.uunirir*", "l'Europe cr la coop€ration scientitique et techniquc sur l'eau".
i.,rr;;;i.;,in* Li"iirg".n.r.,,rn, of 
'result-i 
tfitaincd in the hcalth sector (rcsearch trn vaccincs.
Sealth syste* ,"**.r.fr, biotogy tf paruitism and rcsearch 'n schistos.miasis)' A data bank 9n
malaria intigens hu also been ireated
The progrunme has facilitated the organisation of l6 workshops,, colloquia or seminars in 1994' in
.rder to disseminate results, to encourage contacis bctween scientists tiom the North and South' and
to enable the latter to join the international scientifrc community. The lbllowing examples of meetings
may be cited : management of soil and water resources in the Mecliterranean region ; conference on
,n inu.nto.y of'resources and management of tropical tirrest; international :ryqo:iu.T on systems
research in agriculture an rural development; worLshop on the technical and logistical problems of
vaccine prepa-ration; devilopment of apiropriate mcthod;logies tirr the validation of health interaction
strategies in DC's ; conference on leighmaniaSis and its vectors.
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION (ISC)
Focusing on the development of cooperative links in science and technology beween the Community
and Asian, Latin American and Mediierranean developing countrie.s, this action supports 
joint research
projects, tbllowships and information exchange (inciuding scientitic meetings) in subjecs of mutual
intercst.
National science and technology cooperation autln)rities in the third countries play a key role in the
programme by defirning, tog.tf,lr wiih Commission services in the framework of Joint Committees'
the subjects to Ue civeri UV cooperation,' prom.ting the pr.gramme among their scientific
communities and presenting proposals
Examples of subjecs chosen a.s priority areas for joint activity include water research with Mexico'
biotechnology with china and geological hazards with And-ean countries ; some other countries
preterred to maintain a wide field in thi pursuit of excellence. Promotional actions included published
calls tor proposals, preparatory fellowlhips and workshops on specific topics' As a result of these
actions, 544 joint ,.r".r.n prop.t proporil, and 321 t'ellowship candidatures were received tiom the
national authorities : tbllowinjscientitic evaluation with the aid of indepcntlcnt experts and ret'erences'
144 research projects and 102 t'ellows were selectecl titr retention, representing an EC financial
contribution of 26.3 million ECUs'
The research projects cover the tull ringe of natural and exact sciences : whilst about twenty projects
are in basic subjects, the majority are in applied tields such as industrial materials' fine chemistry'
monitoring and conirol of environmental ;;llution, earth scienccs, biotechnology' agriculture and
public health. These projects give European partners the opptxtunity to intcract with a.diverse range
of scientists and to have access to ncw environments, biologiial material and scientifrc challenges' 
Thc
parrner counrries with the largest nur.nbel oipinl".,i are. A-rgen11,ra' tlrazil' China, lndia' Mexico and
lsrael which togerher ,*ounifnr 63% of the p.o;"",*. Most projccts' especially in the third countries'
inv0lve university departments. Results are thusilbtained'nu tlnly in terms ttf rcsearch output 
but alstl
in wider terms through general invigoration of tcaching and othcr activities'
(81
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In gcneral this combination of instrumenLs, including dialogue with partner countries, dcvclpmcltof research contacts and project preparation, joint 
.scientitiJwork and project follow-up, which hasbccn builtup inthc lightof experiencesince the initiative's mrxlest beginning in thc mid l9g0s, hashcen apprcciated brxh at a politicat tevet and by the various scientitic communities. However, theproblems associated with having a wide range of research topics eligiblc tirr support have bccn
::::q,"]ttd. i"d qe being addressed in the Fourth Framework -programme.' In tine wittrrecommendattons trbm the external evaluation pancl, S&T cooperation with Devcloping Countries hasbeen rationatised by combining certain features of this action with those of rhe STb p-rogramme int,r
a single frogr:rmme.
AVICENNE
The main objective consist of promoting scientilic and technological cooperation between countriq;bordering the Mediterranean and the EU and is concerned pri'ncipally with creating synergy fbnregional impact in the Mediterranean basin on research themes of mutual interest.
Since the AVICENNE- initiative has. only been in operation since 1992, and the average length ofcontracts is three years, the first series of final results will not be available until 1996. rHowever, iris important to note that :
- The programme objectives have been accomplished, in so tar as strong partnerships have beenforged in the whole of the region in the S&T sectors covcred; the quality and the quantity of the
lo]$ resgarch prcijects submitted in 1994 is far superior to those of t'he nro prcuiou, y.rrs. of the208 participants involved in the 38 contracts in l-994, 175 are public research institutions and 33
are SME's (= l97o of participants).
' The competitiveness of all public and private sector EU partners has been reinforced through thisactivity,ils :
' certain major problems i,n the Mediterranern rU be studied more fully given the direct accessthat is available to the whole of the Mediterr.nein basin as well as to the appropriate expeftiseof the third Mediteranean associated partners.
' certain technologies available in the EU,as well as the relevant know-how, can be adapted to
specific situations in third Mediterranean countries and, in consequence, be applied there.
' the knowledge and.know-how of EU participants on ceft;in S&T problems faced mainly by this' region can only be enhanced through such cooperation. (with a consequent impacr on
competitivencss).
Public health, treatment of waste water, reduction of pollution in the Mediterranean, utilisationof 
.renewable energies in Mediterranean economies, are some of the themes systematically
addressed in this initiative. The results of the research work undertaken aim to improveimmediately the living conditions of those societies concerned.
The AVICENNE Initiative talls within thc horizontal activities supporring the RenewedMediterranean Policy of the Community.
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COOPERATION WITH CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND
THE NEW INDEPENDENT STATES OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION
COPERNICUS
The aim of these aqivities was to promote, through an international eftbrt, research and technological
development in theie countries as an essential element for their social and economic development and
tbr their democratic consolidation, and to further, in the interest of both sides, cooperation between
scientists in these countries and in the Union.
A call for proposals COPERNICUS 1994 was announced in January 1994 in cooperation benpeen the
three general directorates for research, industry and telecommunications, information market and
exploitation of research. The call was open for partners from the Union and from central and eastern
Europe (Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, I-atvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania,
Slovak Republic and Slovenia). Partners from the former Soviet Union and from the ten EmA
countries could also participate on certain conditions. The call comprised six fields, namely:
- information technology, including high performance computing, information systems, opto
electronics, micro+lectronics and electronic data exchange -
- communication technologies, telematics and language engineering
- manufacturing, production, processing and materials, includingcomputer-integrated manufacturing,
robotics, etc.
- measurement and testing
- agro- and food industries
- biotechnology.
The call got a very positive response from potential partners. About I 650 proposals for a total sum
of about 550 MECU were received, which after evaluation by independent experts resulted in the
selection of 220 high quality projects for funding within a budget of about 67 MECU. The greater part
of the contracts for these projects were signed before the end of 1994. The rnajority of the projects -
comprising both joint research projects and concerted actions (networks) - will run over three years.
With a total of more than one thousand partners from universities, research institutions and industry
from the whole of eastern and western Europe, this activity will considerably srengthen the existing
framework for scientific cooperation and further the expressed aims of the programme.
INTAS (International Association for the Promotion of Cooperation with Scientiss from the Newly
Independant States of the Former Soviet Union)
The major events and activities of INTAS during 1994 were :
- the completion of the 5l contracts of the Emergency Action of June 1993 out of the l019 projects
selected by INTAS following the calls for proposals in 1992, 1993 and 1994. Regarding payments,
4,4 MECU were paid by 30.1 1.94 out of the 46 MECU committed.
- the issuing of an open Call for declarations of intent with deadline 8 April 194, the evaluation
of the 4,074 proposals received, and the selection of 459 projects with a commitment of 2l
MECU.
: the prolongation of the pilot phase of INTAS till the end of 1995
- the conduction of an independent evaluation of INTAS activities.
All these developmens must be viewed in relation to the multi-national aspects of the activities of the
Association and the ever+hanging potitical, economic, legal and social environment within the
scientific community of the NIS.
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TNTERNATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ISTC)
In 1994 the Cgmmunity continued ir.s support for the ISTC created in November 1992by the European
Union, the United States, Japan and Russia in order to encourage military scientists and engineers
from the former Soviet Union to retrain for civilian occupations and speed up the desarmament
proc€ss. The first round of projects sponsored more than 8200 scientists and engineers'
I i\ D USTRIA LIZEDTH IRD CO U NTRIES OUTSIDE EU ROPE
The overall objective of cooperation with industrialized third countries outside Europe is the promotion
of the inaiats of the Community by the contribution to a concerted development of science and
technology at World level and by facilitating the access of European researchers and engineers to
scientific and technological work in these countries.
A cooperation agreement in the freld of science and technology beween the European Union and
Australia was signed on23.2.1994 and entered into force on 25.7.1994.It foresees the reciprocal
participation in piogrammes in six arfiN, on a project-by-project basis. The first meeting of the Joint
-science 
and Technology cooperation comminee was held on I1.10.1994.
Following the adoption of a negotiating mandate by the Councilin 1993, a scientific and technological
cooperation agreement, similar to the one with Australia, has been negotiated with Canada. It was
signed in June 1995.
On 29.09.1994, the Council authorized the Commission to negotiate a cooperation agreement in
science and technology with Israel in view of its association to the non-nuclear programmes of the
Fourth Framework Programme. The negotiations started immediately and the conclusion of the
agreement is foreseen before the end of 1995.
After an exploratory mission to South Africa in October 1994, the Commission received in December
a South Afiican proposal for negotiating a cooperation agreement in science and technology.
By the end of May, the Commission received an American proposal for the negotiation of a
framework agreement of cooperation in science and technology between the European Union and the
Unitcd States. Contacts were established beMeen the Commission and the American authorities
immediately after. The 18 and 19 October, the fourth meeting of the Task Force on Research and
Biotechnology between the Community and the United States was held.
T6e scientific an technical cooperation with Japan was pursued with the first meeting of the Euro-
Japanese Forum for science and Technology in Tokyo on 8 June. At this occesion, the Commission
alio met the Ministers responsible for universities and RTD and attended the seventh meeting of the
Carnegie Group. ln December 1994, a high level joint seminar on Human Resources took place in
Brussels. In the field of energy and environment, two joint seminars were organized; one on the
catalysis and another one on the effects of COr. During 1994, the Japan fellowship scheme was
rcenforced;71 young European scientiss and engineers obtained bursaries of up till two years in a
public or private Japanesb laboratory. Despite the various sources of funding (Community, joint,
Japanese), the selcction was ensured by the Commission.
More specifically in the freld of information technologies, telecommunications, telematics and
electronic data exchange, activities were carried out to promote.international science and technology
coopcration, where suih cooperation was mutually advantageous to the European Lf nion and the third
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country in question. These activities helped to strenghthen the links between scientitrc cooperation 
and
industrial cooperation, in support of the Union's ipproach to encourage the internationalization of
European firms. These actiiities contributed to the development of a future global infbrmation
intiastructure and the training of persons capable of using and promoting it' to the development of
centres ofexcellence in devel6ping countries, and to prot-rt from advances in research in indutrialized
countries, such as {.n"n, the United States and Canada'
Following a thorough evaluation procedure conducted by independent experts and based on the
scientificqe4cellence and the industrial potential, projects have been launched with the general aim to
create and develop research netrvorkJ between 
-the 
Community and research ceffies in the most
advanced developing countries. other means ofcooperation included information exchange' such 
as
workshops, seminars and fact-finding missions
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The main objective of closer cooperation with European scientific international organizations and
initiatives is to enhance the coherence of the overall "iEuropean Research Area", and to optimize 
the
use of the often unique expertise built up within such organizations by virtue of their need to 
create
unique environments and infrastructures in support of their main activities.
Thus in 1994, administrative arrangements were signed between the commission and the European
centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) on the one hand and between the commission and the European
Molecular Biology t-"uorato.y (EMBL) on the other hand. These administrative arrangements
effectively create the means for more systematic information exchange and complement the new
possibitities for such organizations to participate in the Framework Programme' In both cases' this
follows a number of yeirs of successfut case uy case collaboration, leading for example in the 
case
of GERN to the development ana use of . nt* high powered supercomputer and the wider European
use of CERN,s particular expertise in the ireas of superconductivity and computer based
communications networls. It is worth noting that the "Wbrld-Wide-Web", essentially a set of
extremely effective and user-friendly computJ, 
"o*onications 
services now becoming available
,ftr""gt 
"* 
the EUROPANET and the INTERNET, originated and was developed at CERN'
The Commission continued to work closely with the relevant OECD committees, in particular 
the
committee on science and Technology Policy (csTP) and the Megascience Forum, which discusses
issues such...r,.ono^y, deep drilliig, gtouat change and oceanography, as well as the management
and organization of large scale interriational projects in such areas'
The Commission also continued its work with the European Space Agency (ESA)' with which it has
estabtished well structured modes of work, i*tuOing sii loint Working Groups in the areas of earth
observation, telecommunications, industrial policy,-international relations, RTD 
and education and
training. The Commission's role is essent;lli ine of promoter and user of space technology'
particularly in the area of earth observation'
The Commission also continued its regular meetings with relevant United Nations agencies'
particularly UNESCO, in which the focus-of discussions has been on the issue of surface 
water' The
commission cooperates with the UN-ECE, notably to produce the ECE Inventory of 
safety Guidelines
in BiotechnologY.
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COST
The objective of COST is to coordinate, on a European level, nationally funded research in the 25
cosT member countries' Cosr actions usually involve basic or pre-competitive research or activities
of public utility. Actions may be proposed by any COST countiy or by the European Commission,
:*l*"I a.lso paqicipate in any COST action as a full member. The necessity foicoordination withcos'f activities is'recognized in the texts of several of the specific progiam*e.s of the Fourth
Framework Programme. The Commission provides the scientitic secretariat for COST and thus helps
ensure co.aperation and coordination with the relevant Community specific RTD programmes in order
to optimize information flow and avoid duplication of effort. In addition, the iecretariat includes a
number of seconded national experts from Member States, contributing also to coordination.
In 1994' 36 new cosT Actions entered into force, bringing the total number to I15. An average of
12 countries participate in each Action. In addition, ZZ inititites from non-COST countries participate
- on an Action by Action basis, in 17 actions. The European Commission has to date iigned theMemoranda of Understanding of 6 COST Actions. The total Comnrunity COST budget for
coordination of national scientific and technical activities amounted to ECU g million in 1994.
Updated information on COST activities is available on the Community RTD Information System,
CORDIS.
1994 has also seen the introduction of a new Technical Committee in the domain of Agriculture andBiotechnology in addition to those already existing in Telecommunications, Transpont, ftr"tari"rs,Meteorology, Social Sciences, Chemistry, Urban Civil Engineering and Forestry and ForestryProducts. Furthermore, two working groups have been established to investigate t-he potential forCOST Actions in the domains of Neuroscience and physics.
EUREKA
The objective of EUREKA is to increase European productivity and competitiveness through closer
cooperation between firms and research institutes in advanced technologies, developing products,
processes and services with a worldwide market potential.
The complementarity of this initiative and the Fiamework Programme is systematically exptoited,
while respecting their specific characteristics. The Commisiion is a member of the Eureka
management $tructures at all levels. All new Eureka project proposals are screened by Commission
staff for duplication of research work carried out or unoer wiy in a Community conteit, and for thepossibility of participation or for the transfer of results in both directions. The Community participates
in a steadily increasing number of Eureka activities and Eureka is explicitly mentioned in the texts ofthe Fourth Framework Programme and its specific programmes. The Community is further activein the provision of supporting measures, in particulai with regard to standard-setting and regulation.A publicly accessible version of the Eureka database is locit,id on the Communily database hostECHO.
The Commission participates in a total of 14 ongoing projects and 9 Umbrella initiatives, which
correspond most closely to the areas of Community programmes. It has been involved in a further sixfinished projects, with an overall financial participation of 265.2 MECU out of a total financial
volume for all these projects of 5697 MECU.
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The Joint Research Centre continued as leader of two major projects, CEFIR in the new materials area
and the Mobile Analytical Laboratory, in the area of the environment, bringing both projects towards
a successful completion of their initial phases. The latter project ha^s developed an advanced mobile
analytical laboratory for the analysis of'-air, soil and water samples. tn addition, the Commission hm
continued as leader of the EURdCAIRN project, the successor of COSINE, which the Commission
also leads, and.which set up the first operational "pan-European infbrmation highway",
gUnOpnf.igf, wAlch is being used daity by thousands of researchers across Europe (and which is
a descendant of the first international pilot packet - switched networks set up in 1972 by the COST
1 projeqt)..The next generation of such networks is being defined in close collaboration with the
Commission services within EUROCAIRN-
Objectives
The general aim of the centralized action for the dissemination and exploitation of knowledge resulting
from Community research activities, carried out under this action, is to give specific added value to
the RTD activities which are the subject of the third Framework Programme for 1990 to 1994' On
the one hand, it provides the necessary continuity for some of the measures carried out under the
Value programme; onthe other, it introduces new topics concerned particularly with the repercussions
of research and technological development activities and their results on society as a whole'
S/T Progress
1994 saw the evaluation and selection bf proposals resulting from a call for proposals for exploitation
projects in 1993 and the subsequent n gotirtion ofcontracts for the 45 projects selected. It should be
not"d tt.t, in spite of the smali budget available (3,5 MECU), this call for proposals was met with
great interest, 3l I proposals having been received'
The time needed for exploiting the results of pre-competitive research, such as those of Community
progr:rmmes, varies acc'ording]o the sector of activity : whereas a computer programme may require
only two or three years, the process may take up to l0 years for a new pharmaceutical product'
Nevertheless, an increasing number ofexploitation projects launched in recent years are now starting
to produce results - the technical and economical viability of which is being tested - or to encourage
the establishment of new activities such as companies starting up around the exploitation of a project'
Other exploitation activities have also been continued under EUREKA projects with a more generous
budget (e.g. a project for a vaccine against AIDS). In addition to their economic impact, thee projects
may have a positive social and environmental impact (e.g. a project for recycling waste plastic
materials).
Other activities have been conducted in conjunction with these specitic programmes and have made
it possible to identity over 150 exploitable or transferable. research results, which have been
disseminated via the nework of relay centres. Specific activities, such as the "Ftair flow" project'
cofinancecl by VALUE II, have aho fermitted more targeted dissemination in a given sector' such as
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the agri-tbod industry.
With the support of the network of relay centres, 150 "VALUE cross road days" (VACRO DAYS)
were organized in the Community in 1994 with a view to making local industry aware of the existence
of research results which might meet their technological needs (550 research results were presented
in this.way). Thisqctivity was supplemented by other promotional activities such as participation in
specialized exhibitibns, conferences or European-scale events with a view to increasing awareness of
the achievements of Community activities in research and technological development.
In the field ofpatents, the collaboration embarked upon with the European patents r3ffice continued,
particularly in connection with a project aimed at the development of a multimedia self+raining
product on optical disk.
The year 1994 has been a time of consolidation for the Relay centres pilot network launched in early
1993 for a two-years period. Following the enterihg into force of tne eEn Agreement after I .l .1994;
the network u'ith its initial2T centres has widened up to its current 32 relay centres covering also the
EFTA countries signatories to the agreement. The network has carried out an important number of
actions in 1994, in the field of dissemination of infbrmation on the specific progrrir-"r, but mainly
it has developed a number of very efficient tools fbr assisting the exploitation oi the results; this has
allowed it to increasingly become one of the basic pillars of a European infrastructure for the
dissemination and transfer of scientific and technological knowledge, which constitutes a basic need
expressed by the European industry. Some provisions have been taken to ensure the tr.ansition between
the Value rekry centres activities and the new network under the Fourth Framework programme,
through a supplement of funds (bridge funding) covering the activities of the current network for some
months (May-August), as the current contracts expire on the 30.04.1995.
The Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS) offerecl during the year
1994 over 100 000 documents which were structured in nine databases. These are accessible via the
main public European networks as well as on CD-Rom. More than 13 000 CC)RDIS users are
registered. In addition to these computer based services, CORDIS offers a variety of printed products
for a wider awareness of the Community research an technological development activities.
The specific needs of the more peripheral and least favoured regions (LFR) of the Community have
been taken into account notably in both the VALUE II and the SPRINT programme. promotion of
such activities in LFRs followed three major axes.
First, information and dissemination of RTD results was carried out through awareness seminars andVACRO DAI'S in LFRs supported by the demonstration of the CoRDIs on-line service on RTDprogrammes, projects and results. Secondly, RTD exploitation and technology transfer was promoted
in particular irr LFRs through the creation of the network of Relay Centres, of *hicf, more than 30%
are located in LFRs; and by VALUE II or SPRINT projects involving at least one beneficiary from
the LFRs. In addition 22 studies, of which l0 are in LFRs, on Regional Innovation and Technology
Transfer Stratr:gies and Infrastructures were launched.
Finally, pilot activities have been continued or initiated as joint actions between different Commission
Services in [,ess Favoured Regions (LFR) : Regional Technology Plans in eighi regigns and VALOR
technology transfer projects in two regions. The fbrmer are strategic studies foi the definition of
regional innovation policy. The latter aim at the definition of a specific industrialisation methodology
through the funding of projects tbr the exploitation of new technologies in favour of industrial SMEs
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in LFRs. Pilot activities resulted in, for example, 34 exploratory awards and technology transt'er
projects fbr the benefit of SMEs. The experience gained tiom these pilot initiatives will be used when
deciding on the activities to be carried out under the third action of the fourth Framework Programme.
STRATEGIC PROGRAMME FOR INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (SPRINT)
SPRINT has the bbjective to promote innovation and technology transt'er to SMEs. SPRINT
disseminates new technologies and innovation by integrating national innovation infrastructure into a
Europeaq network, by supporting projects which are of particular demonstration value for innovative
technologies, by coordinating national innovation promotion policies and, in association with this,
carrying out innovation monitoring, by means of the European Innovation Monitoring System (EIMS).
The extension of activities and corresponding budget of SPRINT to cover 1994 has allowed further
significant results and has demonstrated the continuing success of the programme and the importance
of its main lines of action. These are highlighted in the following description of SPzuNT initiatives
for 1.994.
l. Facilitating the diffusion of new technologies to firms :
The activities of some 50 networks of research and technology organisations, involving in total more
than 250 centres were actively pursued. A major event resulting from the 2l Specific Projecs for
technology transfer was the conference on "The role of technology transfer projects in the innovation
process" in February 1995. Following the recommendations of an evaluation study, private type
networks will continue concentrating on signing technology transfer contracts, whereas the public type
networks will be organising 'Technology Transfer Campaigns".
2. Strengthening the Ewopean innovation and technology transfer infrastrucrure :
Helping promoters better to design and plan science parks and other innovation centres was further
promoted through the 1993 calls for proposals, including : feasibility studies of science parks,
evaluation of existing science parks, and Regional Innovation and technology Transfer Strategies and
Infrastructure.
The MINT scheme (Managing the Integration of New Technology) was launched in 1993 and about
half of the 1000 consultancy assignments originally planned have been conducted to date. The scheme
has met with total success in some Member States (particularly those where SMEs prevail and the
national/regional system of innovation is less developed), whereas in others, it is still progressing
through the experimgntal phase.
lnnovation Management techniques were continuously encouraged. The European design Prize was
awarded for the fourth time ; SPRINT subsidised the fifth European Value Management Conference
in October; The book "Quality promotion in Europe"was published-
3. Improving the awareness and understanding of innovation and exchanging experiences on national
and Community innovation policy;
In the framework of the European Innovation Monitoring System (E[M.$, frve workshops were
organised with the aim of systematic exchange of experience and best practice between professionals
and policy makers within the Community and the Commission itself.
A number of studies have ended in 1994 with publibations including "An integrated approach to
European innovation and technology diffusion policy, a Maastricht memorandum", "lnvestment,
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innovation an competitiveness : sectorial perfbrmance within the triad ", and "survey of the innovation
infiu;tructure in Central an Eastern Europe". The Community [nnovation Survey has highlighted a
number of important tacts in the context of innovation in Europe.
Specific activities tbr the exploitation of the results of Community research in 1994 included studies,
development of training and demonstration tools; measurements and type approvals; technical and
economic verificatibn; patenting activities outside VALUE (5 new files opened, 40 patent applications
filed regarding 15 new inventions, 134 patents granted for 26 inventions); trade or service mark
registratiln (12 applications filed, 25 pending applications granted); organisation in June of the third
PATINNOVA. conference in Copenhagen, for the first time in cooperation with the European Patent
Office.
IITJMAN CAPITAL AND MOBILITY
Objectives
The principal aim of the programme was to contribute to a quantitative and qualitative increase in the
human resourc€s devoted to research and technological development. Research projects were selected
on a "bottom-up" basis as the proposals were devised essentially by the researchers themselves without
the restrictiorl of target areas being established by the programm€.
The programrne covered all areas of science and technology. Concerning the social and human
sciences, fields which contribute to improvements in European competitiveness and the development
of a sound economy were also covered. This enabled projects to be accepted in management sciences;
the interface between science, technology and society; and the acceptance and comprehension of
scientific and technological advances by the public, among others.
The programme contained provision for four training activities : fellowship grants, networks, access
to large-scale facilities, and euroconferences.
SiT Progresr;
The HCM progralnme has become widely known. It has made a significant impact on European
research institutions and among individual researchers themselves. Competition for selection of
projects were severe and rejection rates were as high as 60-80% of proposals submitted. Furthermore,
of those projects selected, funds awaded were the subject of steep reductions in budget compared with
the levels requested. Thus the apparently high figures for the number of projects supported, fall far
short of the expectations raised among the European research community by the HCM programme
when it was launched.
ln 1994, 1461 new contracts were signed. They can be divided as follows :
- individual grants I
- institutional grants
- networks
- large scale imstallations
781 contracts
241 contracts
284 contracts
23 contracts
I N.B. , Fo, irndividual grani.s, tlrere is a noticable differcre betwecn the munber of sigrrd contracts lnd wrunitted contrscis.
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- Euroconferences 132 contracts
The HCM programme has been, by definition a training programme at the highest level. The tbcus
of all the activities supported under the programme has been on the development of the iareers of
young researchers. In this way it has contributed to the evolution of European research, science and
technotogy. The prggramme has also been an instrument to assist the process of cohesion as it contains
specific measures ih favour of the Community's less-favoured regions.
A major SgDference was held in Rostock in July 1994 to bring together research fellows working in
Cirmany, who haO come from other countries under the HCM fellowship scheme. This was a pilot
project intended to produce effective feedback about the operation of the programme from the research
le[6ws themselves. The results of the conference are due to be published, and the Rostock event will
serve as a model for fuhrre conferences.
As the first results of the HCM programme began to feed through, a system for making the
information available through the Commission's Cordis databas-e was established. The first fruiS of
this exercise should be available during the start of 1995. During 1994 the Commission organised an
extensiv€ information campaign concerning the new programme, which included information days'
pubtications, press releases. Plans were laid to disseminate documentation, including proposal forms,
on-line as well as in print.
In September 1994,the finals of the EU Contest for Young Scientists was held in Luxembourg, hosted
by Commissioner Ren€ Steichen and under the patronage of Prince Henri, the Heriditary Grand Duke
oi Luxembourg. The finals, which attracted wide press coverage, marked the ultimate stage for over
10.000 school-aged scientists who had entered their national competitions the previous year.
Throughout the HCM prograflrme, initiatives were launched which, in the long term, should
have i positive impact on less-favoured regions. These include return fellowships
which enable researchers from less-favoured regions to work and contribute to the research effort at
home; the inclusion of specific measures for research networks; better dissemination of information;
targeted laboratory couises; the first attribution of grants to confirmed researchers acting in the
""poity of visiting scientists to 
institutes in less-favoured regions. The large-scale facilities scheme
contributed efficiently to the widespread utilization throughout the Community of important research
installations which are rare in Europe, expensive and essential for successful RTD. Since such
facilities tend to be located outside the less-favoured areas, a high number of researchers from less-
favoured regions benefitted.
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Objectives and S/T Progress
Specific research programmes
The major task of the JRC in 1994 was to contribute to the implementation of thl EC's third
Framewbrk Programme in its final year. This contribution accounted for 66% of the JRC budget, and
was carried out; in particular, through activities included in the tbllowing specific programmes:
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The lndustrial and Materials Technotogies programme encompassed research on advanced materials
executed by the Institute for Advanced Materials, and on the working environment, executed by the
Institute fbr Safety Technology, the Institute fbr Systems Engineering and lnformatics and by the
Environment Institute.
The Measurement and Testing programme encompassed research projects on mquurements and
refbrence material\ carried out by the Institute fbr Reference Materials and Measurements, and
research projects on reference methods for non nuclear energies (photovoltaic systems) and the
assessment ofthe reliability of structures, executed by the Institute for Systems Engineering and
Informati.is-and by"the Institute for Safety Technology.
The Environrnent Protection programme consisted of research projects executed by the Environment
Institute on atmospheric pollution, and on soil, water and waste pollution. It also encompassed
applications of remote sensing techniques, executed by the Institute for Remote Sensing Applications,
and research activities on industrial hazards executed by the Institute for Safety Technology and by
the Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics.
The Nuclear Fission Safety programme encompassed a number of research activities ranging from
reactor safety executed by the Institute for Safety Technology, to research activities on nuclear
safeguards and fissile materials management, executed by the Institute for Safety Technology and the
Institute for Systems Engineering and [nformatics, and to research activities on nuclear fuels and
actinides executed by the Institute for Transuranium Elements.
The Fusion T'echnology and Safety programme is executed by the Institute for Safety Technology,
the lnstitute fbr Systerns Engineering and Informatics, and the Institute for Advanced Materials,
responding to requests from the European Fusion Programme.
The Human Capital and Mobility progranrme of the JRC continued with increased activities in1994
and covered all Institutes. The Board of Governors of the JRC approved during L994, 96 individual
fellowships at post doctoral level, 7 networks involving JRC participation, two institutional fellowships
in association with universities, and JRC participation in one large scale facility.
S/T Support for Community policies
In addition to the contribution to the Framework Programme, JRC scientific and technical expertise
was made avai.lable to other Directorate General of the Commission at their request for support in the
formulationandimplementationofCommunitypolicies.Inlg94,thesupportforEnvironmentalpolicy
accounted for 27 .8% of the total support budget. Support for Energy policy accounted for 27 .3% and
support for th,e Common Agricultural Policy for 14.2%.
In 1994 the JI{C published 951 papers and 30 JRC patents were granted. The detailed lists of JRC
publications ard patents are published each year in the "Publications Bulletin".
The JRC has offered its scientific expertise to external customers since 1988, and has attracted orders
worth more than 83 Mioecu over the seven years since this activity was initiated. lndustry remains
the most important JRC customer, with 57% of orders. Research organisations aceount for 2l%.
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FIRST ACTIVITY : RTD PROGRAMMES
TELEMATICS APPLICATIONS OF COMMON INTEREST
Objectives
The main objectives of the new Telematics Applications Programme are :
* to improve the competitiveness of all European industry and the efficiency of services of
public interest;
* to stimulate job creation through the development of applications of information and/or
communications technologies in such areas as telework and teleservices;
* to enhance the quality of life for citizens, in particular by facilitating their access to the
emerging information and communications infrastructure;
* to promote research activities necessary for other common policies.
Means
The new focus of RTD in the specific programme on telematics applications is the emerging
information and communications infrastructure, which will provide the basis of the information
society of the future. The RTD areas proposed are those most vital to the development of the
infrastruchrre, taking into account the need for selectivity and concentration of effort. Information
and communication technologies can be used in often complex set-ups to offer all sorts of users,
particularly those in public services and private individuals, new ranges of products and services to
meet basic economic and social needs. Research an technological development in telematic
applications makes it possible to establish a link between progress in ICT and user needs- It also
.niUt"r telematic systims and services to develop in parallel with technological progress, making
them easier to use. The impact of research of this kind is considerable, provided that the telematic
solutions developed 
"." 
*ell suited to user requirements and that account is taken of the need for
EuropeanJevel interworking.
The key criteria by which proposals will be selected include the following : user involvement at
"u"ry 
,irg" of the project ; anticipation, as far as possible, of the needs of disabled and elderly
p.ojt.; cost-effective iotutions to real user problems ; user-friendliness of the solutions developed.
The new programme will take account of the recommendations made in 1994 by the European
Council cbncerning the emergence of an information society in Europe. The Council emphasized
in particular the importance of n.w applications for investment and employment, in the areas of
teliworking and teleservices for education and training, for health care or for transport.
I cfr. part Four ANrex II, trble t t on the qlcrdar for olls for proposals and selection preedures
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It is noteworthy that the new Telematics for the Integration of Disabled and Elderly people (TIDE)
workprogramme is now part of the overall Telematics Workplan. It was developed alongside the
other Telematics Applications areis by 65 invited experts, including users and user organisations,
and includes all the technological areas covered by the TIDE Pilot and Bridge Phases with some
reorganisation, as well as a new activity designed to enhance the effectiveness and efFrciency of
those providing seryices to disabled and elderly people by using information and communications
technology.
Specific'activities foreseen in 1995
A general call for proposals was launched on 15 December 1994; it will be followed by more
focused calls on 15 March and 15 September 1995. The RTD work in the Telematics Applications
Programme will be strongly linked to policy and project work in the domains of Information
Society, G7 follow-up, interconnection of research and universities networks, Trans-European
Telecommunications Networks, transport telematics, and education and naining (in the latter case
through amongst others the Task Force on educational multimedia softrvare).
COMMUMCATTONS TECHNOLOGTES (ACTS)
Objectives
The objective is to develop advanced communication systems and services for economic
development and social cohesion in Europe, taking account ofthe rapid evolution in technologies,
the changing regulatory situation and opportunities for development ofadvanced trans-Bu16pgan
networks and services.
The aims are to support European policies for early deployment and effective use of advanced
communications in consolidation of the internal market, and to enable European industry to
compete effectively in global markets. The work will enable the rebalancing of public and private
investments in communications, transport, energy use and environment protection, as well as
experimentation in advanced service provision. [n conjunction with the work in the specific
programme on information technologies, it will provide a common technological basis for
applications research and development in the specific programme on telematic sisterns and will
prepare the ground for the development of a European market for information services.
Means
One typical feature of the ACTS programme is that nearly twenty 'National Hosts' which serve as
high-technology communication platforms are put at the disposal of the projects. These 'National
Hosts' are inter-connected and represent the first top-European infrastructure in telecomunications.
It should also be noted that the ACTS programme is open to the cooperation with third countries
outside the EEA (European Economic Area) and will, therefore, contribute to the global
development of the Information Society.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
Following the call tbr proposals of September 15, 1994, the closing date for the submission of
project proposals rvm 15 March 1995. The evaluation of the proposals received will take place
immediately after that date. Once the projects are evaluated and selected, work c,an be started in
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the course of the second quarter 1995.
TN F.ORMATION TECHNOI]OGIES
Objectives
* To help enhance the quality of life and improve the competitiveness of all European industry
* To contribute to the establishment of an information infrastructure in Europe
* To strengthen the scientific and technological base of European industry
* To promote preparatory and validation activities with a view to standardisation.
Means
The IT programme encompasses new orientations both in technical content and in implementation.
Turning first to implementation, t}le progfarune puts a greater emphasis on networks of excellence,
and makes use of supplier-user collaborations. It introduces a number of focused clusters, a new RTD
modality which builds on the experience of the Open Microprocessor Systems Initiative (OMI) under
ESPRIT III.
A network of excellence brings together industry, users, universities and research centres with a
com.mon research objective. It combines the critical mass of centres of excellence with the benefits
for training and technology nansfer deriving from geographical spread..l3 nenporks of excellence
have already been launched under ESPRIT II[, involving more than 500 research teams.
User-supplier-collaborations supplement joint research projects : supplier enterprises and users
between them form a consortium to pursue demonstrably new RTD, with the users having a particular
interest in taking up and exploiting the results of the collaboration.
Focused clusters represent a major innovative modality in this specific programme. A cluster is a set
of activities covering a number of technology areas geared towards a single welldefined goal. As well
as collaborative research projects, a cluster may incorporate other kinds of activity, as its specific
needs dictate. These may include networks of excellence, association of suppliers and users, co-
operation with Eureka, co-ordinationwithnational initiatives, international co-operation, dissemination
of results, or training initiatives. Individual activities within a cluster may have a duration shorter than
the life span of the whole cluster.
Participation in the programme will be further facilitated for all potential participants by the
streamlining of management procedures. The aims are to simplify the call and evaluation process, and
reduce the cost of preparing proposals. There will be more frequent calls for proposals, with each call
focusing on particular selected topics within the programme. Each year there will be a call on one or
more of four fixed dates - 15 March, 15 June, 15 September or 15 December. Specific procedures
to help SMEs are being established, including for example covering an exploratory phase of project
proposals. Ways of simplifying contracts are being worked out.
The technical content equally retlecg the new emphases on infrastructure, access, use and usability,
and best practice.
Part of the programme addrQsses the more basic or underpinning technologies - software technologies
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(ST), technologies fbr components and subsystems (TCS), and multimedia technologies (MT). In
addition four ttrcused clusters are proposed, in part intersecting with the underpinning technology
areas, :ts well as including activities with more of an application focus : technologies for business
processes (TBP), integrations in manufacturing (llM), high performance computing and networking(HPCN), and the open microprocessor systems initiative (OMI). Finally to complement the more
downstream activities part of the programme is dedicated to long term research (LTR).
Snecific,^altivities foreseen in 1995
Following the overall call for proposals on 15 December 1994, there will be more focused calls on
each ofthe four fixed dates in 1995.
INDUSTRIAL AND MATERIAI-S TECHNOLOGIES
Objectives
The Workprogralnme is defined according to short, medium and long term industrial objectives rather
than according to technological fields. The Workprogramme is equally applicable to all industries,
materials, processes and products and it is intended to facilitate the rapid use of results and the active
participation of all partners, in particular SMEs.
In the short term, priority will be given to the research making it possible to adapt existing
technologies, or to develop new industrial technologies, which produce a competitive leverage, in
particular for th,e competitiveness of sectors having a lower technological level.
In the medium term, research will be concentrated on industries which are already developing
innovative technologies and snategies, making it possible to strengthen their competitiveness as well
as making better use of human resources.
In the long term, research will concentrate on strategic technologies, more fundamental and high-risk,
for the production and design of products likely to allow the creation of new industries or markets in
a context of sustainable growth in the future.
Means
The workprogramme includes quantified industrial objectivei, related to the proposed research
sub-areas. These quantified objectives are guide targets aimed at providing proposers with all
indication ofchallenges that, taking the present state ofthe art as starting point, industry may achieve
within the time ranges proposed.
The short, medium and long term research tasks suggested should have the potential to produce results
in consonance with the indicative objectives provided for the given time range. [n the context of this
programme, short term is considered less than 5 years, medium term to be 4 to l0 years and long
term greater than 8 years, though it is recognised that these ranges are likely to be different for
different industrial sectors.
The quantified objectives and the classification of research tasks into short, medium and long-term,
are general orientations to assist proposers and are not linked to eligibility criteria of prrcposals, budget
allocation or modalities of programme implementation. It will be the task of the proposers on a project
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by project basis, to identify in detail the expected impacls of the resulls, as well as the timescale on
which these may he industrially implemented.
The expected research output should be composed not only of technologies and methodologies, but
also of their validation in experimental technical and economic terms, including where appropriate
their demonstratioq.
Initiatives enabling potential owners and users to have access possible to results as quickly and as
widely ae ,possible will be the subject of special attention, taking due account of legitimate intellectual
and industrial property rights. This could include attention to the incorporation of the results into
standards and codes of practice. These activities although not explicitly mentioned within early
research task, represent an important complementary objective of the programme.
In view of the expiry of the ECSC Treaty, research activities linked with steel products and process
innovation will gradually be taken over in the context of this programme on the condition that the pre-
competitive and multisectoral nature is respected.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
The general call for proposals on 15 Decemb er 1994 will lead to the start of proposals by the end of
the year.
STANDARDS, WASUNNMENTS & TESTING
Objectives
The objectives of the programme are, for all fields of measurement and testing:
* to improve the competitive position of European industry, in particular SMEs, by the promotion
of better measurements and tests in the research and development, better definition and control of
the quality of products, more effrcient in-process measurements, improved written standards and
technical assistance to the mutual recognition of certificates in accordance with the Global Approach
to Conformity Aisessment;
* to promote research and other technical support necessary for the development and implementation
of other Community policies (Single Market, environment, agriculture, health, transport and
protection of the Community's external frontiers) and, when appropriate, the European standards
necessary for their implementation;
* to support the further development of the European measurement infrastructure by facilitating the
coordination of national activities, the development of measurement standards, of advanced methods
and systems and the mutual recognition of results and accreditation systems;
* to promote the dissemination and application of good measurement practice throughout Europe,
particularly in the less favoured regions.
Means
Time limited calls fbr proposals will tbcus eftbrts on the competitive needs industry and on the
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development o1'a harmonised European measurement infiastructure and the provision of the sound
scientiFrc and ft:chnical base required in support of Community policies. [n addition, dedicated calls
for proposals restricted to specified topics provide a tlexible and rapid response to research which is
urgently required in support of Community policy and related European standards.
The importance of the coordination of national activities in the improvement of the European
measurement and tqsting infrastructure is recognised by the increased use of thematic networks and
training courses.
Specific'":ctivities foreseen in 1995
The general call for proposals on 15 December 1994 will be followed by more focused calls on 15
March, 15 June and 15 December 1995.
ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
Objectives
The objectives are to understand processes underlying climatic and environmentel change, in order
to identify and assess the effects of human activity. Detailed analysis of human and social behaviour
and of the patterns of economic development responsible for adverse effects on the environment will
be carried out in parallel with the study of natural processes.
* to improve assessment of the consequences of climatic and other environmental change for the
natural environment and for society.
* to contribute to the technological development necessary for environmental observation, monitoring
and research, including methodologies and technologies for the monitoring, warning and
management of natural hazards, impact of products on the environment, from the stage of raw
materials incorporated into these products up to their final use and disposal, will also be taken into
account.
* to contributer to the development of a comprehensive European earth observation for environmental
observation and research.
Means
Research supportive of the science base should aim at specific research communities, networks and
international programmes. Research aimed at underpinning the development and implementation of
the Union's environment policy should reflect the needs of the Community programme of Policy and
Action in relatircn to the Environment and Sustainable Development and of the European Environment
Agency. Potential industrial exploitation of project results should be facilitated by direction to specific
industry communities and fora, particularly for those involving SMEs.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
An overall call for proposals was launched in January 1995 and contract signatures are expected as
from October 1995. A call for proposals in two further areas relating to space techniques applied to
environmental monitoring and research (theme c) was launched in June 1995.
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MARINE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Objectives
To understand the functioning of marine systems at basin scales, in order to prepare for sustainable
use of the oceans consistent with the preservation of marine environmental quality and to determine
their role in global change.
Means
The study of processes in the seas around Europe (physics, chemistry, biology and geology) will be
expanded to address extreme marine environments e.g. the deep-sea floor and the Arctic ocean. The
concept of large scale "targeted" projects, initially applied in 2 areas (the Meditenanean and the
North-East Atlantic), will now be also pplied in the Baltic and in azone extending from the Gibraltar
strait to the Canaries and the Azores.
The general area of coastal zone science and engineering is now refocused as "strategic" marine
research, in order to make it more applicable in managing the marine environment considered as a
resource and as human living space. In marine technology, more importance will be given to research
on bioactive substances, on submarine geotechnics, on instruments and platforms for use in hostile sea
conditions (deep sea, under ice, ...).
On the implementation side, it is intended to introduce several innovations : more concerted actions,
technology stimulation for SMEs, and measures for the dissemination of results of earlier MAST
programmes.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
An overall call for proposals was launched on 15 December 1994 and contract signatures are expected
as from October 1995.
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Objectives
It witl be the responsibility of the Community to promote under the Biotechnology programme further
research work where society would expect the highest returns. This points to privileged areas for the
exploitation of new knowledge, all of which experience in common an acute need for cross-linking
connected topics and/or integrating large groups of experts on an international scale. Such an
integrative approach must also be taken in order to:
* ensure safety when using living cells in the production process,
* give commensurate importance to the European contribution to international genome projects,
* promote reasonable development of agriculture, taking environmental protection into account, and
taking appropriate account of animal protection, in so far as, for example, genetic modification of
animals and crops or health is involved;
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* overcome the purely academic distinctions between specialist areas such as neurobiology,
endocrinology or immunology with a view to unravelling cellular and molecular interactions.
Mearts
This programme has been selective in choosing three approaches, each one with a specific goal and
restricted to irdentifipd scientific areas. '
l. With a view to harvesting the highest potential returns on R&D in the medium term, four scientific
areas *iil benefit from concentrated means. Task-oriented projects should aim to have measurable
impacts, and significantly change the state of the art. A multidisciplinary integrated approach is
recommended.
2. Other four scientific areas will be the focus of concertation efforts where coordination and
building upon national research prograrnmes will be of primary interest. The aims will be to
maintain the high potential for innovative breakthroughs in key areas of research which tend to be
developed in relative isolation within Member States, and to increase the value-added effects from
the interaction and harmonization of on-going activities across borders.
3. With a vie,w to linking academic institutions, research laboratories and industry (particularly
SMEs), thrrs further enhancing pubtic understanding and clarifying value-laden issues in relation
to applications of biotechnology, four horizontal activities will be supported in areas essential to
the exploitation of the life sciences" These activities may require special attention in respect of other
factors such as socio-economic or ethical issues.
These approaches will be implemented through a wider range of participation moddities that will
ensure the balarrced involvement ofkey players and users: shared cost integrated projects, shared cost
RTD projects, concerted actions, demonstration activities, preparatory awards for SMEs, preparatory,
accompanying and support measures, platforms or "extended audiences" and training fellowships.
Measures intended to encourage the participation of SMEs, in particular technology stimulation
measures and links between science parks and biotechnology SMEs taking account of the needs of
those from less advanced regions, will be implemented.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
The first overall call for proposals was launched on 17 January 1995 and contract signatures are
expected as from October 1995. It will be followed by a second one on 15 September, with deadtine
for submission of proposals on 15 December 1995.
BIOMEDICINE AND IIEALTH
Objectives
The specific programme of research and technological development, including demonstration, in the
field of biomedicine and health (1994-1998) proposes research that is essential to any strategy to
protect the health of the citizens and to fight diseases. Furthermore the programme tends to strengthen
the scientific basis of the competitiveness of the European health industry and to promote the transfer
of research results into clinical practice. This programme will continue the efforts of the
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previous programme but with a broader scope and increased empha.sis on the needs of patients, health
care profbssionals, health industries and the Union a^s a whole.
It will cover seven target areas being:
I ) Pharmaceuticals Research;
2) Research on Biqnedical Technology and Engineering;
3) Brain Research;
4) Rumrch on Diseases with Major Socioeconomic Impact;
5) Humat,.Genome Research;
6) Public Health Research, including Health Services Research;
7) Research on Biomedical Ethics (notably ethical aspects of areas I through 6).
Means
Under u:ea 4 (Research on Diseases with Major Socioeconomic Impact) research will provide
fundamental answers, by integration of basic and clinical research, to improve prevention, diagnosis
and treatment of diseases such as cancer, AIDS and other infectious diseases, catdiovascular diseases,
chronic diseases, orphan illnesses, and will also concentrate on occupational and environmental health.
A major novelty, made possible by art. 129 of the Treaty of the European Union is the explicit
inclusion of Public Health in the programme. Furthermore, Pharmaceuticals research and Brain
research have now became separate areas. The programme will also involve horizontal activities such
as research into the ethical, legal and social issues (EI-SA) and demonstration projects for evaluating
the performance of new technologies and approaches.
Within this programme it is intended to go beyond concertation only and to participate in cost sharing
research in specific areas (Pharmaceuticals, Biomedical technology and engineering, Brain, Human
Genome).
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
ln order to implement the programme a first overall call for proposals was launched on 1711/95 with
a deadline of 3113195.
AGRICLLTLRE AND FISHERIES, INCLLDING AGRO-INDUSTRY, FOOD
TECIINOLOGIES, FORESTRY,AQUACULTTJRE AND RURAL DEYELOPMENT
Objectives
The general objectives of the action are to:
* promote cooperation between industries, research centres and universities in the fields covered by
the programme,
* harmonize research in the tbod and non-tbod primary production sectors of agriculture,
horticulture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture and its links with the input and processing
industries,
* contribute to the improvement of the competitiveness of the European agro-industrial and primary
production sectors, by dweloping new technologies,new systems and methods of production which
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are compatible with sustainable growth and the needs of the consumers,
* improve the quality of agricultural, forestry and tisheries products in general and of foodstuffs in
particular,
* support the impQmentation of the common agriculture and fisheries policies, and other Community
policies (internal market and environment), the rural development and the maintenance of
employment in rural areas,
* contribute to matching production and use of biological raw materials.
Means
The programme will be implemented through shared+ost projects, concerted actions and
accompanying measures. There are three new types of shared-cost activities with respect to the AIR
prograflrme. Cooperative research projects which will enable goups of agricultural and agro-
industrial SMEs with no or inadequate R&D means of their own to engage third parties to carry out
research on their behalf to solve common or similar problems. Exploratory awards to help all types
of SMEs with the preparation of shared-cost projects. Thematic networks which will bring together
research carried out by manufacturers and processors, primary producers, end-users, universities and
research centres on generic technologies, in order to facilitate incorporation and transfer of
technology.
Demonstration projects will be implemcnted. [n these projects the resources of interdisciplinary skills
of producers of new technologies or of new systems and methods of production will be combined with
those of technology users to show, on a meaningful scale of operations, the techno- and socio-
economic advantages offered by state-of-the-art concepts with respect to existing practices.
ln accordance with the views of the European Parliament on ethical and social assessment of Life
Sciences and Technologies programmes, the EL-SA (Ethical, kgal and Social Aspects) activities are
also a new concept in the Agriculture and fisheries prograrnme. lts main objectives are to understand
and improve the communication process, in particular, to consumers, environmental and animal
welfare groups and other social players in the area.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
The first call for proposals on 15 December 1994 will be followed by two others in June and
December 1995.
NON NUCLEAR ENERGY
Objectives
The prime objectives of the non-nuclear energy programme 1994-1998 (JOULE-THERMIE) are to
improve energy security in the broadest sense and, recognizing the concern for the protection ofthe
environment, to reduce the impact of the production and use of energy, in particular the emissions of
COr. Within this fiame, the programme also aims to contribute to the achievement of other important
policy objectives, such as strengthening the technological basis of industry -with benefits for the
economy, employment and export potential-, improving social and economic cohesion and contributing
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to cooperation with third countries (in particular PECO and developing countries).
Mearu
The new programme combines continuation with novelty. While RTD actions will mostly be carried
along the same technological axes as for the previous programme, i.e. rational use of energy,
renewable energies and fossil fuels, many new elements have been added. First, the programme
merges within one single instrument both R&D and demonstration actions which had previously been
carried o;l separately within the JOULE and THERMIE programmes. Secondly, it introduces a new
activity in support of an overall energy RTD strategy encompassing the whole chain from basic
research to dissemination. Thirdly, it boosts the support in favour of renewable energies by doubling
their R&D funding level as compared to the previous JOULE programmes.
The scientific and technical objectives of the programme have been finalized on the basis of the results
of a seminar on energy research with the direct involvement of Europe's major actors in the energy
field. The work programme will be implemented in close coordination between DG XII (for the R&D
component) and DG XVII (for the demonstration and dissemination components).
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
The first call for proposals for both R&D and demonstration closed on 24 March 1995 with a view
to starting the first projects by autumn 1995. A second call for proposals restricted to demonstration
activities is planned for September 1995. Furthermore, the programme has launched an open call for
proposals to disseminate the results of the programme and to foster the participation of SMEs, for
which 5% of the programme budget is earmarked.
NUCLEAR FISSION SAFETY
Objectives
The main objective of the Nuclear Fission Safety Programme (1994-1998) is to achieve a maximum
level of safety for alt stages of the nuclear fuel cycle and that workers, the population and the
environment are protected from alt radiological consequences of nuclear energy production. This
remit also includes 6nsuring that regulation maintains pace with the developments in the nuclear
industry and also contributing to the acceptance of the industry by the public. The programme has five
main activity areas: Exploring Innovative Approaches; Rmctor Safety; Radioactive Waste Management
and Disposal and Decommissioning; Radiological Impaa on Man and the Environment; and Mastering
Eveas of the Past.
Mearu
The new programme has been restructured to take the need for innovation and priority definition into
account while preserving continuity. New elements have been added, such as new concepts of reactor
design, and the topics previously addressed in the COSU programme on the Consequences of the
Chernobyl Accident have been expanded to include other radioactively contaminated areas and taken
up in the programme. The implementation of the programme will be made by means of both shared
cost and concerted actions. The programme has been finalised following the seminar on energy
research which involved the major organisations involved in the energy field.
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Specific activities foreseen in 1995
A call fbr proposals has been issued with a first deadline on 20 March 1995, evaluation in April and
May and a planned start of the tirst projects towards the end of the'year. The second deadline for
proposals is scheduled on 28 February 1996. The call tbr proposals for concerted actions remains open
until I November *lo*ooLLED 
TITERM'NUCLEAR FIJSI'N
Objectives
The priority objective of the programme is to establish the engineering design of the Next Step within
the framework of the quadripartite cooperation on the ITER-EDA. Possible improvements to concepts
in plasma physics and plasma engineering will be investigated, while assessing their technical
feasibility, and long+erm technology developments required for progressing toward the exploitation
of fusion as an energy source will be carried out. The results of such studies will be of benefit both
in the operation of [ItsR and, in the longer term, in the conceptual definition of DEMO, a
demonstration reactor capable of producing significant quantities of electricity.
Means and specific ac{ivities foreseen in 1995
This programme does not proceed by means of calls for proposals and corresponding
Workprogrammes.
* Next Step activities:
The ITER-EDA will be pursued and includes the design proper by the Joint Central Team (JCT) and
by the Home Teams (HQ of the 4 ITER Parties, plus the supporting R&D in physics and technology
by the HTs. The ffER-EDA lnterim Report will be issued in 195. Euratom Next Step activities other
than the participation in the JCT are coordinated by the NET Team: supporting plasma physics and
plasma engineering R&D will be pursued on JET and on the specialised devices in the Associations.
An extension of JET until the end of 1999 for the benefit of ITER is under consideration.
* Concept improvemelnts :
Proposals for upgrading devices and for the construction of new ones are being examined or might
be submitted in the course of 1995. A proposal for joining the activities of three Associations is under
consideration.
* Inng-term technology :
The activities will be continued and expanded on development of tritium breeding blankets, radiation
resistant and low-activation materials (including the conceptual design of a high-energ)/ neutron source)
and further analysis of the safety and social acceptability of fusion power.
TRANSPORT
Objectives
The Transport. Programme aims through research to contribute to achieving the objectives of the
Cornmon Transport Policy, namely efficient and cost-effective transport networks for goods and
passengers under the best possible environmental, social and energy consumption conditions.
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The main objectives of the proposed programme are:
* to develop a more efficient, safer and more environmentally friendly transport system for
passengers and goods;
* to facilitate the interconnection and interoperability of the separate transport networks;
* to increase the effrciency of each individual mode and improve cooperation between them;
* to promote the design and management of infrastructure with a view to reducing the damage the
environment and improving the quality/price ratio;
* to provide industry, transport operators and users and authorities with the appropriate
decision-making instruments based on better knowledge and understanding of mobility, traffic
flows, their interactions and interdependencies.
Means
The means is a European approach that is developed to exploit the iynergy between the different
Community and national activities, as well as those of other international organizations.The research
activities will be developed at two levels:
- a European strategic level,
- a network optimization level(combined transport, rail transport, air transport, urban transport,
maritime transport, road hansport).
Most of the actions will be carried out through shared cost actions, concerted actions, preparatory,
accompanying and support m€asures , research Studies.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
The first call for proposals covering all areas of the programme closed on 15 March 1995 and will
be followed by a second call in September 1995, closing in December 1995.
TARGETED SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Objectives
The targeted socio+conomic research activities aim at elucidating future decision-making by
developing a shared knowledge base on the challenges facing Europe, based on research and other
work in three inter-related areas:
* evaluation of science and technology policy options,
* research on education and training,
* research on social integration and social exclusion in Europe.
Evaluation of science and technology policy options for Europe wilt provide a common knowledge
base for decision-makers in the fields of science and technology policy at regional, national and
European level and tbr all those responsible for other areas of activity in which science and technology
play a role, with the ultimate objective of encouraging greater consistency and closer coordination of
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RTD eftbrts and policies in Europe.
The objectives of the Community's research activities on education and training must be to support
the eftbrts mad.e by Member States to strengthen the tinks between research, education and training
and to improve their education and training systems through research and dissemination of good
practice and innovltion. The objective is to help to promote the development in Europe of a society
in which lifelong lelrning and education permanently play a central role.
Poverty irrd s<rial exclusion are major problems f'acing the Member States; Research into social
integration and social exclusion is necessary in order to gain a fuller understanding of these problems
so that remedies can be found.
Means
This new programme will mainly support on a shared cost-basis RTD projects and thematic networks,
and will also implement a number of horizontal measures such as the establishment of the European
Technology A.ssessment Network (ETAN), which should operate in close cooperation with the main
bodies actively involved in evaluation of science and technology options in Europe. The intention is
to make the best use of the expertise available from various socio+conomic circles and to circulate
information on. the research and other work in progress in the European Union.
The European Science and Technology Observatory of the Institute for Prospective Technological
Studies of the JRC will provide an information service on progress in science and technology and
eruiure surveillance of scientific developments and technological innovation.
Specific activities foreseen in 1995
A first general call for proposals was launched on 15 March 1995, together with a call for expression
of interest conrlerning membership of ETAN.
SECOND ACTTVITY :
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION WITH THIRD COTJNTRIES AND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Objectives
The objectives of the programme are to add value to Community RTD, and to improve coordination
with other Community instruments and synergy with Member States' activities in order to avoid
duplication and better define the Community's areas of activity on the basis of the subsidiarity
principle.
It is the centralized activity for international cooperation and targets four geographic areas: A. I , other
fora for S&T cooperation in Europe; A.2, Ceural European countries and the independent states of
the former Soviet Union; B, industrialized non-European countries and C, developing countries.
Means
The instruments, tuned to the needs and opportunities of RTD cooperations with partners in these four
geographic areas, include concertation, dialogue, concerted and cost-shared action, accompanying
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measures as well as, in certain cases, financial support for the participation of third country
participants in other speciflrc programmes of the Fourth Framework Programme (areas A.2 and C).
In appropriate cases, interfaces with other specific programmes will be developed to enhance synergy
and added value, for example with Environment and Climate, Marine Science and Technology and
Non-nuclear energ{ programmes.
It is intended to further reinforce the network of Community programme managers and EUREKA
project cetrdinators, to organizejoint conventions, promotional and brokerage events, and to reinforce
linls with other research fora, while entrancing the use of counselling and information distribution
networks (VALUE, OPETs etc.) at Community, EUREKA and member state levels, by researchers
and industry
Specific ac{ivities foreseen in 1995
Three calls are foreseen in 1995. The first one concen$ fellowships in lapan and Korea (area B).The
second one concerns area Ci activities will be targeted on tfuee principal interrelated sectors of
general importance: sustainable management of renewable natural resources, sustainable improvement
of agricultural and agro-industrial production and health as well as on other areas of mutual interest:
information and communication technologies. The third call concerns area A.2; activities will seek
to help safeguarding the RTD potential, to help solving RTD problems of social, economic and
ecological importance and to intensify cooperation in the areas of RTD where these countries are at
a world class level.
Concerning international organizations, it is planned to put into effect the closer collaboration aimed
at in the administrative arrangements with CERN and the EMBL, to arrive at closer ties with other
European international organizations, and to maintain the close relationship with ESA, ESF, OECD
and UNESCO. Approximately 25 new COST Actions will be launched in addition to preparatory work
on physics and neuroscience. An evaluation of COST is envisaged, covering stuctures, mechanisms
and results.
An agreement with Canada is signed, negotiations for agreements with Swiuerland and lsrael are
expected to be completed, and negotiations for agreements with the USA and South Africa are
expected to start.
THIRD ACTIVTTY
DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION OF TTTE RESULTS OF ACTIVITTES IN TIIE
FIELD OF RTD
Objectives
The Third Activity under the Fourth Framework Programme for the dissemination and exploitation
of results combines in a single programme both the continuation of existing projects in this field and,
more generally, activities relating to innovation and technology transfer.
This approach, based on the complementary nature of research and innovation, takes account of both
the nonlinear and the complex and interactive nature of the innovation process. The work programme
for the implementation of the specific prograrnme for dissemination and exploitation therefore centres
round the following three objectives :
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* naking the ttusiness environment more favourabLe to innovuion and the absorption of technologies
* promoting the dissemination of knowledge and technology within the European Union (Single
Market ffict)
* making research results and technologies which are likely to meet the needs of businesses'available
throughout the Union.
Because of the natu\e of is activities, the Third Activity under the Fourth Framework Programme is
central to the problems of competitiveness as defined by the White Paper and also directly contributes
towards the objectives of the Framework Programme as set out in Article l30f of the Treaty.
Means
The Third Activity shall focus, in particular, on
- pilot urd experimental actions, observatory and studies for assisting in promoting innovation
in objective I regions (EIMS);
- networks for promoting technology transfer and innovation;
- support activities for technology transfer and validation projects;
- dissemination and information service (CORDIS).
The CORDIS information service will offer a wide range of on-line and off-line services, the quality
of the information will be further improved and gateways will be established providing access to
national information systems also aimed at disseminating scientific and technological information. '
Specifrc activities foreseen in 1995
Fotlowing the advance announcement of 15. L2.1994, a call for proposals has been published on
the 17.1.1995. An initial call for proposals was pubtished on t5 December 19,4 with the aim of
establishing a network of about 45 relay centres to provide a basis for a European infrastructure
for disseminating technologies and promoting them on the basis of the needs of industry, including
the promotion of the Community RTD programmes and their results.
A second call for proposals was published on 15 March 1995 with a view to supporting technology
validation and transfer projects and thus contributing to the implementation, at European level, of
an effrcient tool for facilitating validation, transfer and integrations of new technologies int the
economic and social fabric, and promoting an innovation culture.
Other calls for proposals in 1995 concern the following arqrs : EIMS (European Innovation
Monitoring System), financial environment, regional action and support for science parks,
innovation management techniques, experimental networks and services. The common aim is to
contribute to an improvement in the innovation environment in the European Union.
FOIJRTH ACTWITY:
TRAINING AND MOBILITY OF RESEARCIMRS
Objectives
The aim of the programme is to promote, through the stimulation of training and mobility of
researchers, a quantitative and qualitative increase of human resources within the Community and
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associated States. ILs general objectives are the tollowing :
* to stimulate training through research and, by means of cooperation, to tbster better utilization of
high-level researchers in the Community,
* to improve the rgobility of European researchers throughout the Community, encouraging mobility
both betrveen untrversities, research institutes and industry and between disciptines, thus better
exploiting the research potential in the different disciplines,
* to promote, for instance through networks, trbnsnational cooperation on research activities proposed
essentially by the scientisg themselves and not eligible for support under the first activity,
* to facilitate the access ofall Europeanresearchers to existing large-scale facilities that are essential
for high-quality research,
* to improve the scientific and technological cohesion of the Community and contribute to the
attainment of a general level of scientific excellence by offering research opportunities to scientific
institutions and researchers from all regions of the Community. As was the case under the "Human
Capital and Mobility" progrdmme (1992- to 1994), the return to their region of origin of
researchers originating from the less-favoured regions will be encouraged and financed.
This activity will cover the exact, natural, economic and management sciences, as well as those social
and human sciences that contribute to the Community's objectives in research, technological
development and demonstration.
Means
A number of significant developments, with respect to the former programme, have been initiated in
each of the four main activities and are summarized below.
Research training grants
A more flexible 'research training grant' scheme, common to all research programmes offering grants,
will be established. This will enable researchers and their prospective host institute better to tailor
the research project exactly to the applicant's career and the host institute's research needs.
Networlcs
Funding under the TMR nenvorks activity will show a substantial increase compared with funding
under the previous prograrnme. Each partner in a network should receive, on average, about ECU
70 000 per year, per laboratory. This amount, several times larger than the sum allocated under
HCM, should lead, on the basis of 5 to 10 laboratories per network, to contracts falling in the range
of ECU 1 to 2 million. In this way the Commission is seeking to support real advanced training, and
not only researcher mobility.
Access to large-scale facilities
In addition to continuing to promote access for researchers to large-scale facilities, financing will be
awarded to support improvements to facilities, with the aim of promoting a more effrcient use of the
installations
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Ac co mp any in,g meas ur e s
The Euroconference activity is brought under the accompanying measures, which also will provide
support for more direct training actions, such as summer schools and practical training courses. These
latter are intended to draw on tlrc needs and potential of industry in relation to advanced research
training. Also under this heading, the Commission intends to undertake a series of studies relating to
the more effective Qqual opporhrnities and higher participation in the programme of researchers from
industry and those ivorking in less-favoured regions.
Specific' sctivities foreeen in 1995
The new programme, Training and Mobility of Researchers (IMR), was officially launched on 17
January 1995, with the publication ofthe call for proposals. First contracts for the research training
grants, access to large-scale facilities and accompanying measures should be issued before the end of
the year. In the case of the substantially more complex networks contracts, signatures are not foreseen
until 1996. [n 1995, the Commission intends to contract with an independent expert consultancy to
investigate the participation of women in the programme and examine the possibilities for improving
equal opporhrnities. In addition, work on the provision of advanced training for researchers through
modern telematics may be the subject of a study in 1995, in cooperation with other services of the
Commission working in this area.
Concerning the results of the HCM fellowship scheme and the development of its successor, under
TMR, the research training grants scheme, the Commission plans to hold a second 'fellowship
seminar' this time in France, bringing together a large number of fellows who are undertaking
research in one country.
The European Union Contest for Young Scientists, which is the EU's annual showcase of scientific
talent will, in 1995, take place in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in the UK. Contestants from over 20 countries
will take part.
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE AND COMPETITTVE STJPPORT ACTTVITIES
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
Objectives
The Joint Research Centre (JRC) will conduct strategic and applied research. It will therefore be an
integral part of European science and technology. The JRC will also contribute to the establishment
of the scientific and technical bases needed for the formulation and implementation of various
Community policies. The specif,rc programme concerning the work for the EC will be carried out on
the one hand by means of direct action and on the other by means of activities suited to a competitive
approach and intended for scientific and technical support to Community policies. The specific
programme concerning the work for the EAEC will be carried out by means of direct action.
Means
The JRC research contributions to the various lines of the Framework Programme are planned in such
a way that thr:y are complementary to the corresponding work of the Specific Programmes (shared cost
action programmes). This is particularly significant with the Centre for Earth Observation action on
the Environment and Climate line as well as for the research on the same line on global change.
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Specific activities foreseen in 1995
The implementation of the above programmes is planned in i995 in some 30 workschedules that
define the single projects and make up the JRC Workprogramnle, as approved by the JRC Board of
Governors. Amongst the new f'eatures in these programmes are the emphasis on environmental
technologies throughout the programmes on environment and climate, industrial technologies and
materials technololies and non-nuclear energy ui well as the new strategic studies under
socio-economic research.
COMPETITTVE SIJPPORT ACTIVITIES
Objectives and means
This new action of competitive support activities is carried out by means of work suited to a
competitive approach in the context of a customer/contractor relationship. It is intended for scientific
and technical support to Community policies. The implementation of this research will be assigned
to research bodies and centres, including the JRC, universities or undertakings.
The Commission has entrusted the implementation of this action to its Secretariat General, together
with the Directorates General responsible for the various Community policies.
SpeciFrc activities foreseen in 1995
For 1995 the resources available have been allocated to 72 projects, falling within the areas of
Information and Communication Technologies; Industrial Technologies, Environment, Life Sciences
and Technologies, Energy, Socio-Economic Research and Dissemination and Exploitation of Research
Results. This contributes to Union policies, notably on industry, agriculture, environment, energy,
consumer protection, transport and exploitation of research results. The Directorates General
concerned will manage the resources for the projects according to the Financial Regulations as
applicable to the Research Budget.
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Pnnr Foun
Anrlwxns
Annex I
Tables 1-10 summarize Community RTD activities in 1994 in a quantitative form (number and nature of
projec6, participants, transnational links, level of funding etc.). The figures relate to Third Framework
Programme activities and to major APAS'es (Actions de Pr6paration, d'Accompagnement et de Suivi) ; they
include participation from Member States as well as from countries of the European Economic Area and of
EFTA.
Consequendy and in order to ensure consistency, figures relating to earlier Framework Programmes are not
included, nor are data on amendments to contracts. Only in a relatively few cases, for example the non-nuclear
energy prognamme, would zuch activities have represented a relatively high proportion of the overall activities
in 1994.
The abbreviation "n/a" used in these tables mcans "not applicable' or "not available".
Tables 5-10 concern only shared+ost actions.
Annex II
Table 11 grves an ovorall view of the 1995 calendar for project selection procedures in each of the specific
programmes, as well as the total budget appropriations (commimeils) for each of them in 1995 according to
the revised budget for 1995.
Annex III
This annex provides two tables on the amounts and indicative breakdown of the Third and Fourth Framework
Programmes, respective-ly, and a graph showing the evolution in annual Framework Prograrnme commitments.
Annex IV
Two tables present the major steps in the adoption of the Third and Fourth Framework Programme decisions
(main dates and document references, length of adoption procedure).
Annex V
This annex gives i list of the major Community research programme evaluation and impact srudies completed
or publistred in 1994
Annex VI
List of main abbreviations or acronvms used
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Anncx III
REcAprrul.Arlo.ry 9F FrcuRES(') /ooFOURTH EC RTD FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME AND EABC FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME (1994-1998)
Alnounts foreseen and indicative breakdown
FOURTH EC FRAMEWORK
PROGRAMME (MECU)
EAEC FRAMEWORK
PROGRAMME(MECU)
TOTAL
(MECU)
Shared cost
actions
JRC
(*)
Support to
other
DG's
Shared
cost
actions
JRC
(*)
FIRST AREA OF ACTIVIT.Y
Information and communications
tc.chnologies
l. Telematics r 1:.
2. Corrmunication tbchnologies
3. Information technologies
Industrial Technologies
4. Industrial and matcrials technologies
5. Measurements and testing
Environment
6. Environment and climate
T.Marine sciences and technologies
Life sciences and technologies
8.Biotechnology
9.Biomedicine and health
10. Agriculnue and fhberies
EnergSl
ll.Non-nuclear energy
12. Nuclear fission safety
I 3. Controlled thermonuclear fusion
Transport
l4.Transport
Targeted socio-economic research
I 5.Targeted socio-economic research
3384
843
630
19l I
t790
t6t7
t73
760
532
228
1495
552
336
607
967
967
u0
105
u
it
l9s
90
r05
294
294
47
47
20
:o
33
t0
io
l0
l0
26
26
:o
30
l5
i'
9s4
160
794
300
254
46
340s
843
630
1932
t707
288
852
228
552
336
684
1002
414
840
1995
1080
t57Z
2256
u0
r38
SECOND AREA OF ACTIVITY
l6.Cooperation with third countries
and international organizations
540 540
THIRD AREA OF ACTIVITY
lT.Dissemination and optimization of
results
293 37 330
FOURTTI AREA OF ACTIVITY
l8.Training and mobility of
researchers
744 744
TOTAL 10318 600 128 954 300
I 1046 r254 12300 0)
et,t 19
(t) Thdc fu@ 66pod b tbdc iDdiet d itr l!. Frffit Prag@ Ddi@: tb€y do d hle ec@d of thc r@ Fopo..b fro (b. c@Lrio Mint r ?% iEa* of tbc Krl .NG ot thr llu*srrl l'r
fotlsilS (b€ ahrB@ of tbc Uoio
Anncx [Il
/at
RECAPITULATION OF FIGURI}S
THIRD COMMUNITY RTD FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME AND SUPPLEMENT (T99GT994)
THIRD FRAMEWORK
PROGRAMME (MECT.D
SUPPLEMENT TO
THE THIRD
FRAMEWORK
PROGRAMME
(MECT.D
TOTAL
(r[ECrr)
Shared cost
actions
tRc (*) Shared cost
actions
JRC (*)
I. ENABLINc recgps166165l
l. Information and communication technologies
La.:.-. . 
- -.
- Information technologies
- Communication technologies
- Development of telematics systens of general
2.
interest
Industrial and nraterials technotogies
Industrial and materials technologies
Measurem,:nt and testing
MANAGEMEMI OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Environment
Environment
Marine sciences and technologies
II.
3.
4. Life sciences ancl technologies
_ Biotechnolcgy
- Agricultural anl agro-industrial research
. Biomedical and healrl research
- Life sciences and technologies for developing
countries
5. Energ5r
- Non-nuclstr energies
- Nuciear fission safety
- Controlled mrclear fusion
m. MANAGEMEN'T OF TNTELLECIUAL
RESOIJRCES
6. Human capital and mobility
Human capiurl and mobility
Centialized action llor dissemination and
optimization of results
1338,48
484, I I
376,20
663,30
47,52
26t,40
102,96
t62,36
329,67
t3t,67
109,89
1s5,43
35,64
4l I,84
488,07
s7,00
77,22
91.08
148,50
16r,37
4l,58
24,75
t78,20
64,35
49,50
99,00
18,81
54,45
13,86
2t,78
43,56
t7,82
14,85
103,95
33,66
108.90
68,3t
9,00
z,90,84
ts16,68
548,46
425,70
996,93
839,52
157,41
581, l7
464,35
I 16,82
184, 14
373,23
t49,49
124,74
259,38
230,6'l
562,32
831,60
1052,37
s8t, 13
66,00
TOTAL 5155,54 544,5 .900
5700 900 6600
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Anncx V
REPORTS ON EVALUATIONS OF'TITE RTD PROGRAMMES PUI}LISHED IN 1994
"Evaluation of the Fisheries and Aquaculture EUR 15279
Research Frogramme (FAR)" ( 1988- 1992)
"Evaluation of ihe DosES Programme" (1989-1993) EUR 15328
'Evaluation of the Community's Research Programme EUR 15329
on Decommissioning of Nuclear Installations"
( r989- I 993)
EUR 15706
"Evaluation of the Programme
Human Genome Analysis" (1990 - l99l)
"Evaluation of the JOULE Programme (1939 - 1992\" EUR 15759
"Evaluation of the MONITOR Programme EUR 15782
(1989 - 1993)"
"Mid-term evaluation of the Human Capital and EUR 15783
Mobility Programme"
"Evaluation of the MAST-I Programme' EUR 15867
"Evaluation of the Radiation Protection" EUR 15878
Research Action' (1990 - 1991 & 1992 - 1993)
"Mid-term evaluation of the TELEMAN Programme" EUR 15868
STUDM,S OF THE IMPACT OF EC S&T POLICY ON NATIONAL S&T POLICTFS
WERE COMPLETED FOR:
- Ireland
- SPain
- The Netherlands
- Denmark
GermanY
- Italy
- Greece
- Belgium
EUR Reports are avaitable rhrough the Office for Ol'l'icial Publications of the European
Contmunities - Fax + 352 48 85 731486817
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